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Introduction



Introduction

Sacred Heart University Computer Science Department which is a part of
the Faculty of Science, Math, and Computer Science, has offered a computer
science major since fall 1983. This program offers two options to service both
the business and scientific communities. The curriculum is continually updated
following American Computing Machinery (ACM) curriculum guidelines. There
are currently 150 computer science majors at the University. Graduates of our
program are employed ir, '-vt. financial firms, software development firms,
utility companies, local a. .&a. government, manufacturing firms, and also
three local defense contractors, I tr/Sikcrsky Aircraft, UT/Norden Systems, and
Avco Lycoming Industries.

Sacred Heart University's current computer science curriculum has been
modified .in the 1992-1993 school year after receiving an ARPA Grant (Advanced
Research Projects Agency) for "Undergraduate Cur-iculum and Course
Development in Software Engineering and the Use of Ado, "BAA #91-18.
Category #1. The grant entitled, "Ada in Introductory Computer Science
Course", allowed for the modification of both introductory programming courses
to use Ada as the language of choice, since it is a good sottware engineering
tool that can best support many of the goals and principles of software
engineering. The two introductory computer science courses, CS050
(Introduction to Computer Science) and CS051 (Data Structures) were developed
to include Ada and software engineering principles. The developed courses
allows the student to apply a methodology using Ada and some principles of
software engineering to build software that is maintainable, efficient and
understandable at an introductory level.

The courses utilized features of Ada to support the development of high-
quality, reliable, reusable, and portable software. Learning to conform to good
programming practices using Ada provided very clear ideas of software
engineering principles and goals without formally teaching software engineering
concepts. The students will formally learn software engineering in their junior
year. Basic software engineering principles can be indirectly learned during the
first two programming courses.

The students were provided with a course syllabus, program examples,
handouts, programming assignments and articles to read. The students were
introduced to programming with ease, and seemed to enjoy the classes. They
found the Ada language simple to understand and use. Most of all, they found
Ada to be highly readable and clear. Most of my efforts went into developing
the first course. Covering the right material in the right order is an art. The
transition into programming should be a painless one. Both scientific and
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information option students enroll in both courses. It was important to make the
program problems in the first course simple while students dealt with their first
encounter with Ada, the editor and unix. Initial assignments were not difficult.
Assignments became increasingly open-ended to give the better students an
opportunity for creativity. By giving the students handouts and examples to
follow, learning was made very simple. The text was not followed sequentially,
but used as a supplimental resource. Students were fore warned of this and
were told to follow the lecture order in their text. All material on the syllabus
was covered in class and supplimented with handouts. The CS051 course
followed the text much more carefully. It did not require as many handouts.
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Summary

The grant received from ARPA provided the opportunity to develop
new courses material for CS050 and CS051, using Ada and software
engineering principles. It made work easier for the project director to
develop Ada software examples at home with the purchase of a Meridian
Ada PC Compiler. It provided wonderful opportunities to meet other
educators and defense personnel promoting the Ada language. It
provided opportunities to participate in several Ada and Software
Engineering related conferences and to arrange for one to be held on our
campus. I have met people from ASEET, strong Ada supporters,
educators who have adopted or are about to adopt Ada, and defense
contractors in our local area. And best of all, it has allowed me to
discover a language that I personally like, to use in the introductory
programming courses. It has been a wonderful opportunity and
experience that I have thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated!
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Time Table

Summer 1992

Prepare for CS050 (Introduction to Programming)
- Review Textbooks for course
- Research Articles for use in class
- Decide on course content
- Prepare handouts

Fall 1992

Implement CS050 (Introduction to
Programming)- 2 Sections

Prepare for CS051 (Data Structures)
- Research Articles for use in class
- Decide on course content
- Prepare handouts

Participate in REUSE EDUCATION WORKSHOP hosted
by West Virginia Univ, CARDS, ASEET, & AdaNET
Working Group 1:

"Software Reuse in Computer Science Courses"

Spring 1993

Evaluate Course, Revise Course
Implement CS051 (Data Structures)

- 1 Section
Implement CS050 (Introduction to Programming)

- 2 Sections

Summer 1993

Evaluate Courses
Make Revisions
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Fall 1993

Implement CS050
-2 Sections (Introduction to Programming)

Implement CS051
-1 Section ( Data Structures)

Evaluate and make Revisions

Spring 1994

implement CS050
1 Section (Introduction of Programming)

implement CS051
1 Section (Data Structures)

Attended Eighth Annual ASEET Symposium
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Jan. 10-13, 1994
Attended Introduction to Ada9X classes

by Capt. David Cook & Eugene Bingue

Present Paper, at Twelfth Annual National Conference
on Ada Technology entitled,
"Ada, a Software Engineeriig Tool, in
Introductory Computer Science Programming
Courses at Sacred Heart University:
Mutual Benefits" Williamsburg, Va Mar. 21-24
Attended Ada9X tutorial by Normam Cohen

Summer 1994

Complete report for grant.
Planning to host 3 days hands-on Ada9X

ASEET 1994 Summer Workshop on campus
for educators and those interested in Ada9X
"The New World of Ada9X", August 3-5, 1994

"* Introduction to Ada9X
"* Object Oriented Design in Ada9X
"* Real-time in Ada9X

Coordinator - Catherine McDonald IDA/ASEET
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BUDGET

Personnel

Project Director, Sandra Honda Adams;

Summer 1992: 2 months X $3,000/mo $6,000

Non-Persor..el

Meridien Ada Compiler ft.- use on $ 333
personal computer (for use by Project
Dire-tor on home computer)

Duplicating Costs for Educator Packets

100 Packets @ $5/Packet = $ 500

Postage for Dissemination of Information $ 300

Total Direct Costs: $ 7133

INDIRECT COSTS (@ 10% of TDC): $ 713

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS: $ 7846
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"Notes for CS050
Introduction to Structured Programming

Textbook: Ada Problem Solving and Program Design
by Michael B. Feldman and Elliot B. Koffman

Course Objective: To develop expertise in wuiting structured
programs using ADA and software engineering
concepts.

(Students should read text covering material discussed in class. Specific chapters
and sections will be given during each class.)

Week 1 & Week 2
"* Introduce the students to Ada through a brief lecture about the history of

Ada. Mention the software crisis and the need for software engineering.
"* Explain Handout #1 Example of an Ada Program violet.ada
"* Give a general explanation of the parts of a program (refer ot handout)

0 With and use Context Clause
* Header
0 Declaration
* Executable Body

"* Homework Assignment #1 - First Program Assignment
"* Explain Instructions on Dec 5500 (refer to handout)

0 Logging on, Password Change
* Unix, Vi Editor, Compilation, Linking, and Execution
0 Printing program and output
0 Review Ultrix Mail Facility (refer to handout)

"* Review of Class Procedures and Class Package (see handouts)
Student projects are collected in a class procedure and housed in a package.
Both are mailed electronically to each student for extraction and compilation.
This first introduction to subprogram procedures and packages will be an
easy one for students to understand.

"* Explain Software Engineering Concepts (Reuse, Abstraction, Information
Hiding) as seen in the development of the class project.

"* Review Program Development
"* Problem Definition
"* Specification of Domain and I/O
"* Algorithm Development - (refer to handout)
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(flowchart/pseudo code/top down design)
"* Flowchart Definition; Examples (refer to handout)
"* Coding, Testing, Documentation

0 Homework Assignment #1b (Flowcharting problems)

Week 3 & 4
"* Handout #2 - Program development:
"* Declaration Section (see handout)

"* Data Types
"* Variables
"• Constants
"* subtypes
0 generic instantiation

Puts, Gets, Putline; Newline I/O from Package Text-io
"* Ada Executable Statements (see handout)

"• Assignment
0 Numeric, Logical, and Relational Operators
0 Hierarchy of Operators

"* Control Statements (if, loop, while, for, case)
"• Review of flowcharting payroll problem example with and without loop

Coding in Ada - (flowcharting problems)(3 sets in handout)
"* without loop
"* with while loop
"* with loop-end loop

"* Assignment #2 - Coding flowcharting Problems in Ada
"* Ada Examples from flowcharting problem set

"* Using proper documentation and code formatting
"* Importance of naming Identifiers properly
"* Importance of code structure readability

Week 5
"* Handout #3 - String Variable and Constant declaration
"* Enumeration type declaration
"* Control structure - Case Statement
"* If, If-Elsif, Case
"* Homework Assignment #3 - Develop example programs using

"* all 3 control structures and enumeration data types
"* and reading

"* Exam I

Week 6
"* Handout #4 - Logical Expressions
"* File Processing Subprogams from Textjio

0 open, create, close, get, put, end of file
"* Example on file processing
"* Homework Assignment #4 - Code 2 out of 3 Problems
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Week 7 & 8
* Handout #5 - Subprogram Development

"* Procedures
"* Functions
"* Parameter Passing Modes (in, out, in out)

* For Statement - Single and nested for loops
e Examples of Subprograms and For statements (Truth Table)
* Homework Assignment #5 - Change Last Assignment

to utilize Subprograms. Create single and nested for loops.

Week 9
"* Exam !1
"* Class participation on using files & developing subprograms
"* Exception Handling
"* Handout #6 - Examples of Exceptions
"* Homework Assignment #6 - Use exceptions

Week 10
"* One and Multi-Dimensional Arrays

"* Array type declaration
"* Name notation, Positional Notation

"* Handout #7 - Examples of array declaration and use
"* Homework Assignment #7 - Write program using 1 D arrays

Week 11
"* Separate Compilations - Procedure and Function
"* Multi-dimensional arrays
"* Handout #8 - Examples of Multi-dimensional arrays and

separate Compilations
"* Homework Assignment #8 - Write program using 2-D arrays

Final Exam
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Notes for CS051
Data Structures

3 Credits

Textbook: Data Structures with Abstract Data Types and Ada
by Daniel F. Stubbs and Neil W. Webre

Course Objective: To introduce the students to the basic classical data structures of
computer science, emphasizing skills in design, analysis and
software engineering, through the use of packages, generics, and
private types.

Week 1 & Week 2 Chapter
"* Introduction to data structures 2.1
"* Handout #1 - Sorting, Subprograms, Modular Design, Menus
"* Arrays 2.2
"* Dynamic and Unconstrained Arrays 2.3
"* Homework Assignment #1 (Arrays)

Week 3 & 4
* Records 2.2
* Pointers (Dynamic Memory Allocation 2.4
* Abstract Data Types (ADT) 1.6
* Handout #2 - Examples of Stacks
* Stack package (ADT) 1.4
* Generic Stack Package 1.3
* Homework Assignment #2 - Stacks
* Exam I

Week 5 & 6
* Handout #3 - FIFO Queues 3.3
* Program Examples of Queues
* Scheduling I/o Requests on a Magnetic Disk 3.5
* Queue package (ADT)
0 Generic Queue Package
* Homework Assignment #3 - Parking Garage Problem
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Week 7 & 8
e Handout #4 - Program Examples of Linked Lists
e Linked List Abstraction 4.3
e Double Linked and Circular Lists 4.4
e Ordered Lists 4.5
* Rings 4.6
* Linked Lists (ADT)
* Generic Linked Lists (ADT)
* Homework Assignment #4 - Linked List Problem
0 Exam II

Week 9 - 11
"* Handout #5 - Examples of Trees
"* Elements and structure of trees 5.2
"* Binary Trees 5.3
"* Binary Tree Search 5.4
"* Introduction to Recursion 2.46
"* Tree Traversal and Display 5.6
"* Homework Assignment #5 - Tree Problem

Final Exam
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Syllabus
CS050

Introduction to Structured Programming
3 Credits

Textbook: Ada Problem Solving and Program Design
by Michael B. Feldman and Elliot B. Koffman

Course Objective: To develop expertise in writing structured
programs using ADA and software engineering
concepts.

(Students should read text covering material discussed in class . Specific chapters
and sections will be given during each class.)

Week 1 & 2
History of Ada and Software Engineering
Example of an Ada Program
Parts of a Program (General explanation as related to handout)

"* With Context Clause
"* Header
"* Declaration
* Executable Body

-Instructions for the Dec 5500
"* Logging on, Password Change
"* Ultrix, Vi Editor, Compilation, Linking, and Execution
"* Printing program and output

Homework Assignment #1
Review of Class Procedure and Class Package
Software Engineering Concepts - Reuse, Abstraction, Information Hiding
Problem Development

"* Problem Definition
"* Specification of Domain and I/O
"* Algorithm Development

(flowchart/pseudo code/top down design)
"* Flowchart Definition ; Examples
"* Coding, Testing, Documentation

Homework Assignment #1b (Flowcharting problems)
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Week 3 & 4
Ultrix Mail Facility
Program Development
Procedure sub program and packages
Declaration Types

"* Data Types
"* Variables
"* Constants
"* subtypes

Ada Executable Statements
"* Assignment
"* Numeric, Logical, and Relational Operators
"* Hierarchy of Operators
"* Control Statements (if, loop, while, for, case)

I/O from Package Text io
0 Puts, Gets, Putline; New-line

Review of flowcharting problem assignments
Coding in Ada - (flowcharting problems 3 sets)

"* Using proper documentation and code formatting
"* Importance of naming identifiers
"* Importance of code structure readability

Example4, of Ada problems - 3 sets
"* Wthout loop
"* With while loop
"* With loop end-loop

Assignment #2 - Code Flowcharting Problems in Ada
"* Using proper documentation and code formatting
"* Importance of naming identifiers
"* Importance of code structure readability

Week 5
"* String Variable and constant declaration
"* Enumeration type declaration
Homework Assignment #3 - Develop example programs using

all 3 control structures and enumeration data types
ano reading

Exam I

Week 6
"* Logical Expressions
"* File Processing Subprogams from Text io

(open, create, close, get, put, end of file)
"* Examples of File processing
Homework Assignment #4 - Code 2 out of 3 Problems



Week 7 & 8
Subprogram Development

"* Procedures
"* Functions
"* Parameter Passing Modes (in, out, in out)

For Statement - Single and nested loops
Examples of Subprograms and For statements(Truth Table)
Homework Assignment #5 - Change Last Assignment

to utilize Subprograms. Also write program(2) using files,
subprograms, enumeration types and for and case statements.

Week 9
Exam II
Class participation on using files & developing subprograms
Exceptions
Homework Assignment #6 - Use exceptions

Week 10 & 11
1 Dimensional Arrays
Homework Assignment #7 - Write program using 1 D arrays

Week 12
Multi-dimensional arrays
Separate Compitlations
Homework Assignment #8 - Write program using 2-D arrays

Final Exam
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Syllabus
CS051

Data Structures
3 Credits

Textbook: Data Structures with Abstract Data Types and Ada
by Daniel F. Stubbs and Neil W. Webre -

Course Objective: To introduce the students to the basic classical data structures of
computer science, emphasizing skills in design, analysis and
software engineering, through the use of packages, generics, and
private types.

Week 1 & Week 2 Chapter
"* Introduction to data structures 2.1
"* Handout #1 - Sorting, Subprograms, Modular Design, Menus
"* Arrays 2.2
"* Dynamic and Unconstrained Arrays 2.3
"* Homework Assignment #1 (Arrays)

Week 3 & 4
"* Records 2.2
"* Pointers (Dynamic Memory Allocation 2.4
"* Abstract Data Types (ADT) 1.6
"* Handout #2 - Examples of Stacks
"* Stack package (ADT) 1.4
"* Generic Stack Package 1.3
"* Homework Assignment #2 - Stacks
"* Exam I

Week 5 & 6
"* Handout #3 - FIFO Queues 3.3
"* Program Examples of Queues
"* Scheduling I/o Requests on a Magnetic Disk 3.5
"* Queue package (ADT)
"* Generic Queue Package
"* Homework Assignment #3- Parking Garage Problem
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Week 7 & 8
0 Handout #4 - Program Examples of Linked Lists
* Linked List Abstraction 4.3
* Double Linked and Circular Lists 4.4
* Ordered Lists 4.5
* Rings 4.6
* Linked Lists (ADT)
* Generic Linked Lists (ADT)
* Homework Assignment #4 - Linked List Problem
* Exam II

Week 9 - 11
"* Handout #5 - Examples of Trees
"* Elements and structure of trees 5.2
"* Binary Trees 5.3
"* Binary Tree Search 5.4
"* Introduction to Recursion 2.46
"* Tree Traversal and Display 5.6
"* Homework Assignment #5 - Tree Problem

Final Exam
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Syllabus
CS050

Introduction to Structured Programming
3 Credits

Textbook: Ada Problem Solving and Program Design
by Michael B. Feldman and Elliot B. Koffman

Course Objective: To develop expertise in writing structured
programs using ADA and software engineering
concepts.

(Students should read text covering material discussed in class . Specific chapters
and sections will be given during each class-)

Week 1 & 2
History of Ada and Software Engineering
Example of an Ada Program
Parts of a Program (General explanation as related to handout)

"* Context Clause
"* Header
"* Declaration
"* Executable Body

Instructions for the Dec 5500
- 0 Logging on, Password Change

* Ultrix, Vi Editor, Compilation, Linking, and Execution
* Printing program and output
* Ultrix Mail Facility

Homework Assignment #1
Review of Class Procedure and Class Package
Software Engineering Concepts - Reuse, Abstraction, Information Hiding
Problem Development

"* Problem Definition
"* Specification of Domain and I/0
"* Algorithm Development

(flowchart/pseudo code/top down design)
"* Flowchart Definition ; Examples
"* Coding, Testing, Documentation

Homework Assignment # lb (Flowcharting problems)
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Week 3 & 4
Program Development
Assignment #2 - Declaration Types

"* Data Types
"* Variables
"* Constants
* subtypes

Ada Executable Statements
0 Assignment
* Numeric, Logical, and Relational Operators
0 Hierarchy of Operators
* Control Statements (if, loop, while, for, case)

I/O from Package Text io
* Puts, Gets, Put line; New line

Review of flowcharting problem assignments
Coding in Ada - (flowcharting problems 3 sets)

* Using proper documentation and code formatting
* Importance of naming identifiers
* Importance of code structure readability

Examples of Ada problems - 3-sets
"* Wthout loop
"* With while loop
"* With loop end-loop

Code Flowcharting Problems in Ada
"* Using proper documentation and code formatting
"* Importance of naming identifiers
"* Importance of code structure readability

Week 5
* String Variable and constant declaration

-0 Enumeration type declaration
Homework Assignment #3 - Develop example programs using

all 3 control structures and enumeration data types
and reading

Exam I

Week 6
"* Logical Expressions
"* File Processing Subprogams from Textjio

(open, create, close, get, put, end of file)
"* Examples of File processing
Homework Assignment #4 - Code 2 out of 3 Problems



Week 7 & 8
* Subprogram Development

"* Procedures
"* Functions
"* Parameter Passing Modes (in, out, in out)

* For Statement - Single and nested for loops
* Handout #5 - Examples of Subprograms and For statements (Truth Table)
0 Homework Assignment #5 - Change Last Assignment

to utilize Subprograms. Create single and nested for loops.

Week 9
* Exam 1I
0 Class participation on using files & developing subprograms
0 Exception Handling
0 Handout #6 - Examples of Exceptions
0 Homework Assignment #6 - Use exceptions

Week 10 *
"* One and Multi-Dimensional Arrays

0 Array type declaration
0 Name notation, Positional Notation

"* Handout #7 - Examples of array declaration and use
"* Homework Assignment #7 - Write program using 1 D arrays

Week 11
"* Separate Compilations - Procedure and Function
"* Multi-dimensional arrays
"* Handout #8 - Examples of Multi-dimensional arrays and

separate Compilations
"* Homework Assignment #8 - Write program using 2-D arrays

Final Exam
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Handout #1

Example of an Ada Program called violet.ada

-------------------------------------------------
-- Source File Name: violet.ada
-- This Ada procedure will simply output a picture
-- As directed by the put_line procedure
-- Programmed by S. Honda on January 15, 1994
-------------------------------------------------
with textio; use textio;
procedure violet is

-- no declarations
begin -- violet

newline;
for i in 1..2 loop

put line(" {>o<) }
put-line(" { {O ");
put line(" { {} U
putline(" {{{ o o
putline(" {
putline(" =
put-line(" - -

end loop;
end violet;

To Compile, Link and run Program

1. ada violet.ada - compile source file
Source file name

2. aid violet -o violet.exe -- link & create
procedure name executable file name executable file

3. violet.exe -- run
executable file name



Parts of an Ada Program

context clause
"* with Makes available Packages
"* use Makes resources visable and directly usable

header - Identifies Procedure
declaration

"* enumeration types
"* array types
"* subtypes
"* variables
* constants
"* subprograms (procedures and functions)
"* generic instantiation of Package Text io

executable body
"* executable Ada instructions
"* subprogram calls

context clause with text_1i; use text i;
header - procedure Proctart.e is
executable Ada Instruction

for i in 1..2 loop
statementis)

end loop;
subprogram calls

put-line(" Hi There");
put("The ");
put line("End");
new-line(2);
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VI EDITOR

THE VI EDITOR IS A SCREEN EDITOR. IT IS AVAILABLE IN NEAR
IDENTICAL FORM ON NEARLY EVERY UNIX SYSTEM.

COMPONENTS OF EDITING:

1. to insert text (insert mode)
2. to delete text (command mode)
3. to change letters or words ( command mode)

VI COMMANDS ARE

1. CASE SENSITIVE
2. NOT ECHOED TO THE SCREEN
3. DO NOT REQUIRE A (RETURN] AFTER THE COMMAND

TO INVOKE THE VI EDITOR FROM THE UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM, TYPE THE
FOLLOWI NG:

Ilioneextension WHERE filename CAN BE ANY
ASCII CHARACTER EXCEPT /
WHICH IS RESERVED AS A
SEPARATOR BETWEEN FILES
AND SUB-DIRECTORY PATHS.

UPON ENTERING THE EDITOR, YOU WILL BE IN COMMAND MODE. THERE ARE
THREE MODES:

I. LINE CO•SMAND MODE

allows saving and exiting of files, allows for

pattern replacement, etc.

2. COMMAND MODE

allows movement in a file, allows one to perform
edits, and to enter insert mode.
(Keyboard keys have new meaning)

3. INSERT MODE

used for inserting or appending text to your file.
(Keyboard is used like a typewriter)



I*CCWAII MOBE

A. CUUSOR NOVZNT COMMUM

h moves 1 Space to left of cursor position
j moves down a line
k moves up a line
1 moves 1 space to the right of cursor position

The 4- I --o cursor movement keys will do the
above also. However they are out of the way.

H moves cursor to the top of screen
M moves cursor to the middle of screen
L moves cursor to the last line of screen

Ctrl f moves forward by screen
Ctrl b moves backward by screen
Ctrl d moves forward 1/2 screen
Ctrl u moves backward 1/2 screen

v moves cursor forward by word
V moves forward by word (ignoring punctuation)
b moves backward by word
a moves backward by word (ignoring punctuation)

Smoves cursor to end of word.
a moves to end of word (ignoring punct)
C moves to beginning of previous sentence

moves to beginning of next sentence
Smoves to beginning of previous paragraph

moves to beginning of next paragraph

SIX EASIC EDIT CMOC DS

1. 1 insert mode
2. a append mod*
3. c change vordeline
4. d delete vord(s) line(s)
S. y yank line(s)

NOV3T 33113 3 CCOMMD MOD=3

sc

(RETm m m nLIES SA4



ZDIT COMMANDS IN COM4MAND MODE

OBJECT Change Delete Copy

1 vord cv dv yv
2 words, ignoring 2cW or 2dW or 2yW or

punctuation c2W d2W y2W
3 vords back 3cb or 3db or 3yb or

c3b d3b y3b
1 line cc dd yy or Y
to end of line c$ or C d$ or D y$
to beginning of line c€ djV yy
single character r z yl

OCU COMO4ANDS IN COMMAND MODW
------------------------------------------------------------
placetext from buffer p or P (stay in COMMAN4DMODE)

insert mode,
append mode a
append at end of current line A
insert at beginning of line I INS.RT 14003
open up line below cursor 0
open up line above cursor 0

II. COMM4ANDS IN 1IN13 CCO4AND MODE: (note that the : gets you to
line coand mode from command
mode)

----- ---- ----- - - - - -

writes (saves) the buffer to the :v
file but does not ezit.

quits the file (and returns to :q

UNIX prompt.

noth writes and quits the tile :vq

quits the file (emphatic) sq!

writes the file (emphatic) :vt



Unix Commands

1. Is-I list directory of current path

2. cp copies filel to file2
filel file2

3. rm remove file

4. cd/ change directory to root directory
cd.. change to subdirectory one level

above

5. lpr -Pp .. __prints out files
filel file2

vax2

Ls107

6. vi invokes the vi editor

7. more types file to screen

8. Ctrl c breaks out of a loop

9. Ctrl d logoff terminal

10. passwd to issue password

11. cal gives you the calander for

cal gives you the calander for the year
year

12. > redirects output (used to capture
output)

13. cat > concatenate files 1 and 2 to file3

file1 file2 file3

14. to compile link and run ada programs:

ada Soura file name compiles ada source file
aid _Main procedure name links object code
a.out runs executable code



Printing Source Program and Program Output

1. BEGIN LOG FILE.

shu.sacredheart.edu > script filename.lis

2. TYPE PROGRAM TO SCREEN

csh > cat filename.ada

3. RUN PROGRAM

csh > filename.exe

4. REPEAT STEPS 2 & 3 IF REQUIRED

5. END LOG FILE

csh > [CTRL-dl

6. PRINT LOG FILE

shu.sacredheart.edu > Ipr -Pvaxl filenamedlis



TO RECIEVE MAIL

1. AT THE SYSTEM PROMPT TYPE THE FOLLOWING:

SHU> mail (RETURN] -- puts you into mail facility

2. YOU WILL SEE A NEW PROMPT "&" AND A LIST OF MAIL FROM
OTHER USERS. TYPE THE FOLLOWING:

1 tRETURN] -- types 1st message to you
s main.ada (RETURN] - extracts message to file

-- main.ada
& x [RETURN] -- leaves mail facility

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
TO SEND MAIL

1. AT SYSTEM PROMPT TYPE :

SHU> mail lla0l (RETURN]

2. TYPE A ONE WORD SUBJECT IF YOU LIKE, OR JUST A RETURN

Subject: Party (RETURN]

3. NOW TYPE YOUR MESSAGE; AS MANY LINES YOU LIKE

4. TYPE Ctrl-D WHEN DONE.

5. CC MEANS COPY TO OTHER USERS IF YOU LIKE, OR JUST RETURN

CC: [RETURN]

WHILE IN THE MAIL FACILITY, YOU MAY WANT TO USE THE FOLLOWING

COMMANDS:

& h - lists the mailgrams

& d - deletes the mailgram you have currently selected

& 2 -- - selects mailgram number 2 and types it to you

& s filename - extracts mailgram to a file called filename

& x - leaves mail facility, not saving changes
(deleted mailgrams will not be deleted)

& q - leaves mail facility, saving chages
(deleted mailgrams will be deletedl)

& Ctrl-c Ctrl-c abandons mailgram- does not send it!



-- FILZ : ART.ADA
-- This package contains a list of available student procedures.
-- Note that the implementation of the procedures are not found
-- here. They are in the package body.
-- Fall 1993 S. Honda

package art is
procedure desk;
procedure tree;
procedure hi;
procedure house;
procedure boat;
procedure house2;
procedure tracks;
procedure dog:
procedure rocket;

end art;



- - --- - -- W --

-- FILE : ARTBODY.ADA
-- This package body contains student proqrams from CSO50A
-- Note that the implementation of the procedures are found here.
-- Fall 1993 S. Honda
------------------------------
with textjio; use text io;
package body art is

-- m---m-------------a------------ ---------

------------- File:desk.ada ----... ------.- m--m--- ---------- m-----------
-------------------------------------- -------- --- W--- M-----------M-M---- m --- m ----- m------m

-- Proqram by: A R S H A N T O O L S A S S----------
---M-.-------- 09/16/93- ............... -

procedure desk is
begin--desk

put.line(" // )
put line( / /put 1 no(* I"

put-line(a / / );

put~line(" / / / U);

put linec" ( -- "-/-/-------- -------------- -

put-line (o .......
put-)lino(" Io0 "1 1__ 0
put line(" ------ ")pu-In( V I )
put-line(: );
put line("
putjline(wput~line (U V V ;

end desk;

-- file : trec.ada
-- This program create* a tree-pole

- It uses a package called text,_io that allows for I/0
Proqrammed by Poa Sirichantho

--------------- m-----------------------------------------
procedure tree is

begirt--- tree
put line(" **** U);

put line(" ((***)) ,);
put line(o ((*********)) )

put-lineC( ( ( (0*0(0)0*0*0))) ) )

put ( *(* (*)0**)
put-line(a ((( ) ))) U);

put-line(" (a((**();*))) U);

put-line(" * I ;
put-line (U I U);

put-line(CI U);

put.line(U a U);
put._line(W . U);

put Iine(O * **
put-. ine(* 00 * );"

put.lineC( vecome to CSO50O");
end tree;



ffbl - ------ -------------------------------------

-- file: Hi.ada
0- This program creates a Hi
-- It usees a package called text io that allows for I/o
-- Programmed by Daniel DaSilva

--------------- ~ ------ ------------ -----------

procedure hi is
begin -- hi

neowline;
put-lin•( M * U);

put line(" * * . U)

put.line(S * *
put line(" **.****** )
Put line( * * ()a
Put-line(" * * * );
Putline(O * * * )
Put-line(" U);

Put-line(" Welcome to CSO5);new line;
end hi;

--- W-- -------------------- W----------- ---------
-- file : house-ada by Don Osvay
--------- W-------------------- -------- O

procedure house is
begin -- house

put-ine(" );
putline (" );
put line( \);
put.line(g / \ \);
put line(" / );
putjl ine (N );
put line("
put line(0 );
put-line (oVTV
'put line (* 1 1 1I1I U);

put-lne( +;++++
putl ine ( - N );
put,_line(U U);
noev ine;

end house;

-- file : boat.ada
-- Joe Peddle -

----------------------- Offf---------------

procedure boat is
begin -- boat

put:line(O * U)

put-lineo("
put_line(" \);
put-line( );
putl ine(U \);
put_line(" \);put..i ne (U - U)put line(" J U)

putline( _);
put-I ine( \ );
putline Cs - U)

end boat;



-: file : house2.ada
U mn------- - l

procedure house2 is
begin -- house2

put-line(" );
put_line.* (__.
put-line(" A);put_line (" /\\.
put_line (s \.
put-l Ins (" .put line(*. U).

put-line (" .... ..... ++++..).put line( /).
put-1 ine (N U);

put-in(" I);
put-line(" U);

put line(" -);end house2;

Uum----mUun-n-u-u-u -----------------------------------------------
-- file : planet.ada
-- This program creates railroad tracks
-- It uses a package called text io that allows for I/O
-- Programmed by: Chauncey Wilson
----------------------------------------------------------------------

procedure tracks is
begin o. tracks

put line(" U);

put:line()
put line(" -) ;
put). in. (
putjline( U);

putline(O U);

put- ine()
PUt-l ine (" 10"put~j in.( U")

putýline(" -)0_

putline (
putline (")
put line(W -)

putline()
put;-'ino (W )

put_lins("
putline li
put:line( -

putlIin (WU)
putl ine (W
put).ine C"U)

end tracks;

------- ------------------ ~----------------------------
-- This program draws a dog.
-- Programmer: Jason Blais
-- Date: Sept. 17g 1993

----- W- -----------------------------------------.. . .. .

procedure dog is
begin -- Start drawing

put-line("



put lIineC" **U)

Put-line( * 0 U)

put line("**** )

put~line( ** * )

put-line( * vvv U)

put-line(* *** )

put lino(o /VV\ U);
put-line("*****U)
put line(O .** )

put~line (0* )

put line C m- m-r )

put line( III! )

put line (" )

put line(w U);

put~line(* WOOF, WOOFI! I)
end dog;

-- file: rocket.ada
-- This program creates a rocket
-- it uses a package called text-io that allows for 1/0
-- Programmed by C. Narable

procedure rocket is
begin -- rocket

Plat lin*C )

put~line(O2
put-lineC /U)
put line(*
putj:line (: )

put line(" )

put-line(* )

put...line(W )

put_ line ("U)

put-jine (U
putline(O welcome to C805010);

end rocket;
end art;e



i I ue

-- FILE KMAIN2.ADA
-- This program uses the art package. It also uses the case
-- statoent.
-- Fall 1993 S. Honda
-------- ---------------------------------------------------------
with text io, art; use text to, art;
procedure main2 is

-- declaration of variables
again, answer : character;
begin -- nain2

loop
put-line (" Menu Choices");
putline(" -------- 0);
put line(" (A) DESK (F) HOUSE20);
put line(" (B) TREE (G) TRACKS");
putline(" (C) HI (H) DOG ") ;
put line(" (D) HOUSE (I) ROCKET");
put line(" (E) BOAT (Q) QUIT ");new line;
put_line ("What would you like to see ");
put(" Type AB,CD,E,F,GH,I OR Q ->
get(answer) ; new_line;
case. answer is

when 'A' 'a' | desk;
when 'B' b' -> tree;
when 'C' c' c > hi;
when 'D' Id' -> house; -
when 'E' 'e' > boat;
when 'F' I' -> house2;
when 'G' 'g' => tracks;
when 'H' 'h' => dog;
when 'I' 'i' l> rocket;
when 'Q' 'q' => exit; -- this will exit loop
when others -> putline(" @#III wrong input !!!");

end case;
new line;

end loop;
.put line(" That's all folks!") ;new.line;

end uain2;
-------------- W-----------------------------------------------------

EXECUTION RUN OF MAIN2 .ADA
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Menu Choices

(A) DESK (F) HOUSE2
(B) TREE (G) TRACKS
(C) HI (H) DOG
(D) HOUSE (1) ROCKET
(E) BOAT (Q) QUIT

What would you like to see
Type ABCDEFGHI OR Q -> h

* * 0 *

* * ****

* * VVV

* /VV\



* *

I I I I I

WOOF, WOOF II

Menu Choices

(A) DESK (F) HOUSE2
(B) TREE (G) TRACKS
(C) HI (H) DOG
(D) HOUSE (I) ROCKET
(E) BOAT (Q) QUIT

What would you like to see
Type A,B,CD,E,F,G,H,I OR Q -> I

/'

/\
/\

/\

Welcome to CS0501

Menu Choices

(A) DESK (F) HOUSE2
(B) TREE (G) TRACKS
(C) HI (H) DOG
(D) HOUSE (I) ROCKET
(E) BOAT LQ) QUIT

What would you like to see
Type ABCDEFGHI OR Q -> p

0#11 wrong input III

Menu Choices

(A) DESK (F) HOUSE2
(B) TREE (G) TRACKS
(C) HI (H) DOG
(D) HOUSE (I) ROCKET
(E) BOAT (Q) QUIT

What would you like to see
Type AB,C,D,E,F,G,H,I OR Q -> q

That's all folkst



Flowcharting Symbols

1. Start/End

2. I/0

\Input PartNo,7 Output Name_

3. Processing

I Cost = Price * Qty
4,

Sum = Sum + CostI,

4. Decision Making

5. Connection



Logic Patterns

1. Simple Sequence

Input A, B

Icaic C-=A8;B

\ou�t� C

2 Decision Logic Pattern

T F 
T F

7 A--> >B 
<r>400.

SInput 
C 

.

OvTHr=Hr-40.O- OvTHr=O.O

3. Repetition Logic Pattern

=-99 I•lnput- ID, Qty, Rate\,

s Cost =QtyaRate
[Cost =Qty*Rate j 

Output Cost "

\Output Cost \"nDutjAlgai!jN

F



Flow charting Problems

1. Input two integer numbers, A and B. If the first is greater than the second, print
"Larger", otherwise print *Not Larger".

2. Input an ID Number, Rate of Pay, Hours Worked, and the Tax Rate. Calculate
Gross Pay, Taxes owed, and the Net Pay. (Remember to pay Time and a Half for
Over-Time Pay). Print out the Gross Pay, Taxes Owed, and the Net Pay.

3. You need an air conditioner. You need one between 5000 and 6000 BTU's. You
want to find one with the highest Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) because it will be
the most economical to operate.

Number of BTU's
EER -

Number of Watts

You are considering three air conditioners:
MODEL BTU WATTS

A 5000 820
B 6000 910
C 5500 850

Which one should you buy? Print out the EER values of all three Units and a
message indicating the most efficient unit to operate, Model A, B, or C.

4. Inputin ID Number, 3 Test Grades and a Final Exam. Each test is worth 20%
and the Final Exam 40%. Calculate the Final Score. Print also the ID Number.

5. Suppose there are more students in the class (Referring to problem 4). I would
like to process all the students in one execution run. Revise the flowchart such
that many students could be processed. If the ID is equal to an END OF DATA
TAG such as -999, there are no other students to process. -999 Marks the end
of the data list. Modify the flowchart for Problem 4.

6. Do the same for problem 1 and 2 such that several sets of data can be processed.

7. Each salesperson earns a base salary of $185.00. Moveover, if a salesperson's
total weekly sales exceeds $1000, a commission of 5.3% is earned on any amount
up to $5000 and 7.8% is earned on any amount in excess of $5000. Determine
the weekly Pay, for any Salesperson whose total weekly sales amount is input.
Print out the Saleman's ID and his weekly sales and pay. Use an EOD TAG to



terminate the Program.

8. Input two Numbers X and Y. If the sum of X + Y is greater than 42, print out 042".
If not, increase X by 10 and Y by 3. Print out the next X and Y values and check
to see if the sum is grcater than 42. Continue until the sum is greater than 42, at
which time you need to. output "42".

9. Input a list of numbers one at a time. The last value, not part of this list is 999.
This marks the end of the data list (EOD). Print the smallest and the largest
values of the list excluding the last value 999 which is not part of the list.

10. Input a list of Numbers whose EOD is 999. Print out the Largest and also a count
of how many numbers are included in the list.

11. Several pairs (X,Y) of Numbers are to be input. Any pair with the first value equal
to the second value serves as the End of Data (EOD). Determine and print out
counts %•f how many pairs satisfy X<Y and how many pairs satisfy X>Y.

12. Follow the following algorithm:

a. Input a value for N.
b. If N is less than or equal to zero, goto step (a.)
c. If N is greater than 100, output "Value is too Large" and goto

step (g.)
d. If N is greater than 90 calcu;ate the SUM = 50+4 B'e8-d+...+N and

goto step (f.)
e. Calculate the SUM = 1+2+3+4+...+N
f. Output the value of SUM.
g. Print out the message "Goodbye" and stop.
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Handout #2

Predefined Types and Subtypes found in package STANDARD:

INTEGER
POSITIVE
NATURAL
FLOAT
DURATION
CHARACTER
STRING
BOOLEAN

(Note: Numeric values are implementation dependent)

Ada Data types

I. Scalar Data Types
A. Discrete Types

1. Integer
a. INTEGER
b. user defined

2. Enumeration Types
a. CHARACTER
b. BOOLEAN
c. user defined

B. Real types
1. Floating point

a. FLOAT
b. user defined

2. Fixed Point Types user defined
II. Composite Types

A. Array
B. Record

I1. Access Types
IV. Task Types
V. Private Types

A. Limited Private
B. Private



Examples of Declaration Statements:

1. Examples of Variable Declarations: (Variables may be assign values in the program)

Hours : integer;
Rate, TaxRate, Taxes • float;
Middlelnitial, Again character;
Answer: boolean;
Weight, Age : positive;

2. Examples of Constant Declarations: ( Constants do not change in the program)

Pi : constant float := 3.14;
BasePay : constant float := 185.00;
Greetings := constant string := "Sacred Heart University";

3. Instantiation of generic packages to allow for I/0 (input/output):

package jig- is new integerjo(jgr C); use iio; (allows for integer i/0)

package -flf is new float _io(fWAt); use fltio; (allows for 1/0 of decimal values)

package .Answeia. is new enumerationjo( boolean ; use Answer_io;
(Allows for 10 of boolean values)

Ada Executable Statements

1. Assignment Statements - Assigns a value to a variable. The value on the right is
assigned to the variable on the left of "=
Syntax:

variable value, expression, or variable

Examples: Rate := 12.43;
Hours := 40.0;
Gross := Rate * Hours;
Again := 'Y';

2. Procedure Calls - Procedures are invoked or called by using the procedure name.

Examples: put("Hours Worked "); Put(Hours);
newline; putline(" Wonderful Days!");



The procedures put, new line, and putline are invoked to output values

Examples: put("Enter The Hours Worked => ");

get(Hours);
new-line;

The procedures put, get, new-line are invoked by using their names.

3. If Statements - Allows the computer to make decisions and take one of several paths.

if then

statement(s)
else

(optional clause)

statement(s)
end if;

4. While loop - Allows for repetition; The test to end the loop is at the top of the loop
(for pre-test loops)

syntax: while loop

statement(s)
end loop;

5. LoopiEndloop - Allows for repetition; The test to end the loop is at the bottom.
(for post test loops)

syntax: loop

statement(s)
exit when

condition(s)
end loop;



Program I/0 (Input/Output)

Generic Instantiation of data types other than character or strings.
Package Text io allows for I/O of these DataTypes by providing
some generic packages. Generic Packages are not directly usable.
They must be instantiated with a particular data type before use.
Instantiation creates a new package from the generic package which
is like template. These new packages now contain the PUT and
GET procedures that allow for I/O.

Generic Packages you may be using:
Float io
Integer..io
Enumeration io
Fixed io

Syntax: type IOTvDeNamre is new genericpackage.d_.a.tyez)

examples:

type Intio is new integerio (integer): - get,put integers
type FIt_io is new float io (float); -- getput floats
subtype AgeType is integer range 1 .. 104;
use Int io, FIt_io;
Id : integer;
Age : AgeType;
Amt : float 1.03e2;

get(Id);
get(Age); --Package Intio allows I/O of integer subtypes
put(Amt);

or,
if the only variable requiring I/0 is Age,

type Intio is new integerjio (AgeType);
... get(Age); put(Age);



Ada Languag Character Set used to build ADA words or lexical units

95 ASCII graphics character set

Basic Set:
26 upper case letters (A,B,C...Z)
10 digits (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0)
19 special•characters "#& '( +,./ ; < -> I
and the space character

Also included in the Basic set are the following characters:
26 lower characters (a,b,c... z)
additional special characters !$ % ?@[\]"{}~

Ada Lexical Units
are identifiers (including reserve words), numeric literals, character literals,
string literals, delimiters and comments. A lexical unit must fit on one line.
Embedded spaces are not permitted except in strings or comments.

Identifiers are names that are defined byt the progrrammer for such entities
such as procedures, packages, tasks, variables, labels, functions, constants,
etc. First characters of an identifier must be a letter followed by any number
of letters or digits or an embedded underscore.

Rmerved words are considered identifiers.

Numeric Iterals are IA e or Real Uterak
example of Integer lteral,:

15 -23 123423 1E3 42E2

-examples of real flterals:
15.0 -22.34 3.11592 12.2E+4 41.35E-7

Other nuameric iterals in other bases:
2#101111 8W57# 16#2F - Integer, decimal value 47
16#EOEl 2#1110 00001 - Integer, decimal value 224

(ban) Number Mantissalodonal power

a of characte Iteraks
'A' 9+- 9'" " _'

example of Aft Iterals
"ello There"



DELIM!ITERS

or these special compound symbols:
M• > . m I >s <- << > > <> /-

COMME I start with two hyphens and extent to the end of the line.

Ada Operators

Operators Operation

Exponentiation
abs absolute value
not logical negation

rem remainder
mod modulo
I division

"multiplication

+ unary sign
negation

& binary catenation
subotaction

+ addition
relational operators

/-

logical xor exclusive or
or inclusive or
and conjunction



-- File : payroll.ada
-- This procedure does payroll for one user
-- Programed by S. Honda February 8, 1994

---------- -- -------------------- --------------
with text -o; use text 1o;
procedure payroll is

-- variable declaration
gross,net,hours,rate,txrate,taxes,otp,regp : float;
id : positive;
-- generic instantiation for I/0
package iio is now integer io(integer);
package fltio is new float io(float);
use iio,fltio;
begin -- payroll

put("Enter id -> *); get(id);new line;
put("Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x ->
get(hours);new line;
put("Enter rate per hour -> $"); get(rate); new-line;
put("Enter taxrate in decimal format x.xx -> );
get(txrate);new line;
-- calculate overtime and regular pay
if hours > 40.0 then

regp :- 40.0 * rate;
otp :- (hours - 40.0) * rate * 1.5;

else
regp :- hours * rate;
otp :- 0.0;

end if;
-- calculate gross,taxes, and net
gross :- regp + otp;
taxes :- txrate * gross;
net :- gross - taxes;
-- output answers
put line(" ---------------------------- );

put("id -- > "); put(id); new line;
put("over time pay is -> $");
put(otp,5,2,0);new line;
put("regular pay ii -> $");
put(regW,5,2,0);new line;
put("tax amount is Z->$ "); put(taxes,4,2,0); new line;
put("net pay is m-> $");put(net,5,2,0); new line;
put lmne( ------------------------------- ;
put line(" END OF JOB!");

end payroll;

--------------------------------------------------------------
-- TO COMPILE, LINK, AND RUN PROGRAM

sacredheart.shu> ada payroll.ada -- COMPILES
sacredheart.shu> ald -o payroll.exe payroll -- LINKS
sacredheart.shu> payroll.exe -- RUNS PROGRAM
Enter id -> 1111
Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x -> 10.0
Enter rate per hour -- > $ 5.00
Enter taxrate in decimal format x.xx -- > 0.50
------------------ a

id -- > 1111
over time pay is -- > $ 0.00
regular pay is =W> $ 50.00



tax amount is ->$ 25.00
net pay is -> $ 25.00

END OF JOB!

sacredheart.shu> payroll.exe -- TO RUN PROGRAM AGAIN
Enter id -- > 2222
Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x -> 41.0
Enter rate per hour -- > $ 1.00.
Enter taxrate in decimal format x.xx -=> 0.50

id -> 2222
over time pay is -> $ 1.50
regular pay is -> $ 40.00
tax amount is ->$ 20.75
net pay is -> $ 20.75

END OF JOBI

-- TO CAPTURE PROGRAM LISTING AND OUTPUT
----------------- ---------------------------------------------------

sacredheart.shu> payroll.exe>payroll.run
1111
10.0
5.00
0.50
sacredheart.shu> payroll.exe>payroll.run2
2222
41.0
1.00
0.50
sacredheart.shu> cat payroll.ada payroll.run payroll.run2 > payroll.lis
sacredheart.shu> lpr -Pvaxl payroll.lis



-- vile : payroll3.ada
-- This procedure does payroll for everyone
- Programmed by S. Honda February 8, 1994

---------------------------------------------------

with text io; -- note that there is no use clause for this package
procedure-payroll3 is

-- variable declaration
gross,net,hours,rate,txrate,taxes,otp,regp : float;
id : integer;
again : character;

-- generic instantiation for 1/O
package 1ie is new text io.integer io(integer);
package fltio is new text io.float io(float);

-- note no use clause-for package hio and fltio

begin -- payroll3loop
-- prompt user for data

text io.put("Enter id -=> "); iio.get(id);
text-io.newvline;
text-io.put("Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x > ");
fltio.get(hours); text io.new line;
text io.put("Enter rate per hour -m> $"); fltio.get(rate);
text-io.new line;
text io.put ("Enter taxrate in decimal tormat x.xx > -);
flti6o.get(txrate); text io.new line;

-- calculate overtime and regular pay
if hours > 40.0 then

reqp :- 40.0 * rate;
otp :- (hours - 40.0) * rate * 1.5;

else
regp :- hours * rate;
otp :- 0.0;

end if;

-- calculate gross,taxes, and net
gross := regp + otp;
tixes := txrate * gross;
net :- gross - taxes;

-- output answers
text io.put line(" ---------------------------- );

text7 io.putl"id -> "); iio.put(id); text io.newjline;
text lo.put(wover time pay is -> $");
fitio.put(otp,5,2,O); text io.new line;
text io.put(Oregular pay is ->7$");
flti-o.put(regp,S,2,0); text io.new line;
text io.put(Otax amount is -- >$ ); fltio.put(taxes,4,2,0);
text io.new line;
textiLo.putl'net pay is -> $3); fltio.put(net,5,2,0);
text io.new line;
text-io. put-line ( ------------------------------
text-io.put.TDo you wish to do this again? (y/n) -> ");
textio.get(again); text io.nev line;
exit-when (again /- 'y')#

end loop;



text io.put line(" DD or JOB!");
end payroll3;

-- TO COMPILE, LINK, AND RUN PROGRAM

sacredheart.shu> ada payroll3.ada -- COMPILES
sacredheart.shu> aid -o payroll3.exe payroll3 -- LINKS
sacredheart.shu> payroll3.exe -- RUNS PROGRAM

Enter id -> 1111
Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x -=> 10.0
Enter rate per hour -> $ 5.00
Enter taxrate in decimal format x.xx -> 0.50
------------------------
id -•> 1111
over time pay is -> $ 0.00
regular pay is -> $ 50.00
tax amount is ->$ 25.00
net pay is -> $ 25.00
-------------------------

Do you wish to do this again? (y/n) -- > y
Enter id -- 2222
Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x -- > 50.0
Enter rate per hour -> $ 1.00
Enter taxrate in decimal format x.xx -- > 0.10

id -> 2222
over time pay is -- > $ 15.00
regular pay is -- > $ 40.00
tax amount is ->$ 5.50
net pay is -m> $ 49.50

Do you wish to do this again? (y/n) m-> n
END OF JOBI



File : payrolll.ada
-- This procedure does payroll for the entire company
-- Programmed by S. Honda February 8, 1994
-----------------------------------------------------------

with text io; use text io;
procedure payrolli in -

-- variable declaration
gross,net,hours,rate,txrate,taxes,otp,regp : float;
id : integer;

-- generic instantiation for I/O
package iio is new integer io(integer);
package fltio is now float-io(float);
use iio,fltio;

begin -- payrolll
-- prompt user for id
put("Enter id (-999 to end) =-> "); get(id);new line;

-- create a loop to process payroll
while id /- -999 loop

put("Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x ==> ");
get(hours);new line;
put("Enter rate per hour - S"); get(rate); new-line;
put("Enter taxrate in decimal-format x.xx ->
get(txrate);new_line;

-- calculate overtime and regular pay
if hours > 40.0 then

regp :- 40.0 * rate;
otp :- (hours - 40.0) * rate * 1.5;

else
regp :- hours * rate;
otp :- 0.0;

end if;

- calculate gross,taxes, and net
gross :- reqp + otp;
taxes :- txrate * gross;
net :- gross - taxes;

-- output answers
put line(" ----------------------------- )
put("id -> *);put(id);new line;
put("over time pay is -> P);
put(otp,5,2,0);new line;
put("reqular pay is -> $");
put(reqp,5,2,0);new line;
put("tax amount is Z->$ "); put(taxes,4,2,0); new line;
put(Onet pay is -> $");put(net,5,2,0); new line;-
put_lin* (" ----------------------------. ) ;

-- prompt user for next id
put(*Enter id (-999 to end--> "); get(id);newline;

end loop;

put line(" END OF JOBI");
end payrolli;



""- TO COMPILE, LINK, AND RUN PROGRAM

sacredheart.shu> ada payrolll.ada -- COMPILES
sacredheart.shu> aid -o payrolll.exe payrolll -- LINKS
sacredheart.shu> payrolll.exe RUNS PROGRAM

Enter id (-999 to end) -m> ill
Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x -- > 10.0
Enter rate per hour -> $ 5.00
Enter taxrate in decimal format x.xx =-> 0.50

Id -m> 1111
over time pay is -- > $ 0.00
regular pay is ->$ 50.00
tax amount is ->$ 25.00
net pay is -> $ 25.00

Enter id (-999 to end -> 2222
Enter hours worked in decimal format xx.x -- > 41.0
Enter -- te per hour -- > $ 1.00
Enter rate in decimal format x.xx m-> 0.50

id -m !222
over ' pay is -> $ 1.50
regular xy is ==> $ 40.00
tax amouat is m>$ 20.75
net pay is -> $ 20.75

Enter id (-999 to end -- >
END OF JOB!
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String Variable Declaration - Strings are declared as an array of
characters. It contains multiple storage spaces for characters.

Syntax:
string variable name : string(1 .. 10); -- allows 10 characters

examples:
FirstName : string(1.. 12);
Address • string(1 .. 24);
zip : string(1..5) '= 06611; -- initialize zip

Enumeration Type Declaration - User may define their own data type.
The data values must be enumerated in a type declaration statement
in a particular order. In order to accomplish I/0 for each different
type, the user must instantiate each enumerated data type.

Syntax: type EnumeratedTvpeName is ( datatvoe values);
VariableName • EnumeratedTypeName;

examples:
type FishType is (cod, salmon, mahimahi, ahi, catfish);
Fish : FishType;
type ComputerType is (IBM, Apple, Dec, Compaq);
Computer:ComputerType : = Dec; -- initialize Computer

Generic Instantiation of FishType and Computer Type - To aliow for I/O

Syntax: type InstTypeNamp is new genericoackage(_4uAty_2e)

examples:
type Fish io is new enumerationio(FishType):
type Computerio is new enumerationio(ComputerType);
use Fishio, Computerjio;



type day-type is (monday,tuesday,wednesday,thursday,
friday,saturday, sunday);

day : daytype;

if statement
if day = saturday then

put-line(" Play");
else

if day=sunday then
putline("Sleep");

else
if day = friday then

put line("Call in sick");
put line("Play computer games!");

else
put line("Go to work!");

end if;
end if;

end if;

if's with elsif clauses
if dayf= saturday then

put line("Play");
elsif day = sunday then

put line("Sleep");
elsif day = friday then

put line("Call in sick");
put line("Play computer games!");

-else
put line("Go to work!");

end if;

Case Statement
case day is

when saturday => putline("Play");
when sunday = > put line("Sleep");
when friday = > put line(TCall in sick");

putline("Play computer games!");
when others = > putline("Go to work!");

end case;



Case Statement

The Case expression must be of a discrete type

Each of the possible values of the case expression must be covered in one
and only one when clause.

If the when other .......- , used, it must appear as a single choice at the end
of the case statement

Choices in a when clause must be static

Case Statement Example
atomic-number : integer range L.. 105;

case atomic number is
when 1

- > put("Hydrogen");
when 21 10 118 1 36 1 54 1 86

- > put("Noble Gas");
when 3 1 11 19 137 1 55 1 87

= > put("Alkali Metal");
when 4 112 1 20 1 38 1 56 1 88

- > put("Alkaline Earth Metal");
when 5 1 13 1 311 49 1 81

- > put("Aluminum Family");
when 6 114 1 32 1 50 1 82

- > put('Carbon Fa.nily ");
7when 7 115 1 33 1 51 1 83

-- > put("Nitrogen Family");
when 8 116 1 34 1 52 1 84

-> put("Chalcogen");
when 9 117 1 35 153 1 85

-- > put("Halogen");
when 58..71

- > put("Rare Earth");
when 90..103

=-> put("Actinide");
when others

= > put("Transition Metal");
end case;



Which Case Statements are Legal?
response : characte,

get(response);
case response is. - using selectors

when 'Y' I 'y' => puLline("You are begin positive");
when 'N' I 'n' => putlineC"You are being negative");

end case;

type daypoiLweek-type is (mondaytuesdaywednesday,thursday,
fridaysaturdaysunday);

day: day.of.weektype;

case day is - using discrete range
when monday..thursday => putC"Go to work!'";
when friday => put("Take sick leave");
when saturday.Sunday .=> put("Watch TV");

end case;

subtype age-type is float range 0.0..0;
age : age-type

case age is
when 0.0.. 12.0 => put('hild");
whim others => put("Teeny-Bopper");

end case;

case value is
when 1 .. max => put("In range");
when others => put("Out of range");

ma : Integer := 5;
value : integer *=2;

case value is
when 1 . max => put(In range");
when others => put("out of range");

end case;
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Logical Expressions

Logical Expressions (sometimes called boolean expressions) are
expressions that evaluate to boolean values true or false. Boolean
Variables may be assign to boolean constant values of true or false.

In a declaration section where

Again : boolean
A,B "integer

In the executable body where

Again • true ;

while Again loop
statement(s):

put("Do you wish to repeat this? (true or false ")
get(Again)

end loop;

if A > 500 then
statement(s):

-end if ;

In the above examples Again true, Again, and A> 500 are examples
of Logical or Boolean Expressions. Both exprc-sions evaluate to true or
false.



Sequential File Processing in Ada

The following subprograms from Textio are generally used in sequential
file processing:

Procedures open, close, create
Function end of file

1. The open procedure allows a physical data file to be opened and
used for input.

syntax:
open( LogicalFileName, filemode, filename);

Where LogicalFileName is an identifier that is declared as a filetype,
filemode is In file or outfile, and
filename is the physical file found on secondary storage.

The name of the physical file can be enclosed in quotes,
or the name may be stored in a string variable.

Examples:
Sam filetype;

open(Sam, in-file, "payroll.dat");
or

Sam •filetype;
FName • string(1.. 11);

put("Enter filename, [exactly 11 characters please] ");
get(FName); newline;
open(Sam, in-file, FName);

2. The close procedure closes an opened file. Remember to close all
opened files in your program when not needed.

syntax: close( LooicalFileName );

Example: close(Sam);



3. The test for end of file can be done with the function end of file.
This function returns a value of true if the end of the file is reached;
otherwise it returns a value of false.

Example: Sam, Joe filetype;

FileName : string(1.11);
PayRate •float;

open(Sam, in file, Filename);
open(Joe, in file, "acctpay.dat");
while not end_offile(Sam) loop

get(Sam, Id);
get(Joe,ld); get(Joe,PayRate);

end loop;
close(Sam);
close(Joe);

4. The create procedure will create a file for output.

syntax: create( LogicalFileName. filemode , filename);

Example:

OutFile : file_type;
Rate : float
Hr : float

-- prompt user for data
put("Enter Pay rate = => ");
get(Rate); newline;
put("Enter Hours worked = => ");
get(Hr); new line;
create(OutFile, outfile, "PayFile");
put(OutFile, "Pay file - 1993"); -- header in 1st record of file
put(OutFile, Rate); -- writes pay rate to file
put(OutFile, Hr); -- writes hours worked to file

close(OutFile);



COMPARING

Instruc;tions

A feo of the book royalties for authors IS to be Preaed. A OfOg'lMl Should be de0s4 nd and

coded to Prodauce me Monrt.

Input

Input consists of sales records that contain the autlors name, the title of the book, and the
number of boos sold. The inpe data Is shown below.
end of file ind~cmato.

NAME TITLE NUMBIU SOLD

BROWN BASIC 30"
DAVIS COBOL 57
EVANS PASCAL 47
LAMS PILOT 3M

Output

Otp is a book ryalty reort conaning the aut&ora nam, the ite of the ook, tme Wmiler Of
copie"ol and the royalty. If & book sellsee thW n 4,000 copes, a Wye"lty of 2 ents Par book IS

oaid. If a book sells 4.000 cOPi"e or more. a royalty 0#3l cen per book is pid. After all r-cords have
been proceseed, the total number of authors, the toWt number of book soKl. and the IoW rYate
paid to all authors ae to be displayedL The format of the output Is uetralimd below.

lOOK KOt £4. TZLS

ZTlr.. NSOLO OUt

*CAti _ IAIC 39"9 1159.7%
Odtcam 30• 679 7 vt. al

gvarms PAKAL 4397
L.A.. 1021.04 3.147 121 . 43

TOT AL 4A•1JT)CR 4
TOTAL 4COS($ 1794Z
TOTAL ftaiMTZIS S7t.-74



-- DATA FILE : COMUPTER.DAT

Brown Basic 3999.0
Davis Cobol 5679.0
Evans Pascal 4397.0
Lamb Pilot 3867.0
---------------------------------------------------------------

DATA FILE : MATHEMAT.DAT

SMITH DISCRETE MATH 1000.0
YEE CALCULUS 3433.0
KINIK ALGEBRA I 10000.0
KINIK GEOMETRY 3001.0
GROUCHY MATH IS FUN 7012.0
SELLS PROBABILITY 1234.0

-- PROGRAM : BOOK.ADA

with text io; use text io;
procedure-book is

-- 'generic instantiation of float io
package fltio is new float io(FLOAT);
package 11o is new integer-io(NATURAL);
use iio, fltio;

e -- declare variables
Name : STRING(1..8);
FileName : STRING(1..12); 1/

Title : STRING(I..14);
TotalAuthors : NATURAL :- 0;
Sam : FILE TYPE;
TotalBooks,Sold,Due,TotalRoyalties : FLOAT :-0.0;

begin book -- prompt user for input file name J

put line("What is the name of the file you wish to open");
put("Type no more than 12 characters please! "); - -,
get(FileName);
put(FileName); /-
new-line; , ,___"_- _

-- open the input file _ .......
open(Sam,IN FILE,FileName); _

-- put headers I - .- ?
put line(" BOOK ROYALTIES"); -

new-line;
put-linei(" NAME TITLE SOLD DUE");
new line;
putline(" ------------------------------------------------ );

while not end of file(Sam) loop - --

- =- begin reading a record...
get(Sam,kName); '
get(Sam,Title);
get(Sam,Sold);
new line;

-- calculate royalities
if Sold < 4000.0 then

Due :- 0.29 * Sold;I else

Due :- 0.35 * Sold;
end if;

-- update counter and accumulators
TotalRoyalties :- TotalRoyalties + Due;
TotalAuthors :- TotalAuthors + 1;
TotalBooks :- TotalBooks + Sold; \ ,-'{ •

-- output information -;,.. ,4 -

put(Name);put(" ");



put(Title);put(- ");
put(Soldeforem)8.aft-)2,expa>O);
put(Duetfore->S,aft->2,exp->0);
new-line;

-- get name from next record
end loop;
close[Sam);
new line;
putT" Total Authors ");
put(TotalAuthorswidth->4);new line;
put(" Total Books ");
put(TotalBooksfore->8,aft->0,exp->O);
new line;
putT" Total Royalties due $1);
put(TotalRoyaltiestfore->Sfaft->2,exp->0);
new line;
put line(" End of Job");new line;

end book;

-- COMPILATION,LINKING, AND EXECUTION RUN OF BOOK.ADA

SHU> ada book.ada [ENTER]
SHU> ald book (ENTER]
SHU> a.out [ENTER]

What is the name of the file you wish to open
Type no more than 12 characters please! computer.dat

BOOK ROYALTIES

NAME TITLE SOLD DUE

Brown Basic 3999.00 1159.71

Davis Cobol 5679.00 1987.65

Evans Pascal 4397.00 1538.95

Lamb Pilot 3867.00 1121.43

Total Authors 4
Total Books 17942.0
Total Royalties due $ 5807.74

End of Job

ANOTHER RUN OF BOOK.ADA USING DIFFERENT INPUT FILE

SHU> a.out (ENTER)

What is the name of the file you wish to open
Type no more than 12 characters pleasel mathemat.dat

BOOK ROYALTIES

NAME TITLE SOLD DUE

SMITH DISCRETE MATH 1000.00 290.00

YES CALCULUS 3433.00 995.57

KINIK ALGEBRA I 10000.00 3500.00

KINIK GEOMETRY 3001.00 870.29



GROUCHY MATH IS FUN 7012.00 2454.20

SELLS PROBABILITY 1234.00 357.86

Total Authors 6
Total Books 25680.0
Total Royalties due $ 8467.92

End of Job



BASIC ARIT14MITIC OPERATION$S ACCUMULATING FINAL TOTALS

A 'sgei of thiseyet D forI W AOhl eiwGe CW tWil SySteM is to Do Drsiaed. A Ooagrgm psu'od

Input

ingul. -:6064618 of sales 'eoAMS coante~rn thi custo~mer neins. MIS customer '~me.
or"vOug misanco trio curwia s.wrsria. &Mi meo Deymeau mess The wout dat i SDlewn a050w

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER PREVIOUS CURRENT
NUMBER NAME BALANCE PURCHASES PAYMENTS

301 MRAKE 100.2 tug W
2301 HOLLY 171.7 63= Val2
346 LOOMS 230.71 WS.7 WS
436 RAMOS 13.71 17.36 17.71

Outpgut Iee aegoe of gymasel due. The MOMet Is to aewen tft ouseeme ROOs, mW ow~
ftu-R. mw me miniOmu payment *A&. The gawm uws e aosteins OWN sung effreveu
boimie to mavfen a Pey w pium, ow summung" me ymenee rTh wmanem pawwn *ae is
num~ewa by osew"s 1u e % of g eo w am o efW utW ONser MM MW OW Glepisyse. The eatOW

SISYINE CtUmRbT N=mNu

mm11166.2S 16.4
23.*21 2.64
12m.21 21.64

ISYM - WOOas? efth"mS 0 647.1



SASIC ARITHMrrlc OPERATIONS - ACCUMULATING FINAL TOTALS

A fewto tDo ofpa o for a ti t'w@1tton coins" to getoemtne the m10 M gol,"n oMaeot
frmq O" *US "von fee ins day, A orM £Prsnt 4 s• des•gdej

Input

Inmot consists Of 'ei8s Itht contin tD•e SUSfnveTs 'eS islifcetslon nAu•fSwi. tIln RldMe

',va. •e& tie gownlls of •goais d 411i. T" 'nowt W18 Is sh~ Sews

DRIVER DRIVER
I0 NAME MILm GALLONS

to C DAVIS 280 2

31 IROAMS 4 42

or L JAMES 3M 1a
IJ

Output

Out" to a %us Mwiee oWfl trl contl m W4 ~ now* W Raw 19WMNe thle galiors of
gamine m am I" meee mPer gown. Tw me,.o u goN n is otowns by oiw ow gllons uWNW
into the males teld. Afte ri fee"og PAe Oeen i ei the tOW 1%0111001 Of diL. W4 torsi
mese ttmve'.d the ro05 owon$ umom InA theoWvers miles gt o9wl" t far a uS w. to be
dislaIySO. Tft form•t of W4 output i SllullStle "lOw.

&US PILZ*G

c ovin qaLE$ 422ris

sa1 21311111II
4lk1100041 432 42 it

6 e WI 36 36 92
L im :23 1? 1

TItA. WLZS 134S

augagaP 11.9636



A rn ~ o. r~: a: a a~ g ~ ~ c. ?.po : L to to pre; areg :veter&As e*:.eld in 4 Co4.glee. A Progam should be designed
to produce the report.

:';." conslsts of records C:..:ainai the &Ums of the student, a code(code 1 if the student ts a nor.-ve:eraz; code 2 if the student: is & ve:tra-the 16--er of units the st4de.t is e.nrolled for, and the ouster of de;e-. er:s.A:; re:.rds vill contain either a code I or a code 2, except for :he an d.
file re-oard. -.e in~put data is showe. belo..

.OGT 1 s5 0
IJAMS 2 I 61

RG 2 15 1

2 1

Output isa financial assistanze roper% of all veterans. If their.4d.dia is not a veteran (code 1). the: their a&me is not to appear c?-the report. If the Individual is ve:eran., Is a part-tiUe stadent(:akin. leess than 15 ur.:s) end as eago tb.ýA cvo dependents, tti. thef*an•.a1 assistance is S2C.0O per uni: being taken. If the individus;is a par:-time student .nA a voteran vdh two or mre dependents, thefliancial aelLlstance to $3.00 pt: unit beta% taken. If the veteran Is& fiill.1i stuadent (13 units or more) wick two or more dependents. thou'the financial assistance ti $30.00 per mit being takes.. If the veteranIs a full-tm. student with less thaz we dependents, the fiUnscialassistance Is $27.00 per utnt being Mtam. After all records have beenprocessed, the total emiber of f!u,._tt veterees. the total eamber of ;ar:-tLem-Vet4ran students, and the t.:ta. a.u-t of financial aesistan.ceahou-ld be displayed. The fornmt of the output is illutreded below.

FIWC1.4 ASS lST?€J

NSAMS gas flM=

JANKS ML'LL I S 433
7W.nL TM 3 $ 4"0NAMAJL PART TL4S I S 240S"ul PAR? TDM S U3

TOTAL-L, TIM MY A5 ML" TS I"TOTM-lAR? TEM Vt•• ST•LOS 2
TOTAL MOIT 8 1544
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Ada Subprograms (Procedures and Functions)

A subprogram is a sequence of code, that allows programs to be
structured in modular style. It also supports code reuse. Code that can
be used over again should be written as subprograms and housed in
packages. A complex problem can be broken down into smaller
manageable pieces.

All Ada subprograms, functions or procedures have the same basic parts.
(See next page). Identifiers that are used only within a subprogram
should be defined locally within the subprogram. Identifiers that are used
in the main procedure as well as in several subprograms should be defined
globally in the main subprogram. See text to review visibility rules.

A flowchart of a problem that use macro modules can be written as

subprograms that can be farmed to several programmers.

The major differences between Functions and Procedures are:

Functions
"* return a value when invoked.
"* are called within a statement or as part of another unit.
"* contain at least one return statement in the executable body.

Procedures
"* return zero, one or more values.
"* are invoked by using the procedure name.
"* Do not contain return statements

Parameter passing allows different values to be used when a subprogram
is invoked at different times. The different types of parameter modes
include in, out and inout. See text to review parameter modes.



Ada Procedure

Header -- identifies the procedure

types (enumerated.)
array types
subtypes

Declaration Section constants
variables
*subprogram declaration (Functions or Procedures)
instances of generic packages or subprograms

Executable Body executable ada instructions or statements
subprogram calls

*Subprogram defined in the declaration Section

Function:

FUNCTION FuncName (Paraml: in DataTl: Parm2: in DataT2)return DataT3 is
Formal Parameter List

LOCAL DECLARATIONS
BEGIN -- FuncName

-- executable statements
return

END FuncName;

Procedure:

PROCEDURE ProcName (Parml: in DataTl; Perm2:out DataT2; Parm3:in out Data) is
Formal Parameter List

LOCAL DECLA RATIONS
BEGIIN -- ProcName

-- executable statements
END ProcName;

3 Possible MODES for Parameter Lists
in The formal parameter is treated as a constant whose value is provided by the

corresponding actual parameter. This parameter cannot be changed by the
subprogram.

out The parameter is a variable whose value is assigned to the corresponding
actual parameter as a result of the procedure.

in out The formal parameter is a variable whose corresponding actual parameter
value can be referenced and updated.



Parameter Passing Modes

in
"* has initial value

"* read only

"* cannot alter value

"* default mode

"* actual parameter can be an expression

out

"* has no initial value

"* write only

"* must assign value

- actual parameter must be a variable

in out

"* has initial value

"* read and write

"* can alter value

"* actual parameter must be a variable



-- FILE : TAXES.ADA

-- This procedure declares a function called taxcalc that
-- calculates the tax return, if you give it 4 PARAMETERS:
-- 1. the TAXABLE IN of a person(s)
-- 2. the AMOUNT of base taxes you need to pay for that

income range
-- 3. the PERCENTAGE amount in decimal format
-- 4. the Amount over value
-- It will then calculate your taxes and return that amount!

with text io; use textio;
procedure-taxes is

Mr,Mrs,MrTax,MrsTax,JointTax : float;
Temp : float;
package fltio is new floatio(float);
use fltio;

function taxcalc(Income,Amt,Per:ent,Over:float) return float is
taxamt : float;
begin -- taxcalc

taxamt :- Amt + Percent*(Income-Over);
return taxamt;

end taxcalc;
begin -- taxes

put("Enter Mr. Doe's Taxable Income -> $');
get(Mr);put(Mr,fore->6,aft->2,exp->O);new line;
put("Enter Mrs. Doe's Taxable Income -> $1);
get(Mrs);put(Mrs,fore->6,aft->2,exp->O);new line;

-- calc taxes invoking function taxcalc
MrsTax := TAXCALC(Mrs,2190.0,0.32,20000.0);
MrTax := TAXCALC(Mr,1630.0,0.28,18000.0);
JointTax :-TAXCALC(Mr+Mrs,3960.0,0.29,36000.0);

-- output returns
put("Mr. Doe's Separate Tax return will be $");
put(MrTax,fore->7,aft->2,exp->O);new line;
put("Mrs. Doe's Separate Tax Return will be $");
put(MrsTax,fore->7,aft->2,exp->O);new line;
put("Their joint tax return will be =-> $");
put(JointTax,fore->7,aft->2,exp->O);newline;

-- decide which way to file
if MrTax + MrsTax > JointTax then

putline("File Joint Return");else
if MrTax + MrsTax < JointTax then

putline( "File Separate Returns");else
put-linae("File anyway you like!");

end if;end if;
new_line;

end taxes;

-- EXECUTION RUN OF TAXES.ADA
Enter Mr. Doe's Taxable Income >- $ 18750.0
Enter Mrs. Doe's Taxable Income -> $ 20312.0
Mr. Doe's Separate Tax return will be $ 1840.00
Mrs. Doe's Separate Tax Return will be $ 2289.84

Their joint tax return will be => $ 4847.98
File Separate Returns



FILE : paint.ada
-- This main procedure illustrates the use of subprograms.
-- It contains a function and 3 procedures in the main declaration
-- area of the main procedure. S. Honda 3/93
-------------------------------------------------------------------
with text io; use textio;
procedure paint is

package fltio is new float io(float);
use fltio;

-- global declarations
lengthwidth,area : float;
costpergalnogalcostpaint : float;

function painta(widlen:in float) return float is
-- local declarations
height : constant float :- 8.0; -- height of room 8 ft.
walll,wall2,ceiling,totalsqft : float;
begin -- painta

wall := len*height;
wall2 :- wid*height;
ceiling := wid*len;
totalsqft :- 2.0*(wall2 + wall1) + ceiling;
return totalsqft;

end painta;

procedure getdata(i,w,costpergal : out float) is
begin -- getdata

put("Enter length of room in ft. ->
get(l); new line;
put("Enter width of room in ft. ==> ");
get(w); new line;
put("Enter cost of paint per gallon ==> ");
get(costpergal); new-line;

end getdata;
---------------------------------------------------------------
procedure calc(area,costpergal: in float; nogal,costpaint

: out float) is
-- local declaration

coverage : constant float :=233.0;
temp : float;
begin -- calc

temp :- area/coverage;
temp := float(integer(temp + 0.5));
no gal :- temp;
costpaint := temp*costpergal;

end calc;
-------------------------------------------------------------

procedure print(w,l,area,no gal,costpaint:in float) is
begin -- print

putline("The paint used to paint the room covers");
put line("233 sqft. The room to be painted is a");
put_-line("standard 8 feet high room!"); newline;
put("The length of room is ");
put(l,2,1,0);put line(" ft");
put("The width of room is ");
put(v,2,1,0);put line(" ft");
put("The area to be painted is ");
put(area,4,1,0);put-line(" sqft.");



put("The cost of paint is SN);
put(costpaint,4,2,O);new line;
put("The no of gallons to buy : N);

put(nogal,2,0,0);new line;
end print;

--------------------------------------------------------------
begin -- paint

getdata(length,width,costpergal);
area :- painta(width,length);
calc(area,costpergal,no_gal,costpaint);
print(width, length,area,nogal,costpaint);

end paint;
---------------------------------------------------------------------
-- EXECUTION RUN OF PROGRAM

------------------------------------------------------------------------
shu.sacredheart.edu > ada paint.ada -- COMPILES
shu.sacredheart.edu > ald -o paint.exe paint -- LINKS
shu.sacredheart~edu > paint.exe -- RUNS EXECUTABLE FILE

Enter length of room in ft. -=> IC.C
Enter width of room in ft. >
Enter cost of paint per gallon -=>
The paint used to paint the room covers
233 sqft. The room to be painted is a
standard 8 feet high room!

The length of room is 10.0 ft
The width of room is 10.0 ft
The area to be painted is 420.0 sqft.
The cost of paint is $ 20.00
The no of gallons to buy : 2.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------
shu.sacredheart.edu > paint.exe -- RUNS EXECUTABLE FILE

Enter length of room in ft. -- > '*u

Enter width of room in ft. -- > 'i

Enter cost of paint per gallon -- > •Cu
The paint used to paint the room covers
233 sqft. The room to be painted is a
standard 8 feet high room!

The length of room is 1.0 ft
The width of room is 1.0 ft
The area to be painted is 33.0 sqft.
The cost of paint is $ 10.00
The no of gallons to buy : 1.0



File : COMPUTER.DAT
BROWNBASIC 100
WHITECOBOL 6000
GREENRPG 1000
EVANSADA 6080

File : BOOK.ADA " -)

-- This program is the book royalty problem that has been
-- modularized. Note the three procedures (Headers, Loops,
-- PrintTotals).

with text io; use textio;
procedure book is

package iio is new integer io(integer);
package fltio is new floatio(float);
use iio,fltio;
TotalAuthors,TotalBooks : natural :=0;
TotalRoyalties : float :=0.0;

procedure Headers is
.begin -- Headers

putline (" Book Royalties");
new line;
put(" Name Title
putline(" Sold Due");
new line;
put" ------------------------------
putline(" ----------- );

end Headers;
----------------------------------------------------------

procedure Loops (TotalAuthors, TotalBooks: out natural;
TotalRoyalties: out float) is

ta,tb,Sold : natural := 0;
due,tr : float := 0.0;
Name : string(l..5);
Title : string(l..6);
Sam : file-type;
begin -- Loops

open(Sam,infile,"computer.dat" );
while not endoffile(Sam) loop

get (Sam, Name) ;
get(Sam,Title);
get (Sam, Sold) ;
new line;
if Sold < 4000 then

Due := 0.29 * Float(Sold);
else

Due :- 0.35 * Float(Sold);
end if;
tr :str + Due;
ta :- ta + 1;
tb :- tb + Sold;
put(Name) ;put(" "
put(Title) ;put("
put(Sold) ;
put (Due, 8,2,0) ;
new line;

end loop;



close(Sam);
TotalAuthors :- ta;
TotalRoyalties :- tr;
TotalBooks :- tb;

end Loops;

-- Note the parameters passed have different names.
procedure PrintTotals(TA,TB: in natural; TR: in float) is

begin -- PrintTotals
new line;
put(" Total Authors ");
put(TA,width->4);new line;
put(" Total Books Sold ");
put(TB);new_line;
put(" Total Royalties due $"');
put(TR,8,2,0);new-line;
put_line("End of Job!");

end PrintTotals;
----------------------------------------------------------------
begin -- book

Headers;
Loops(TotalAuthors,TotalBooks,TotalRoyalties);
PrintTotals(totalAuthorsTotalBooks,TotalRoyalties);

end book;

Execution Run of Book.exe:

Book Royalties

Name Title Sold Due

BROWN BASIC 100 29.00

WHITE COBOL 6000 2100.00

GREEN RPG 1000 290.00

EVANS ADA -- 6080 2128.00

Total Authors 4
Total Books Sold 13180
Total Royalties due $ 4547.00

End of Job!



Ada Executable Statement

6. 'for loops - Allows for repetition. It automatically increments with a starting value,
to an ending value and performs a pre-test.

syntax: for ForVariable in Initialvalue .. EndingwliL loop

end loop;

Note: ForVariable does not need to be declared. It will cease to exist after endloop.
ForVariable will take on the value of Initialvalue. Initialvalue and Endingvalue
must be discrete scalar constant values, expressions or variables. It may not be
any other data type such as real or composite. ForVariable, Initialvalue,
Endingvalue must be of the same data type.

Examples:

1. -- prints message in put-line 10 times
for i in 1.. 10 loop

put line("I love to program in Ada!");
end loop;

2.
-- Prints 3 and 4 Times table
for i in 3..4 loop

put("Set ");
put (i);
putline(" times table ");
for j in L.. 12 loop

puto); put(" times "); put(i); put(" - "); put(i'j); newline;
end loop;
newline;

end loop;

3. type foodtype is (hamburger, sushi, fries, saimin, hotdog);
food: foodtype;
package food io is new enumerationio(food_type); use food io;

for food in hamburger.. fries loop
put line(food);

end loop;



with text io; use text io;
procedure-ascii is

c:integer;
begin -- ascii

put line("This is print some of the ASCII characters from");
put-line(" the space character to the ");
new line;c:=4;
for i in '..' loop

put(i);
put(" "*
if c<=10 then

c:mc+l;
else

c:-0;
new line;

end if;

end loop;
new line;

end ascii ;-

RUN OF PROGRAM ASCII.ADA

This is print some of the ASCII characters from
the space character to the

89: < - > ? @ A B C
D E F G H I J K L MNO0
PQR S T U VW X Y Z

I a b a c de f g
h ij I m no p q r s
t U V W X yf Z f



with text io;use text io;
procedure truth table is

-- Example of using boolean variables; I/O boolean variables
-- and of nested loops

-- declaration of variables
pq:boolean;

-- generic instantiation of generic package enumeration io
package boolio is new enumeration_io(boolean);
use boolio;
begin -- truth table

put(" p q p or q ");
put("p xor q p and q") ;
new-line;
put("_");
new line(2);
for p in boolean loop

for q in boolean loop
put(p,6);
put(q,9);
put(p or q,9);
put(p xor q,width=>9);
put(p and q,width=>9);
new line;
end loop;

end loop;
end truthtable;

EXECUTION RUN OF TRUTHTABLE.ADA

p q p or q p xor q p and q

FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE
TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE
TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
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Handout #6
User Defined Exceptions

A user defined exception is an identifier that is declared as an exception
type. It is an identifier that is used in exception handling. It is an error
condition explicitly raised:

Exception Handler

0 is used to handle unanticipated runtime errors

* determines the problem and takes appropriate action

* is embedded in Ada bodies

* is placed at the end of a subprogram, block or package body

* is similar to the case statement

Syntax:
declare

declarations

begin

exception
when choices = > sttCment(s);

- when choices = > statement(s)
-end;

Example:
declare

Number : integer range 0..100;
begin

put("Enter value from 0 to 100");
get(Number); new-line;

exception
when constraint-error = >

put line("Only values 0 to 100");
end;



Other Location of Exception Handlers

procedure Main is
declaration(s);

begin -- Main
s-saemn ts;

exception
g t hander ;

end Main;

package PkgName is
visible declaration(s)

end PkgName ;

package body PkgName is
hidden declaration(s)

begin
-- code

exception
exception handler ;

end PkgName .

Built-In Exceptions

"* ConstraintError

"* Numeric Error

"* Storage_Error

"* Program-Error

"* DataError

"* TaskError



-- EXAMPLE OF EXCEPTION HANDLING
-- Note the declaration of user defined exceptions too old,
-- and tooyoung. The user may define his own exceptions or
-- use predefined ones such as constraint_error, program_error,
-- storageerror, numeric error, data error. (Check reference
-- manuals to determine how error is treated your implementation.

with text io; use text io;
procedure excep is

-- declaration of a subtype called agetype
subtype agetype is integer range 1..120;

-- declaration of variables
age : agetype;
too youngtoo old : exception;

-- instantiation of integer io
package iio is new integer io(agetype);use iio;

begin -- excep
loop

begin -- local block
put("Enter your age => ");
get(age); put(age); new line;

-- raising user defined exceptions
if age<12 then

raise too_young;
elsif age >80 then

raise tooold;
end if;

put line("Just the right age...");
put line("Just the person I need...");
exit; -- exit loop

exception
when constraint error =>

put-line ("This is out of range!");
when data error =>

put_line("This is the wrong data type ");
when too young =>

put_llne("You are too young to smoke!");
when too old =>

put_lTne("You are too old for sky diving!");
when others =>

putline("I give up!");
end; -- local block

end loop;
putline("This is the end!");
newline;

end excep;

-- EXECUTION RUN OF EXCEP.ADA

Enter your age -> 0 This is the wrong data type
Enter your age -> 121 This is the wrong data type
Enter your age -> 95
You are too old for sky diving!
Enter your age -> 5



You are too young to smoke!
Enter your age -> 28
Just the right age...
Just the person I need...
This is the end!
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Handout #7

An array is a composite object consisting of components of the same
subtype. Its composite value consists of the values of its components.
To reference a component of a one-dimensional array object, one uses the
name of the array object appended with an index value enclosed in
parentheses. The index is analogous to subscript. Any discrete type can
be used as an index or subscript.

Syntax :

type ArravTy e is array( beginrange .. endrange of datatype;

where beginrange and endrange are discrete types.

or

Arra"Name array( beginrange .. endrange of datatype ;

Examples:

-- An one dimensional array of 5 elements
-- Vector(I), Vector(2), Vector(3), Vector(4), and Vector(5)
type VectorType is array(1 ..5) of integer;
Vector : VectorType;

or
Vector : array(1 ..5) of integer;

-- 3000 elements of strings whose length is 25 characters and
-- Part(1000), Part(1001), Part(1002) .. Part(3999)
type Part Id is range 1000..3999;
type Part-Type is array(Partld) of string(1 ..25);
Part : Parttype;

Two dimensional array:
-- Matrix contains 3 rows and 5 columns of data elements
-- Matrix(1,1) Matrix(1,2) Matrix(1,3) Matrix(2,1) Matrix(2,2) ..

type MatrixType array(1..3,1..5) of float;
Matrix : MatrixType ;



-- FILE : MAIN.ADA
-- This main procedure reads from a sequential file called "STUDENT.DAT".
-- The data is read into several arrays (NAME,STATUS,JOB, and WEIGHT).
-- After closing the file, the average weight is calculated and the
-- maximum weight is found. The appropriate studentis identified also.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

with text io; use text io;
procedure-main is

-- variable declaration
max : positive :- 15;

-- type declaration
type jobtype is (Navy Captain,Actor,Hotel Executive,Pilot,

Lawyer,OperaSingerPoloPlayer);
type statustype is (freshmen,sophomore,junior,senior);
type jobary is array(l..max) of jobtype;
type statusary is array(l..max) of statustype;
type veightary is array(l..max) of float;
type nameary is array(l..max) of string(l..8);

-- instantiation of generic packages for I/O
package jobio is new enumeration io(jobtype);
package statusio is new enumerationio(statustype);
package fltio is new floatio(float);
use jobio,statusio,fltio; I

-- declaration of variables
status : statusary;
job : jobary;
weight : weightary;
name : nameary;
ave,maximum, total : float;
i,norec,rec : positive;
joe : filetype;

begin -- maini:-1;
putline(" People from file:");
put line(" -------------------------------------------);
open(joe,in file,"student.dat");
while not end of file(joe) loop

get(joe-name(i));
get(joe,weight(i) ) ;
get(joe,job(i));
get(joe,status(i));
skip line(joe);
put(name(i)); put(" ");
put(status(i),12);
put(job(i), 17);
put(veight(i) ,5,0,0);
new line;
no rec:-i;
i:Zi+i;

end loop;
close(joe);

-- Calculate the Average weight
total :- 0.0;
for i in 1..no rec loop

total :- -total + weight(i);
end loop;
ave :- total/float(no-rec);



-- Print the average weight
put(*--- The average weight is 0);
put(ave,7,2,O) ;nev line(2);
-- Tind the kaximui from list
maximum :- weight(l);
rec:nl ;
for i in 2..no rec loop

if weight(i) > maximum then
maximum :- veight(i);
rec :, i;

end if;
end loop;
-- Print our a list of names and weights
for i in l..no rec loop

put(nameTi));
put(veight(i),7,0,O) ;newline;

end loop; new line;
-- Print out the maximum weight & name
put("... The maximum weight is ");
put(maximum,7,0,0); new line;
put("... It belongs to ");
put(name(rec)); new line;

end main;

------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- DATA FILE : STUDENT.DAT

Louis 152.0 Actor Senior
Lucind-a162.0 Pilot Sophomore
Alfred -125.0 OperaSinger Freshmen
Forester•217.0 Polo Player Freshmen

_ary_ 172.0 Lawyer Junior
Tyron 115.0 Hotel Executive Junior
Todd _ 105.0 Navy Captain Sophomore

---------------------------------------------------------
-- EXECUTION OF KAIN.ADA
------------- o-------------------------------------------------------- •

People from file:
--------- ea ýw ------------------------

Louis SENIOR ACTOR 152.0
Lucinaa- SOPHOMORE PILOT 162.0
Alfred - FRESHMEN OPERA SINGER 125.0
Foreste FRESHMEN POLO PLAYER 217.0
Mary_ - JUNIOR LAWYER 172.0
Tyron JUNIOR HOTEL EXECUTIVE 115.0
Todd SOPHOMORE NAVY CAPTAIN 105.0

T average weight is 149.71

Louis 152.0
Lucinfl- 162.0
Alfred 125.0
Forester 2 17.0
Xary 172.0
Tyron 115.0
Todd 105.0

The maximum weight is 217.0
It belongs to Forester



DATA FILE : IN.DAT

101Ross actor 99.9 34.6
102Van opera singer 65.6 89.43
103Lynn lawyer 56.1 89.43
11OSusan stunt man 56.45 100.0
------------------------------------------------------
-- FILE : MAIN3.ADA
-- This is an example of a main procedure that invokes
-- several procedures and functions. It also uses array
-- types, subtypes and enumerated types, reading data
-- from a data file. S. Honda 10/9/93
-------------------------------------------------------
with text io; use text io;
procedure-main3 is

-- declaration of enumeration type status-typetype stat type is (actor,lawyer,opera singer,stunt man); ..
-- generic instantiations for I/O

package stat io is new enumeration io(stat_type);
package n io-is new integer io(natural); 

..

package fio is new float io(float);
use statlo, n io, fio; - . .

-- declaration of constant max ,, -

max : constant natural := 300; '2
-- declaration of array types

type id ary is array(l..max) of natural;
type name_ary is array(l..max) of string(l..5); "j' " -
type statusary is array(l..max) of stattype;
type gradeary is array(l..max) of float;

-- variable declarations
name name ary;
id : id_ary;
status : status ary;
art,math : grade ary;
n : natural;
----------------------------------------------------------
procedure getdata(id: out id ary;name: out nameary; status

out status ary; art,math : out gradeary; n:out natural) is
sýrm : file type;
i : natuiral :- 0;

begin -- getdata
open(sam, in file,"in.dat");
while not end offile(sam) loop

i:-i+i;
get(sam,,id(i));
get(sam,name(i));
get(samstatus(i));
get(sam,art(i));
get(sam,nath(i));

end loop;
n:-i;
close(sam);
put line("closing file....");

end getdata;
-----------------------------------------------------------
procedure printlist(name:in name ary;n:in natural;

grade:in gradeary;status:in status ary;id:in idary) is
begin -- printlist

putline(" GRADE LISTING ");



putline(wID Name Grade Status");
put line(" ------------------------ );
for-j in l..n loop

put(id(j),width->3);put(" ");put(name(j));
put(grade(j),6,1,0);put(" ");
put(status(j),width->8);new line;

end loop;
new line(2);

end printlist;

function calc avg(grade:in grade-ary;n:in natural) return float is
temp : float :- 0.0;

begin -- calc avg
for i in-1..n loop

temp :- temp + grade(i);
end loop;
temp :- temp/float(n);
return temp;

end calcavg;

begin -- main3
getdata(id,name,status,art,math,n); -- invoke getdata
put line(" Art Grades");
printlist(name,n,art,status,id); -- invoke printlist
putline(" Math Grades");
printlist(name,n,math,status,id); -- invoke printlist
put("Average art score is ");
put(calcavg(art,n),5,2,0);new line; -- invoke calc_avg
put("Average math score is ");
put(calcavg(math,n),5,2,0);newline; -- invoke calc_avg

end main3;

EXECUTION RUN OF MAIN3.ADA

closing file ....
Art Grades

GRADE LISTING
ID Name Grade Status

101 Ross 99.9. ACTOR
102 Van 65.6 OPERA SINGER
103 Lynn 56.1 LAWYER
110 Susan 56.5 STUNTMAN

Math Grades
GRADE LISTING

ID Name Grade Status

101 Ross 34.6 ACTOR
102 Van 89.4 OPERA SINGER
103 Lynn 89.4 LAWYER
110 Susan 100.0 STUNTMAN

Average art score is 69.51
Average math score is 78.37



FILE : IAIN4.ADA

with text io; use text jo;
procedure "ain4 is

type number ary is array(l..loo) of integer;
numbers : number ary;
choice : character;
no rec : positive;
package hio is new integer io(integer);use ieo;

procedure menu(choice:in out character) is
begin -- menu

new_line;
put (1 (I) Input values
put_line(" (S) Sort values");
put (" (N) Find the Minimum");
put_line(" (L) List Values");
put line(" (Q) Quit this program");
new line;
put("Which of the following do you wish to do?");
get(choice);put(choice);newline;

end menu;

procedure Input(numbers: in out numberary; no rec: out positive) is
i:positive:-l;
begin -- Input

put("Enter integers =>
get(numbers(i));newline;
while numbers(i) /- -999 loop

i:- i+1;
get(numbers(i));

end loop;
no rec:-i-1;

end Input;

procedure sort(numbers: in out number ary; no rec: in positive) is
begin -- sort

put line("...in development");
end sort;

function minimum(numbers: in number ary; no rec: in positive)return positive is
-- local declaration
min : positive:-l;
begin -- minimum

put_line("... in development");
return min;

end minimum;

procedure PrintList(numbers:in number ary; no rec: in positive) is
begin -- PrintList

put line(" List of values");
put line(" ---------------- );
for i in I..no rec loop

put (numbers(i)) ;newline;
end loop;

end PrintList;

begin -- MaitA



loop Menu(choice); -- Invoke Subprogram MENU
case choice is

when 'I' 'i' -> Input(Numbers,no rec);
when 'S' 's' => Sort(Numbers,no rec);
when 'M' 'I' => put(minimum(Numbers,norec));
when 'L' '1' 1 > PrintList(Numbers,norec);
when 'Q' 'q' => put line(".... Goodbye!");

exit; -- exit loop
when others => put("... wrong choice dummy!");

new line;
end case;

end loop;
end main4;

-- EXECUTION RUN OF MAIN4.ADA

(I) Input values (S) Sort values
(M) Find the Minimum (L) List Values

(Q) Quit this program

Which of the following do you wish to do? i
Enter integers =>

(I) Input values (S) Sort values
(M) Find the Minimum (L) List Values

(Q) Quit this program

Which of the following do you wish to do? s
. .in development

(I) Input values (S) Sort values
(M) Find the Minimum (L) List Values

(Q) Quit this program

Which of the following do you wish to do? 1
List of values

34
-4

0
100

(I) Input values (S) Sort values
(M) Find the Minimum (L) List Values

(Q) Quit this program

Which of the following do you wish to do? n
... wrong choice dummy!

(I) Input values (S) Sort values
(M) Find the Minimum (L) List Values

(Q) Quit this program

Which of the following do you wish to do? q
.... Goodbye!
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Handout #8

Functions and procedures may be written as separate units, compiled,
and used again and again by other subprograms. The following are
examples of external subprograms that are called by another programs.
Note context clause with that makes packages or subprograms visible.
Use can only be used by packages.

Note two-dimensional array airline flight problem and is associated Ada
program that uses logical two-dimensional variables.



-- FILE : MAIN.ADA
-- This is an example of an external subprogram that is called by
-- another program called MAIN.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
procedure swap(ab:in out integer) is

-- declaration of local variables
temp : integer;

begin -- swap
temp :- a; -- assigns a to temp
a : b; -- assigns b tca
b :- temp; -- assigns temp to b

end swap;

-- FILE : SWAP.ADA
-- This is an example of using an external subprogram procedure
-- called SWAP that exits on secondary storage.

with swaptextio; -- make procedure swap and package textio available
use textSio; -- Note you can only USE packages!
procedure main is

x,y : integer;
package iio is new integer_io(integer);
use iio;
begin -- main

-- prompt user for 2 integers
put line("Enter an integer for x -> ");
get(x);new_line;
put_line("Enter another integer for y-> ");
get(y);new line;

-- invoke procedure swap
swap(x,y);
put("Value of x is -=> ");put(x);new line;
put("Value of y is ==> ");put(y);new line;

end main;

COMPILATION OF MAIN AND SWAP, AND EXECUTION RUN

sacredheart.shu>-ýda swap.ada main.ada
sacredheart.shu> ald -o main.exe main
sacredheart.shu> main.exe

Enter an integer for x -> -105
Enter another integer for y -> 200
Value of x is -> 200
Value of y is -> -105



with text Lo; use text io;
procedure sqrt is

zt float;
package fltio is new float io(float);
use fltio;

function sqr(x:in float) return float is
root:float:-x/2.0;

begin -- sqr
while abs(x-root*root) > 2.0 * x * 0.000007 loop

root:-(root + x/root)/2.0;
end loop;
return root;

end sqr;

begin -- sqrt
put("enter number to find the sqrt of '1;
get(x);put(x,5,6,0);new line;
put("The Square Root is-");
put(sqr(x),5,1,0);new_line;

end sqrt;

EXECUTION RUN OF A.OUT

SHU> &.out
enter number to find the sqrt of 4.0

The Square Root is 2.000000

SHU> a.out
enter number to find the sqrt of 26.459999

The Square Root is 5.143949

SHU> a.out
enter number to find the sqrt of 145.678894

The Square Root is 12.069752

SHU> a.out
enter number to find the sqrt of 1044.0

The Square Root is 12.000000



-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------

-- This is an external function called FILE : SQR.ADA
-- It was created as a separate file and compiled.
--------------------------------------------------------

function sqr(x :in float) return float is
root:float :-x/2.0;

begin -- sqr
while abs(x-roottroot) > 2.0 * x * 0.000007 loop

root :- (root + x/root)/2.0;
end loop;
return root;

end sqr;
-----------------------------------------------------------

COMPILATION OF EXTERNAL FUNCTION
--------------------------------------------------------------
shu.sacradheart.,du> ada sqr.ada

--------------------------------------------------------------
-- This is a main program that makes the function SQR.ADA
-- available with the context clause WITH. (Note you can
-- only USE packages.)
---------------- -----------------------------------------------
vith text io,sqr;use text io;
procedure mainsqr is

x: float;
package fltio is new float io(float);
use fltio;
begin -- mainsqr

put("enter number to find the sqrt of ');
get(x) ;put(x,5,6,0) ;new line;
put(*The square root is ");
put(sqr(x),5,2,O) ;new_line;

end mainsqr;

COMPILATION AND LINKING OF MAIN PROGRAM.

shu.sacrodheart.,du> mainsqr.ada -- compiles mainsqr
shu.sacredheart.edf> ald -o mainsqr.exe mainsqr -- links mainsqr

EXECUTION RUNS OF PROGRAM MAIINSQR.ADA

shu. sacredheart. edu>mainsqr.,exe
enter number to find the sqrt of 12.540000
The square root is 3.54

shu. sacredheart. edu>mainsqr. oxe
enter number to find the sqrt of 4.000000
The square root is 2.00



10 An airhlne flies between Wii cities Whettb er noc there is a direct flight from
one city to another is indicated in the follwing table:

To
1 2 3 4 6

1 F T T F F T
2 T F T F F T
3 F F F T F F
4m F T F F T F
5 F T F T F F
6 F T F F T F

On the left and across the top are the numbers a the cities If there is a T at
the intersection of a row and column, thm is a direct flight from the city
marked on the left to the city indicated at tap An F indcates that there is
no direct Rlight between the two cities

The information for this table is rscw in the AMt si records of a file
Recorded in each record is the data for e rw othe table. FoUowing the to-
ble data is one record for each customer b the customer's number and his or
her request for a fight pattern. The flqg pnttera indicates the cities between
which the customer wishes to fly Far empe. a pattern o 13426 indicates
that the customer wishes to fly m aty I a city 3, them bin city 3 to city 4.

then to city 2. and finally to city . The miammum number d cities in a Right
pattern is five. If the customer has fewer than five cities in his or her pattern,
the remaining numbers are -e. Thus a pattern . 62000 indicates that the
customer wishes to By from city 6 to city 2 and does not rish to continue be-
yond that.

Wnto an , program to read the data for the fRight table Pihnt the
table'with appropriate headinp. Then determine if easch customers requeted
flight pattern is possible. Print the customer's number, his or ber reqused
Rfight pattern, and a statement od whether or not a ticket may be issued for th
desired pattern.

To test the program use the data in the previous fight table and the folow-
ing customer data:

Customer number FbtIA peam

10123 13426
11305 am
13427 42-0
18211 52500
1400 34212
20631 M4642

21475 32000
22138 43621
24106 1344
U4216 6633l
2M000 34250



-- DATA FILE CUST.DAT
----------------------------------------------------------
10123 1 3 4 2 3
13427 4 2 3 2 0
11305 5 2 0 0 0
18211 5 2 0 0 0
12342 6 2 0 0 0

-- DATA FILE TABLE.DAT
FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE

-- This Main procedure called ARRAYS.ADA uses 2 two-dimensional
-- arrays. It reads data from two sequential files, a CUST.DAT
-- file and a TABLE.DAT file to determine if a ticket should be
-- issued, depending on whether or not the flight pattern is
-- available. S. Honda 11/92
------------------------------------------------------------
with text io; use text io;
procedure arrays is

-- declaration of types
type arytype is array(1..6,1..6) of boolean;
type custary is array(l..50) of natural;
type fltpat is array(1..50,1..5) of natural;

-- instantiation of generic packages
package iio is new integerio(natural);
package boolio is new enumeration io(boolean);
use iio, boolio;

-- declaration of variables
cust : custary;
table : arytype;
fit -: fltpat;
no of rea-: positive;

This procedure reads data from 2 files
procedure read(cust : out custary; flt : out fltpat;

table : out arytype; noofrec : out positive) is
-- local declarations

Joe : file type;
i,J : posilive:-l;

begin -- read
open(joe, in file, "Cust.dat");
while not end of file(joe) loop -- get data from

get(joeicust(i)); -- file "CUST.DATO
for J in 1..5 loop -- store cust id in

get(joe,flt(i,j)); -- array CUST(i) and
end loop; -- flight pattern in
i:-i+l; -- array FLT(i,j)

end loop;
no of rec:-i-1;
close(joe);
open(joe,in-file,"table.dat"); -- get data from
for r in 1..6 loop -- file "TABLE.DAT"



for c in 1..6 loop -- and store data i
qet(joetable(rc)); -- array TABLE(r,c)

end loop;
end loop;
close(joe);

end read;

-- This procedure prints out data read from file
procedure print(cust: in custary; flt:in fltpat;

table:in arytype; no of rec:in positive) is
begin -- print

new-line;
put line("Customer Flight");
put line (" Number Pattern");
put line(" K);

for i in I..no of rec loop
put(cust(i));put(" a);
for j in l..5 loop

put(flt(i,j),width->l);
end loop;
newline;

end loop;
new line(2);
put line(" Flight pattern between 6 cities")
put-line (" TO");
put(" )
for i in l..6 loop

put(i);
end loop;
new line; put("
put-line(" --------------------------------------
for-i in 1.. 6 loop

if i14 then
put("FROM ");

else
put("

end if;
put(i) ;put(" ");
for j in 1..6 loop

put(table(i,j));put(' ');
end loop;
new_line;

end loop;
end print;

-------------- --- --------------------- ---------------
-- This procedure prints out customer requests and ticket message
procedure request(cust: in custary; flt: in fltpat;

table:in arytype; no of rec: in positive) is
possible: boolean;
k: integer;
begin -- request

new line(2);
put("Cust ID Flight Pattern");
put line(" Message");
putine ( - -------------------------------------
for-i in 1..no of rec loop

put(custi));put(" ");
possible: -true;
for j in l..5 loop

put(flt(i,j) ,3);



end loop;
put(" ");
k:=l; -- determine if flight is possibl
while (k<5) loop

if flt(ik+l)/-O then
if not table(flt(i,k),flt(ik+l)) then

possible:-false;
end if;

end if;
k:-k+l;

end loop;
if possible then

put_line(" issue ticket");
else

putline(" ** no ticket **");
end it;

end loop;
end request;

begin -- arrays I
read(custflt,table,no of_rec);
print(cust,flt,table,no ofrec);
request(cust,flttable,no ofrec);

end arrays;

-- RUN OF ARRAYS.ADA

Customer Flight
Number Pattern

10123 13423
13427 42320
11305 52000
18211 52000
12342 62000

Flight-pattern between 6 cities
-- TO
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
2 TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE

3 FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
FROM 4 FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE

5 FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
6 FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Cust ID Flight Pattern Message

10123 1 3 4 2 3 issue ticket
13427 4 2 3 2 0 ** no ticket**
11305 5 2 0 0 0 issue ticket
18211 5 2 0 0 0 issue ticket
12342 6 2 0 0 0 issue ticket
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Notes for Teaching CS051

For all data structures,

1. Introduce concept of data structure, for example, Stacks.
Give examples how stacks are implemented

"* cafeteria trays
"* pile of books

2. Do drawings on board

3. Show development of pseudo code for activities performed
with datatype. For example for Stacks,

* clearstack
* emptystack
* fullstack
* push
* pop

4. Explain ATD of this particular data type.
"* package code
"* generic package code

5. Software Engineering Principles
"* Information Hiding
"* Reuse
"* Abstraction
* Modularity
"* Localization
"* Uniformity
"* Completeness
"* Confirmability

6. Ada's language features that aid in the implementation of
software engineering principles.
"* package specification & body
"* subprograms
"* limited & private types
"* generics



CS051

Handout #1

Refer to old program examples and notes covering arrays from CS050



--ADA PROGRAM TO INPUT AN ARRAY OF 5 VALUES AND SORT THEN.
-- D. PINTO .... SPRING 93 CS 051

------------------------------------------------------------
with text io; use text io;
procedure-bubsort is

package iio is new integer io(integer);
use 110;
type arytype is array(1..5) of integer;
list,sliit : arytype;
no-rec : integer;

procedure getdata(no : out integer; alist : out arytype) is
n:integer;
begin -- getdata

put line(I"ENTER 5 INTEGERS");
for i in 1..5 loop

get(n);
alist(i) :- n;

end loop;
no :- 5;

end getdata;

procedure sort(alist : in out arytype;no :in integer) is
temp : integer;
done : boolean;
begin -- sort
done :-false;

while not done loop
done :-true;
for j in 1 ..no - 1 loop

if alist(j) > alist(jJ+1) then
temp :- alist(j+1);
alist(j+1) :- alist(j);
alist(j) :- temp;
done :- false;

end if;
end loop;

end loop;
end sort;

beg in--bubsort
getdata(no -rec,list);
putline~i unsorted list'');
for j in 1..no ,rec loop

put(list(3) ,5);
new-line;

end loop;
slist :- list;
sort(slist,no-rec);
put line(" sorted list");
for-j in 1..no rec loop

put(slist(j)P5);
new line;

end looý;
new line;

end bubsort;,



program Labsort(input,output);
type arytype - array(1..5] of integer;
var a,b : arytY•n;

1 j :integer;

procedure getdata(var p : integer; var ary : arytype);
var n : integer;
begin

writeln(' enter 5 integers');
for i :- 1 to 5 do
begin

readlnln);
ary[i] :- n;

end;
p :- 5;

end;

procedure sort(var aa: arytype; var i : integer);
var j,temp : integer;

done : boolean;
begin

done :- false;
while not done do

begin
done :- true;
for j:- I to i-i do
begin

if aa[j] > aa[j+l] then
begin

temp :- aa[j+l];
aa[j+l] :- aa[j];
aa(j] :- temp;
done :- false;

end;
end;

end;
end;

(*********** *****************************************************)*

begin
getdata(i,a);
for j :- 1 to i do

write(a[j] :5);
writeln;
for j :1 1 to i do
b[jJ :- a(j];
sort(b ,i);
for j :- 1 to i do

write(b(j] :5);
end.
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Stack Exercises

Show what is written by the following segments of code, given that Stack is a stack
of integer elements and X. Y, and Z are integer variables.

1. ClearStack(Stack)
X 1
V =0
Z =4;

Push(Stack, Y);
PushiStack, X);
Push(Stack, X + Z);
Pop(Stack, Y);
Push(Stack, SQR(Z))
Push(Stack, Y);
Push(Stack, 3);
Pop(Staclc, X);
Writeln('X =, X);
Writeln('Y = ;
Writeln('Z = z;
WHILE NOT EmptyStack (Stack) DO

BEGIN
Pop(Stack, X);
Writeln(X)

END

2. ClearStack (Stack);
X :=4;

Z :=X + 1;
Push(Stack, Y);
Push(Stack, Y + 1);
Push(Stack,X);
Pop(Stack, Y);
X := Y + 1;
Push(Stack, X);
Push(Stack, Z);
WHILE NOT EmptyStack (Stack) DO

BEGIN
Pop(Stack, Z);
Writein (Z);

END;
Writeln('X = ',X);
Writeln('Y = .;
Writeln('Z = 1,Z)



with text-io; use text io;
procedure stackmain is

zuaxstack : constant integer := 100;
subtype elementtype is character range'
type arytype is array(l. .maxstack) Of elementtype;
type stacktype is record

elements :arytype;
tOP : integer range 0. .maxstack;

end record;
ch : character; s : stacictype;

procedure clearstack (stack : out stacktype) is
begin -- clearstack

stack.top :- 0;
end clearstack;

function fullstack(stack :in stacktype) return boolean is
begin -- fulistack

if stack.top - maxstack then
return true;

else
return false;

end if;
end fulistack;

function emptystack(stack:in stacktype) return boolean is
begin -- emptysta--k

if stack.top - 0 then
return true;

else
return false;

end if;
end emptystack;

------------------------------------------------------------------
procedure push(stack:in out stacktype; newelement:in elementtype) i.s

begin -- push
stack.top :- stack.top + 1;
stack. elements (stack. top) : - newelement;

end push;
------------------------------------------------------------------
procedure pop(stack:in out stacktype; poppedelement:in out

elementtype) is
begin -- POP

poppedelement : - stack. elements (stack. top);
stack.top :- stack.top - 1;

end pop;
-------------------------------------------------------------------
begin -- staclcmain

clearstack(s);
put line("Enter Characters f or stack.enter 'q' for quit$)
now line;
get (ch) ;put (ch);
while (ch /- 'q') and not fullstack(s) loop

push(s,ch);
got (ch) ;put (ch);

end loop;
new line;
if Tullstack(s) then

endif;put line("Stack full");



while not emptystack(s) loop
pop(s,ch);
put(ch);

end loop;
new line;

end stackmain;

SHU> ada stackmain.ada -- COMPILES SOURCE CODE
SHU> ald stackmain -- LINKS OBJECT CODE
SHU> a.out -- EXECUTES EXECUTABLE CODE

Enter Characters for stack.enter 'q' for quit

adnoH ydnaSq
Sandy Honda

SHU> a.out -- EXECUTES EXECUTABLE CODE

Enter Characters for stack.enter 'q' for quit

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD MEN TO COME TO THE AID OF THE WONDERFUL BEAUTIFUL
Stack full
RPU GNITICXE SUOIROLG LUFITUAEB LUFREDNOW EHT FO DIA EHT OT EMOC OT NEM DOOG LL



-- FILE : STACKPKG.ADA ( Package specification ) 1/93 S. Honda
a -----------------------------------

package stackpkg is
maxutack : constant integer :- 15;
subtype elementtype is integer range integer'first..integer'last;
type arytype is array (1.. maxatack) of elementtype;
subtype toptype is integer range 0.. maxstack;
type stacktype is record

elements : arytype;
top : toptype;

end record;
procedure clearstack (stack: out stacktype);
function fullstack(stack: in stackctype) return boolean;
function emptystack(stack:in stacictype) return boolean;
procedure push (stack: in out stacktype ;newelement: in elementtype);
procedure pop(stack:in out stacktype;

poppedelement: in out eleuenttype);
end stackpkg;

-- FILE : STACKBPK.ADA ( Package Body ) 1/93 S. Honda

with text io; use text io;
package b~ody stackpkg Is

procedure clearstack(stack:out stacktype) is
begin -- clearstack

stack.top := 0;
end clearstack;

function fullstack(stack: in stacktype) return boolean is
begin -- fulistack

if stack.top = maxstack then
return true;

else
return false;

end if;
end fulistack;

function emptystack(stack:in stacktype) return boolean is
begin -ý- emptystack

if stack.top - 0 then
return true;

else
return false;

end if;
end cuiptystack;

procedure push (stack: in out stacktype ;newelement: in elementtype) is
begin -- push

stack.top :- stack-top + 1;
stack. elements (stack. top) : - nevelement;

end push;

procedure pop (stack: in out stacktype;
poppedelement: in out elementtype) is

begin -- pop
poppedelement : - stack *elements (stack. top);
stack.top :- stack.top - 1;

end pop;



end stackpkg;

-- FILE : STKMAIN.ADA ( Project 2 ) 1/93 S. Honda
with stackpkg, text io; use stackpkg, text io;

procedure stkmain ii
package iio is new integerio(integer);
use iio;
s : stacktype;
numb : integer;
begin -- stkmain

clearstack(s);
for i in 1..100 loop

put("Enter integer(") ;put(i) ;put(") ");
put(" (0 to quit) => ");
get (numb) ;put (numb) ;new-line;
if numb - 0 then

exit;
elsif (numb > 0) and not fullstack(s) then

push(s,numb);
put("... ");put(numb);put line(" pushed onto stack");

elsif (numb < 0) and not emptystack(s) then
pop (s, numb) ;
put("... ");put(numb);put line(" popped from stack");

elsif (numb > 0) and fullstack(s) then
put("... Stack Full cannot push");
put(numb);put_line(" onto stack");

elsif (numb < 0) and emptystack(s) then
put("... Stack Empty cannot pop");
put line (" number from stack");

end if;
end loop;
new line;
putline("Values from stack are ");
while not emptystack(s) loop

pop (s, numb) ;
put(numb);put line (" popped ");

end loop;
put:line(" End of Job!");

end stkmaln;
--------------- ------------------------------------------------

-- EXECUTION RUN OF STKNAIN.ADA
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Enter integer( 1) (0 to quit) => 1
... 1 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 2) (0 to quit) -> 2
... 2 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 3) (0 to quit) -> -22
,.. 2 popped from stack
Enter integer( 4) (0 to quit) => -11
... 1 popped from stack
Enter integer( 5) (0 to quit) -> -10
... Stack Empty cannot pop number from stack
Enter integer( 6) (0 to quit) -> 1
... I pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 7) (0 to quit) => 2
... 2 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 8) (0 to quit) => 3
... 3 pushed onto stack



Enter integer( 9) (0 to quit) -> 4
•.. 4 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 10) (0 to quit) -> 5
•.. 5 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 11) (0 to quit) -> 6
... 6 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 12) (0 to quit) -> 7
... 7 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 13) (0 to quit) -> 8

S.. 8 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 14) (0 to quit) -> 9
•.. 9 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 15) (0 to quit) -> 10
•.. 10 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 16) (0 to quit) -> 11
•.. 11 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 17) (0 to quit) -> 12
... 12 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 18) (0 to quit) -> 13
... 13 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 19) (0 to quit) -> 14
... 14 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 20) (0 to quit) => 15
... 15 pushed onto stack
Enter integer( 21) (0 to quit) -> 16

Stack Full cannot push 16 onto stack
Enter integer( 22) (0 to quit) -> -15

15 popped from stack
Enter integer( 23) (0 to quit) => -14

14 popped from stack
Enter integer( 24) (0 to quit) => 0

Values from stack are
13 popped
12 popped
11 popped
10 popped

9 popped
8 popped
7 popped
6 popped
5 popped
4 popped
3 popped
2 popped
1 popped
End of Job!
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-- FILE - QUEPKG.ADA
-- This is the package specification that will allow one to
-- implement a quo with integers.

--------------------------------------------------------------
package quepkg is

subtype maxqueuetype is positive range 1-1l000;
maxq,.:ue : maxqueuetype :- 25;
subtype elementtype is integer range -30000..30000;
type elementary is array (1.. maxqueue) of elementtype;
type qusuetype is

record
elements : elementary;
front,rear : (O..maxqueue);

end record;
procedure clearqueue (queue : in out quouetype);
function fullqueue(queue :in queuetype) return boolean;
function emptyquoue(queue :in quouetype) return boolean;
procedure insert(queue : in out queuetype;

newelcment: in elementtype);
procedure delete(queue : in out qusuetype;

element : in out elementtype);
end quepkg;

--------------------------------------------------------------
-- FILE QUEPKGB.ADA
-- This is the package body for the package QUEPKG

--------------------------------------------------------------
package body quepkg is

------------------------------------------------------------
procedure clearqueue(queue : in out queuetype) is

begin -- clearqueue
queue.front :-maxqueue;
queue.rear :-maxqueue;

end clearqueue;
------------------------------------------------------------
function fullqueue(queue : in queuetype) return boolean is

querear : 1. .maxqueue;
begin -- fuliqueue

if queue.rear - maxqueue then
querear :-1;

else
querear :-queue.rear + 1;

end if;
if querear - queue.front then

return true;
else

return false;
end if;

.end fullqueue;
--------------------------------------- --------------------
function eaptyqueue(queue :in queuetype) return boolean is

begin -- emptyqueue
if queue rear -queue front then

return true;
alse

return false;
end if;

end emptyqucue;
------------------------------------------------------------



procedure delete(queue : in out queuetype;
element: in out elementtype) isbegin -- insert

if queue.front - maxqueue then
queue.front := 1;

else
queue.front := queue.front + 1;

end if;
element :- queue.elements(queue.front);

end delete;
------------------------------------------------------------
procedure insert(queue : in out queuetype;

newelement : in elementtype) is
querear : elementtype;
begin -- insert

if queue.rear - maxqueue then
queue.rear :- 1;

else
queue.rear :- queue.rear + 1;

end if;
queue.elements(queue.rear) := newelement;

end insert;
end quepkg;

-------------------------------------------
-- FILE : QUEMAIN.ADA
-- This main procedure will create a queue called q and allow
-- the user to place integer values onto the queue.
--------------------------------------------------------------
with quepkg,text io; use quepkg,text io;
procedure quemain is

u : queuetype;
numb : integer;
package iio is new integer_io(integer); use iio;

begin -- quemain
clearqueue(q);
put("Enter data to put into the queue ");
get(numb);put(numb);new line;
while (numb /- 0) and not fullqueue(q) loop

- insert(qnumb);
get(numb);put(numb);new line;

end loop;
if fullqueue(q) then

put line("Full Queue! ");
end if;
put line("Queue Elements are : );
whiTe not emptyqueue(q) loop

delete(qnumb);
put(numb);new line;

end loop;
end quemain;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- EXECUTION RUN OF QUEMAIN
------------------------------------------------------

Enter data to put into the queue 100
-50

0
Queue Elements are :

100
-50



-- FILE : QUEUE.ADA
-- This main procedure is an example of implementing a queue.

with text io; use text_iO;
procedure queue is

u btype maxqueuetype is positive range 1..
mxqueue : maxqueuetype :- 25;
ubtype elementtype is integer range -30000..30000;
type elementary is array(l..maxqueue) of elementtype;
type qusuetype is

record
elements : elementary;
front~rear : 44.. Wt1.tt), L.;6LA~

end record;
q : queuetype;
numb : integer;
package iio is new integer_io(integer); use iio;

procedure clearqueue(queue : in out queuetype) is
begin -- clearqueue

queue.front :=maxqueue;
queue.rear :=maxqueue;

end clearqueue;

functio-n full-q-ue-ue-(qu-e-ue : --in -que-u-e-ty-pe) -- r-et-u-r-n-b-o-ole-a-nis-
querear : l..maxqueue;
begin -- fullqueue

if queue.rear =maxqueue then
querear :=1;

else
querear :=queue.rear + 1;

end if;
if querear - queue.f rent then

return true;
else

return false;
end if;

end fullqueue;

function W ityqueue(queue :in queuetype) return boolean is
begin -- emptyqueue,

if queue.rear -queue.front then
return true;

else
return false;

end if;
end euptyqueue;

procedure delete(queue : in out queuetype;
element: in out elementtype) is

begin -- insert
if queue.front - maxqueue then

queue.front,: 1;
else

queue.front :-queue.front, + 1;
end if;
element :- queue.elements(queue.front);

end delete;
------------------------------------------------------------



procedure insert (queue :in out qusuetyp.;
newelement : in elementtype) is

querear : elementtype;
begin -- insert

if queue rear - maxqueue then
queue.rear :a 1;

else
queue.rear :- queue.rear + 1;

end if;
queue. elements (queue. rear) -.- newelement;

end insert;
------------------------------------------------------------
begin -- queue

clearqueue(q);
put("Enter data to put into the queue )
get(nuzb) ;put(numb) ;new line;
while (numb /- 0) and n~gt fullqueue(q) loop

insert(q,numb);
get(nuzb) ;put(nuzb) ;new line;

end loop;
if fullqueue(q) then

put-line("Full. Queue! )
end if;
put line("Queue Elements are :i)
while not emptyqueue(q) loop

delete(q,numb);
put (numb) ;new line ;

end loop;
end queue;

-- EXECUTION RUN OF QUEUE. ADA

Enter data to put into the queue 5
-34
100

10
0

Queue Elements are
5

-34
100
10



! I ! !

-- FILE - GPKG.ADA
-- This is the generic package specification that will
-- allow one to implement a queue with elementtype.

generic
maxqueue : in positive;
type elementtype is private;
package gpkg is

procedure clearqueuq;
function fullqueue return boolean;
function emptyqueue return boolean;
procedure insert (newelement: in elementtype);

procedure delete (element : in out elementtype);
end gpkg;



-- FILE - GPKGB.ADA
-- This is the package body for the package SPKG.

package body gpkg is
subtype maxqueuetype is integer range 1..maxqueue;
type elementary is array(maxqueuetype) of elementtype;
front,rear : maxqueuetype;
queue : elementary;

----------------------------------------------------------
procedure clearqueue is

begin -- clearqueue
front := maxqueue;
rear := maxqueue;

end clearqueue;

function fullqueue return boolean is
querear : maxqueuetype;
begin -- fullqueue

if rear = maxqueue then
querear 1;

else
querear := rear + 1;

end if;
if querear = front then

return true;
else

return false;
end if;

end fullqueue;

function emptyqueue return boolean is
begin -- emptyqueue

if rear = front then
return true;

else
return false;

end if;
end emptyqueue;

procedure-insert (newelement: in elementtype) is
begin -- insert

if rear = maxqueue then
rear := 1;

else
rear := rear + 1;

end if;
queue(rear) :- newelement;

end insert;

procedure delete (element : in out elementtype) is
begin -- delete

if front - maxqueue then
front := 1;

else
front := front + 1;

end if;
element :- queue(front);

end delete;
end gpkg;



with text -io~qpkq; use text_10;
procedure uain3 is

-- type declarations
type rectype is

record
itemf :character;
namef:string(l. .5);

end record;
type employeetype is

record
name:string(l. .5);
age :positive;
smoker: boo lean;

end record;
-- variable declarations

size : positive :- 7;
item : rectype;
employee : employeetype;
noemp : positive :-5;

-- instantiation of generic packages
package iio is new integer io(integer);
package empqueue is new gpkg (noemp, employeetype);
package q1 is new gpkg(size,rectype);
package q2 is new gpkg(size~rectype);
package smokeio is new enumeration_io(boolean);
use qi,q2,iio,empqueue~smokeio;

begin --main3
qi. clearqueue;q2 . cearqueue;
item.itemf:= *;

item.namef ="**"
ql.insert(item);

item.itemf IS '';
item.namef :="Sandy";
ql.insert(item);

item.itemf IS '';
item.namef :="Sally";
ql.insert(item);

item.itemf :- 'H';
item. nametj =*. "Henry";
q2.insert(item);

item.itemf IV'T;
item.namc.f :-"Tomas";

q2.insert(item);
item.itemf I- LI;
item.namef :-"Larry";

q2.insert(item);
ql-delbte(item);
put("deleted item from q1. It was "1);put(item.itemf);nP-w line;

put(.......... Name was ");put(item.namef);new line;
item.itemf :- 'N;
item.namof :-"Moris";

ql.insert(item);
new line (2) ;

while not. ql.emptyqueue loop
qi.delete(item);
put (item. namef )

end loop;
new line;
while not q2.emptyqueue loop



q2.delete(item);
put(item.namef);

end loop;
empqueue.clearqueue;
while not empqueue.fullqueue loop

put("Enter employee name (5 characters only!) ==> ");
get(employee.name);put(employee.name);new line;
put("Does emplnyee smoke? true or false please ==> ");newline;
get(employee.siioker);put(employee.smoker);new line;
put("How old is the employee? ==> ");
get(employee.age);put(employee.age);newline;
insert(employee);

end loop;
while not empqueue.emptyqueue loop

delete(employee);
put(employee.name);put(employee.age);put(employee.smoker);
new line;

end loop;
put linea (".... End of Job!!!"); new-line;end main3;-

----------------------------------------------------------------
-- EXECUTION RUN OF MAIN3
--------------------------------------------------------------------
deleted item from q1. It was *
............ Name was*****

SandySallyMoris
HenryTomasLarryEnter employee name (5 characters only!) ==> Frank
Does employee smoke? true or false please ==>
TRUE
How old is the employee? ==> 39
Enter employee name (5 characters only!) > Carol
Does employee smoke? true or false please >
FALSE
How old is the employee? ==> 23
Enter employee name (5 characters only!) ==> Larry
Does employee smoke? true or false please >
FALSE
How old is the employee? ==> 45
Enter employee name (5 characters only!) ==> Terry
Does employee smoke? true or false please ==>
TRUE
How old is the employee? ==> 35
Frank 39TRUE
Carol 23FALSE
Larry 45FALSE
Terry 35TRUE
.... End of Job!!!
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-- FILE : pts.ada
-- This procedure creates a simple linked list of records.
-- S. Honda 3/93

with text io; use text io;
procedure pts is

type rec ;
type ptr is access rec;
type rec is

record
id:character;
link : ptr;

end record;
first,p : ptr;
begin-

first :- new rec'('S',null);
first.link :- new rec'('A',null);
first.link.link :- new rec'('N',null);
first.link.link.link := new rec'('D',null);
first.link.link.link.link := new rec'('Y',null);
p:-first;
while p ,/= null loop

put(p.id);
p:=p.link;

end loop;
new line;

end pts;

shu.sacredheart.edu > ada pts.ada
shu.sacredheart.edu > ald -o pts.exe pts
shu.sacredheart.edu > pts.exe

SANDY



-- FILE : linklist.ada
-- This program creates a linked list of 10 numbers.

March 22, 1993 S. Honda

with text io; use text_io;
procedure-linklist is

type node;
type ptr is access node;
type node is

record
info : integer;
next : ptr;

end record;
printnode, firstnode, oldnode, newnode : ptr;
value,i : integer :- 0;
-- GF' 'C INSTANTIATION
package i -s new integer io(integer);
use iio;

-- THIS PROCEDURE PROMPTS AND GETS VALUE FROM USER

procedure getdata(value : in out integer) is
begin -- getdata

put("Enter value : ");
get(value);put(value); newline;

end getdata;

begin -- linklist
firstnode :- new node;
oldnode :- firstnode;
GETDATA(value);
oldnode.info : value;
oldnode.next :- null;
for i in 2..10 loop

GETDATA(value);
newnode :- new node'(value,null);
oldnode.next :- newnode;
oldnode :- newnode;

end loop;
printnode :- firstnode;
put("List of Values :");new line;
while printnode /- null looj

put( printnode.info);
new line;
printnode :- printnode.next;

end loop;
end linklist;

---------------------------------------------------------------------
-- COMPILATION, LINKING, AND EXECUTION RUN OF LINKLIST.ADA
---------------------------------------------------------------------
shu.sacredheart.edu> ada linklist.ada (RETURN] -- compiles
shu.sacredheart.edu> ald -o linklist.exe linklist [RETURN] -- links,

creates executable file
shu.sacredheart.edu> linklist.exe (RETURN] -- run

Enter value : 53
Enter value : -2
Enter value : 10
Enter value : 2
Enter value : -5
Enter value : 3
Enter value : 0
Enter value : 1
Enter value : 6



Enter value s 7
List of Values

53
-2
10

2
-5

3
0
1
6
7



-- PROCEDURE links.ada
-- This program creates a double link list that links all
-- records together with link, and links all smokers together
-- with smokerlink. It uses a record within a record structure.
-- March 1993 S. Honda

with text io; use text_io;
procedure links is

package iio is new integer_io(integer);
package smokeio is new enumeration_io(boolean);
use iio,smokeio;
type infotype is

record
name : string(l..6);
smoker: boolean;
age : natural;

end record;
type node;
type ptr is access node;
type node is

record
info : infotype;
link : ptr;
smokerlink : ptr;

end record;
-- variable declartions

first : ptr;

procedure getdata(first:in out ptr) is
joe : file_type;
next,last,nextsk,lastsk : ptr;
dummy : node := (("dummy ",false,999),null,null);
info rec : infotype;

begin -- getdata
first := new node'(dummy);
next := first;
nextsk:=first;
open-(joe,in file,"Age.dat");
while not end of file(joe) loop

get(joe,'nfo rec.name);
get(joe,info rec.smoker);
get(joe,info-rec.age);
last := next;
next := new node'(info_rec,null,null);
last.link := next;
if next.info.smoker=true then

nextsk.smokerlink := next;
nextsk := next;

end if;
end loop;
close(joe);

end getdata;

procedure printlist(first:in out ptr) is
next : ptr;

begin -- printlist
put line(" Linked list of all...");
put line(" ----------------------- );
next := first.link;



while next /- null loop
put(next.info.name);
put(" ");
put(next.info.smoker);new_line;
next := next.link;

end loop;
new line(2);
put-line(" Linked list of smokers...");
put line(" --------------------------- );
next :- first.smokerlink;
while next /= null loop

put(next.info.name);put(" ");
put(next.info.smoker);
put(next.info.age);new line;
next := next.smokerlink;

end loop;
put line(" end of listing...");

end printlist;

begin -- links
getdata(first);
printlist(first);
links;

DATA FILE : Age.Dat

Samuel false 41
Harold true 53
Edward false 55
AliceK false 75
Gerald false 99
Angela true 48
George false 40
DawnB. true 39
LizzyH false 15
JaneH. true 51
Donald false 51
Andrew true 35'

-- EXECUTION-RUN OF LINKS.ADA

Linked list of all...

Samuel FALSE
Harold TRUE
Edward FALSE
AliceK FALSE
Gerald FALSE
Angela TRUE
George FALSE
DawnB. TRUE
LizzyH FALSE
JaneH. TRUE
Donald FALSE
Andrew TRUE

Linked list of smokers...

Harold TRUE 53



Angela TRUE 48
DawnB. TRUE 39
JaneH. TRUE 51
Andrew TRUE 35

end of listing...



-- FILE : LLPKG.ADA package for link lists!
---------------------------------------------------------------------
with text io; use text io;
package llpkg is

type node;
type ptr is access node;
type node is

record
info : integer;
next : ptr;

end record;
printnode,firstnode : ptr :- null;
newvalue : integer;
-- for integer I/O
package iio is new integer_io(integer);
-- new procedures
procedure getdata(newvalue : in out integer);
procedure insert(firstnode: in out ptr;

newvalue : in integer);
procedure printlinklist(firstnode : in ptr);

end llpkg;

-- FILE : LLPKGB.ADA Package body of package LLPKG.ADA

package body llpkg is
use iio;
procedure getdata(newvalue : in out integer) is
begin -- getdata

put("Enter value : ");
get(newvalue);put(newvalue);new-line;

end getdata;

procedure insert(firstnode: in out ptr;
newvalue : in integer) is

-- local declarations
nextnode, newnode : ptr;
found : boolean;
begin- insert

newnode :- new node'(newvalue,null);
if firstnode = null then

firstnode :- newnode;
else

nextnode := firstnode;
-- check for special case inserting to front of list
if newvalue < nextnode.info then

-- insert before first node
newnode.next := firstnode;
firstnode :- newnode;

else
-- find insertion place
found :- false;

while (nextnode.next /- null) and not
found loop

if newvalue >- nextnode.next.info then
nextnode :- nextnode next;

else
found :- true;



end if;
end loop;

-- connect pointers
newnode.next :- nextnode.next;
nextnode.next :- newnode;

end if; -- general case
end if; -- insert into nonempty list

end insert;

procedure printlinklist(firstnode : in ptr) is
printnode : ptr;

begin -- printlinklist
printnode :- firstnode;
new line(2);
putT"List of Ordered Values :");new line;
while printnode /- null loop

put(printnode. info, 12);new line;
printnode :- printnode.next;

end loop;
end printlinklist;

end llpkg;

-- FILE : MAIN.ADA Main procedure that uses the above package

with llpkg,text io; use llpkg,text io;
procedure main Ts

use iio;
begin -- main

getdata(newvalue);
while newvalue /= -999 loop

insert(firstnode,newvalue);
getdata(newvalue);

end loop;
printlinklist(firstnode);

end main;

-- To compile package specification, package body, and the main
-- procedure; to link the main procedure; and run main:
-------------- ---------------------------------------------------
SHU> ada llpkg.a-da llpkgb.ada main.ada
SHU> ald main
SHU> a.out
Enter value : 100
Enter value : 42
Enter value : 5
Enter value : -3
Enter value : 38
Enter value : 97
Enter value : -999

List of Ordered Values
-3

5
38
42
97
100



-- FILE : ll.ada
-- This program creates an ordered linked list of Names
-- 4/93 S. Honda

with text io; use textio;
procedure 11 is

type node;
type ptr is access node;
type node is record

info:string(l..5);
link:ptr;

end record;
first : ptr;

procedure createlist (first:in out ptr) is
old,next : ptr;
found : boolean := false;
subtype nametype is string(1..5);
name : nametype;

procedure getdata(name : out nametype) is
person nametype;
begin -- getdata

put("Enter Name => ");
get(person); put(person); newline;
name := person;

end getdata;

begin -- createlist
getdata(name);
first := new node'(name,null);
old := first;
getdata(name);
while name /= "xxxxx" loop

next := new node'(name,null);
if old.link = null then

-- only one node in list
if old.info > name then

-- insert in front of head node
first := next;
next.link := old;

else
-- or insert after head node
old.link := next;

end if;
else -- more than one node in link list

if (old = first) and (next.info < old.info)
then
first :- next;
next.link := old;

else
found := false;
while old.link /= null and not found

loop
if old.link.info > next.info then

found :- true;
else

old := old.link;
end if;



end loop;
if found then

next.link : old.link;
old.link := next;

else
old.link := next;

end if;

end if;
end if;
old :- first;
getdata(name);

end loop;
end createlist;

procedure printlist (first:in ptr) is
next : ptr;
begin -- printlist

next :- first;
putline("People in order :");
putline("----------------- );
while next /= null loop

put(next.info);
newline;
next := next.link;

end loop;
end printlist;

begin -- 11
createlist(first);
printlist(first);

end 11;

-- EXECUTION RUN OF LL.ADA
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Enter Name -> Larry
Enter Name => Eddie
Enter Name => Sandy
Enter Name -> Anfie
Enter Name -> Lizzy
Enter Name -> Janet
Enter Name -> Allan
Enter Name -> Candy
Enter Name -> Gerry
Enter Name -> xxxxx
People in order :

Allan
Andie
Candy
Eddie
Gerry
Janet
Larry
Lizzy
Sandy



-- PROCEDURE links.ada
-- This program creates a double link list that links all
-- recordE together with link, and links all smokers together
-- with smokerlink. It uses a record within a record structure.
-- March 1993 S. Honda

with text -io; use text io;
procedure links is

package iio is new integer io(integer);
package smokeio is new enumeration_io(boolean);
use iio,smokeio;
type infotype is

record
name :string(l..6);
smoker: boolean;
age : natural;

end record;
type node;
type ptr is access node;
type node is

record
info :infotype;
link : ptr;
smoker link : ptr;

end record;
-- variable declartions

first : ptr;

procedure getdata(first:in out ptr) is
joe : file_type;
next,last,nextsk,lastsk : ptr;
dummy : node :=(("dummy "l,false,999),null,null);
info rec : infotype;

begin -- getdata
first : new node' (dummy);
next :=first;
nextsk:= first; lastsk:=first;
open(joe,in -file,"Age.dat"l);
while not end of file(joe) loop

~et~oeinfo rec.name);
get(joe,info rec.snooker);
get(joe,info-rec.age);
last :=next;,
next :=new node' (info-rec,null,null);
last.link :- next;
if next.info.smoker=true then

lastsk.smokerlink :=next;
lastsk :=next;

end if;
end loop;
close(joe);

end getdata;

procedure printlist(first:in out ptr) is
next,last : ptr;

begin -- printlist
put line(" Linked list of all ...")
put line("----------------------- 11);
next :- first.link;



while next I- null loop
put(next.info.name);
put(" ");
put(next.info.smoker);new line;
next := next.1ink;

end loop;
new line(2);
putline(" Linked list of smokers...");
put_line(" ---------------------------.);
next := first.smokerlink;
while next /- null loop

put(next.info.name);put(" ");
put(next.info.smoker);
put(next.info.age);new line;
next :- next.smokerlink;

end loop;
putline(" end of listing...");

end printlist;
---------------------------------------------------------------
begin -- links

getdata(first);
printlist(first);

end links;
-----------------------------------------------------------------

DATA FILE : Age.Dat
---------------------------------------- ------------------------
SandyH false 41
Harold true 53
Edward false 55
AliceK false 75
GrandS false 99
Angela true 48
George false 40
DawnB. true 39
LizzyH false 15
JaneH. true 51
Donald false 51
Andrew true 35
--------------- -------------------------------------------------
-- EXECUTION RUN OF LINKS.ADA
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Linked list of all...
--------------------
SandyH FALSE
Harold TRUE
Edward FALSE
AliceK FALSE
GrandS FALSE
Angela TRUE
George FALSE
DawnB. TRUE
LizzyH FALSE
JaneH. TRUE
Donald FALSE
Andrew TRUE

Linked list of smokers...
---------------------

Harold TRUE 53



Angela TRUE 48
DawnS. TRUE 39
JaneH. TRUE 51
Andrew TRUE 35

end of listing...
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Tree Traversal

This is a non-recursive psedocode for an inorder tree traversal.

PROCEDURE InOrder (TreeRoot : TreeType);
(*Print the elements in the binary tree pointed to )
(* by TreeRoot in order from Smallest to largest. 4)

VAR
PtrStack StackType; (4 stack of pointers used to )

(4 keep track of nodes until 4)

( they are printed 4)

Ptr PointerType; (4 used to traverse the tree 4)

BEGIN *( InOrder *)

(* Start out with an empty stack )
ClearStack(PtrStack);

(* Begin at the root of the tree *)
Ptr = TreeRoot;

REPEAT
(4 Process until the whole tree is finished 4)

(4 Go to the left as far as possible, pushing pointer
(* to each node as it is passed. Stop when Ptr falls out )
( of the tree. 4)

WHILE Ptr < > NIL DO
BEGIN

Push(Ptr Stack, Ptr); ( Pus"h node pointer onto stack 4)

Ptr = Ptr^.Left; ( Keep moving to left 4)

END; ( while *)

(* If there is anything left on the stack, pop, print )
( and move to the right
IF NOT EmptyStack (PrStack) THEN

BEGIN
Pop(PtrStack, Ptr); (4 Climb back into the tree. )
PrintNode(PtrA.Info); (4 Print Info part of Node 4)

Ptr : PtrA.Right ( Move once to the right. )
END (* If stack is not empty

UNTIL (Ptr = NIL) and (EmptyStack(PtrStack))
END; (4 InOrder )



-- This procedure creates a binary tree. The left descendant
-- of each node alphabetically precedes its parent and the
-- right descendant alphabaetically follows its parents.
-- Note the recursive procedural call. Note also that procedures
-- are defined in other procedures. S. Honda 4/94

with text io; use textio;
procedure trees is

subtype stg is string(l..6);
type rec;
type ptr is access rec;
type rec is

record
info : stg;
left,right : ptr;

end record;
root : ptr;

procedure TreeCreate (root : in out ptr) is
parent : ptr;
name : stg;
found : boolean;

procedure Getdata(name : in out stg) is
begin -- Getdata

put("Enter a name (xx (xxxxxx to quit) ==> ");
get(name); put(name);new line;

end Getdata;

procedure Attach(name:in stg; parent : in out ptr) is
begin -- Attach

parent := new rec'(name,nullnull);
end Attach;

procedure TreeSearch(parent: in out ptr; name: in stg;
found: in out boolean) is

begin -- TreeSearch
if parent = null then

- found := false;
Attach(name,parent);

else
if name = parent.info then

found :- true;
else

if name < parent.info then
TreeSearch(parent.left,name,found);

else
TreeSearch(parent.right,name,found);

end if;
end if;

end if;
end TreeSearch;

begin -- TreeCreate
Getdata(name);
-- insert first string in the root node
if name /- "xxxxxx" then

Attach(name,root);
else



root :- null;
end if;
Getdata (name);
while name /- "xxxxxx" loop

parent :- root;
TreeSearch (parent,name,found);
if found then

put(name); putline(" is already on tree! ");
end if;
Getdata(name);

end loop;
end TreeCreate;

procedure Traverse (root : in ptr) is
-- this does an inorder traversal of a tree

procedure visit (root : in ptr) is
begin -- visit

put line(root.info);
end visit;

begin -- Traverse
if root /= null then

Traverse (root.left);
visit (root);
Traverse (root.right);

end if;
end Traverse;

begin -- Trees (Main Procedure)
root := new rec;
TreeCreate (root);
Traverse (root);

end Trees;

-- EXECUTION run of trees.ada

Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> thrush
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> canary
Enter a name (xxzxxx to ( -it) ==> osprey
Enter a name (xxxxxx to q it) ==> turkey
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) -=> oriole
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> pigeon
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> falcon
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) > canary
canary is already on tree!
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) => xxxxxx
canary
falcon
oriole
osprey
pigeon
thrush
turkey

ush



-- This package creates a binary tree. 4/93 S. Honda

package trepkg is
subtype stg is string(1..6);
type rec;
type ptr is access rec;
type rec is

record
info : stg;
left,right : ptr;

end record;
root : ptr;
procedure TreeCreate (root in out ptr);
procedure Traverse ( root : in ptr);

end trepkg;



-- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I- - - - - - - - - - --I- - - - -

-- This package body creates a binary tree. 4/93 S. Honda
-----------------------------------------------------------------
with text io; use text_io;
package body trepkg is

---------------------------------------------------------------
procedure TreeCreate (root : in out ptr) is

parent : ptr;
name : stg;
found : boolean;

procedure Getdata(name : in out stg) is
begin -- Getdata

put("Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) =>
get(name); put(name);new line;

end Getdata;
-----------------------------------------------------------
procedure Attach(name:in stg; parent : in out ptr) is

begin -- Attach
parent :- new rec'(name,null,null);

end Attach;
--------------------------------------------------------------
procedure TreeSearch(parent in out ptr; name : in stg;

found in out boolean) is
begin -- TreeSearch

if parent = null then
found := false;
Attach(name,parent);

else
if name = parent.info then

found := true;
else

if name < parent.info then
TreeSearch(parent.left,name,found);

else
TreeSearch(parent.right,name,found);

end if;
end if;

end if;
end TeeSearch;

----------------------------------------------------------------
-- insert first string in the root node

begin -- TreeCreate
Getda 6a(ndme);
if name /- "xxxxxx" then

Attach(name,root);
else

root := null;
end if;
Getdata(name);
while name /- "xxxxxx" loop

parent :- root;
TreeSearch (parent,name,found);
if found then

put(name); put_line(" is already on tree! ");
end if;
Getdata(name);

end loop;
end TreeCreate;

------------------------------------------------



procedure Traverse (root : in ptr) is
-- this does an inorder traversal of a tree
-------------------------------------------------
procedure visit (node : in ptr) is

begin -- visit
putline(node.info);

end visit;
------------------------------------------------
begin -- Traverse

if root /- null then
Traverse (root.left);
visit (root);
Traverse (root.right);

end if;
end Traverse;

end trepkg;

----------------------------------------------- ------------------
-- MAIN PROCEDURE tremain.ada S. Honda 4/93
------------------------------------------------------------------
with trepkg; use trepkg;
procedure tremain is

begin -- tremain

TreeCreate (root);
Traverse (root);

end tremain;
------------------------------------ ----------------------------
-- EXECUTION RUN OF tremain.ada
----------------------------------------------------------------
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) => osprey
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> falcon
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> turkey
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> pigeon
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> osprey
osprey is already on tree!
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) => oriole
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) => canary
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) => thrush
Enter a name (xxxxxx to quit) ==> xxxxxx
canary
falcon
oriole
osprey
pigeon
thrust-
turkey



DELET. ON 0F NO:ES FRCM z:N.'-_Y -. E

SAMP!L TREE

78

34 99

22 45 87 107

12 30 38 48 85 110

,:c-. I TO DELETE A NODE WHICH TS A LEAF (EASY)

JUST PLUCK IT OFF THE TREE

EXAMPLE .... DELETE 48 FROM ABOVE TREE

NEW TREE

34 99

22 45 87 107/\ /K
12 30 38 85 110

-,S-- 2 10 DELETE A NODE WITH ONE CHILD (STILL EASY)
THE CHILD REPLACES THE PARENT

EXAM=-LE .... DELETE THE 87 FROM A30VE TREE

NEW TREE

78

"" 34 99/- \ \

22 45 d 107

12 30 38 110

'ASE 3 TO DELETE A NODE WITH TWO CH:LDREN (NOT SO EASY)
RIGHT CHILD REPLACES DELETED NODE .... ANY LEFT SUBTREE APPENDED
TO THE LEFT OF RIGHT SUBTREE

EXAMPLE...DELETE 99



NEW

78

34 107

22 85 110

12 30 38

EXAMPLE.. .DELETE 34

NEW TREE

78

45 107

38 85 1i0/
22
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Homework Assignment #1

Write your own ada program that will output a design or picture. Be
creative and show off your artistic talent! Your program should have a
header and an executable body. It also should contain the context clause,
"with textio; use textio;" because you need to make available the
subprograms putline and newline. I will electronically collect your
programs and create a class procedure that will contain all your files as
subprograms called procedures. I wil° send you this file via the mail
facility. I will also create a class package that will contain all your artistic
work and ship this to you too, so you see how packages that contain
reusable components are created.



Homework Assignment #2

Write flowcharts using only the three logic patterns discussed in class,
the simple sequence, decision logic pattern, and the repetitious logic
pattern. Use only the symbols discussed in class: the start/end, I/O,
processing, decision making and the connection flowcharting symbols.
Draw your designs as I have in class. Make certain you define the
domain of the problem. Decide on the variable names you plan to use.



Homework Assignment #2b

Convert your flowcharts into Ada programs. Remember to document
your programs with your name, program description, and the current date.
Use good program style for readability and for later maintenance. Use
proper identifier names, indentation, and comments throughout your
programs. Turn in your programs along with its associated flowcharts
when done.



Homework Assignment #3

1. Develop example programs using all 3 control structures.
"* IF - ELSE - END IF
"* IF - ELSIF - ELSE - END IF
"* CASE
Include also, enumeration data types and string variables. Do some
I/O with these enumeration types. Be creative! Draw flowcharts
indicating ;ogic and define domain. Remember to document your
programs with your name, date program description and remember
to use proper indentation and naming conventions for readability.

2. Decide which case statements are legal on handout sheet. If they
are illegal, state why.



Homework Assignment #4

From the following three problems, select two to code in Ada.
Remember, you need to create data files using the VI editor before you
execute your Ada programs. You may want to create your own files with
varying amount of records to test your programs with. Think about the
problem domain and make sure you draw flowcharts before you begin to
code. Remember to use good program style! What kind of
documentation should be written?



Homework Assignment #5

Redo the last homework assignment using subprograms to write modular
code. Explain the parameters that you pass. (Why they were passed and
mode selected.)

Also create your own program(s) that uses file(s), procedure(s),
function(s), enumeration type(s), and for statement(s), and a case
statement.



Homework Assignment #6

Create your own program that uses exception handlers. Clearly define
your problem, problem domain, remember to use good Ada style.



Homework Assignment #7

Create a file with interesting data records in it. Create an Ada program
that will

"* invoke procedure GetData to read the file into arrays.
"* invoke a function that uses the array(s) to process one value

(call the function whatever you like)
"* invoke another procedure to compute values from the array(s)

into a new array. (Name the procedure yourself)
"* invoke another procedure called PrintList to values of the new

array.
Remember to document your program well explaining what your program
does.



Assignment #8

Read the following problem and write an Ada program for it, using
subprograms to make it modular in design. Do part a, b, and c. Think
about what could be declared local to the subprograms and what may
not.



Personnal ldesil @oe&g Th*e pwsnnel office for a state 990vern'Imnt agecy
a in the a cem of developing a salary budget for the next fiscal year. The
porsirflna file contlains thle 'allowing information on each employee

1. Ernph"ye nmoe
2. Social securty number
3. Current annual salary
4. Union codie (t - clerical. 2 - teachers, 3 - electrical)
5. Curretstomp in pay schedule (I through 5)
S. Year Mrad

The stale agency deals with three labor unions clerical, teachers, and
electrical. Each union has negotiated a separate salary schedule which enti-
tles each empiloyee to an atinual step increasel. The salary schedules are listed
in the tale below. Each employee is hired at the lowest stop I'm the salary
schedule tot their union, and moves up one Step each year The field 'current
stop in pay schedule" indicates the employeeo s step prior to the new salary for
the coming year: Mat is "current annual salary- is consistent with this step.
This salary for 11%e upcomalq i' lar is to beo baseld on tnea next highest step.
Employees who, have reached mtepi 5 are at the Maximnum salary level for that
lob Thu&, next year's step salary is the samne as t"eir curren~t annual salary.

In addtWo to the salary step ric'eass errployesC who ha-ve been em-
played by fth stalls for 10 years or more are ent~ec :o a longevity increase. A
longevity increase reopresets a 5 percent increment added to the employ** s
new step salary.

Salary Schiedulee

Stop Clerical Teachers Electrical

I a0l 76 .29133 '32170
2 W0592 '30433 44260
3 .-20956 -1833 .46668
4 a1320 33333 -49501
5 2,,1221 -34893 coo i

Personnel File,

SMYTNIE SMILE 032166789 10956 1 3
ALFRE ALFREDO 123454321 13333 2 4
MEMDL MICKEY 967654345 22801 3 5 17
FIELD FLORA 543297541 12170 3 1 so
CURRAN4 CURRENT 045811222 10176 1 1 76
MANDEL HALO 315791123 11320 1 4 190
UNKIND CORA 129634765 9133 2 1 75

A. Prepare a flowichart and write a program that Pnn~ts a budget report for the
personnel office. Output fromn the report includes employ~ees nmeo cur-
rent salary. increase ini salary due to step, increase in salary due to longov.
ity. and hew salary. Following the output table. print totals for the four
numeric columns, Trest the salary scheduless as & two-dimensional (5 x 3)
array that is to be reed in. Date in the personnel fibe and in the output tablet
need not be treated as arrays.

b. Print a talo, which Siptlimarize, the salary budgeits as follows:
SALARY BUDGETS

CLERIC.AL S sxixxa
TEACH4ERS S xxx
ELECTRICAL S xxxx~xx

5 XZXXXXAE
C. Print the tabb of part b prior to the output in pert a. Nint. Unlike partsa.

now you Must subscript both the variables in tIle personnel file and the
output in the report of part a. Do you see whly? Usei two-dimensional
array$.
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Cs 51 Project 2 SPRING 93

D. Pinto/S. Honda

DUE : FEB 22

USING THE SAMPLE STACK PROGRAM(S) GIVEN IN CLASS, CREATE A MAIN
PROGRAM TO READ IN UP TO 100 INTEGERS. THE STACK SHOULD BE ABLE
TO HOLD A MAXIMUM OF 20 NUMBERS AT ONE TIME.IF THE INTEGER INPUT
IS EVEN (BUT NOT 0), THE INTEGER IS PUSHED ONTO THE STACK. IF ODD,
THE STACK IS POPPED.IF 0 IS INPUT , THE PROGRAM SHOULD
TERMINATE.

WHENEVER A VALUE IS POPPED FROM THE STACK , AN APPROPRIATE
MESSAGE SHOULD BE DISPLAYED. IF EITHER STACK IS EMPTY OR STACK
IS FULL , AN APPROPRIATE MESSAGE SHOULD ALSO OCCUR. All CASES
SHOULD BE COVERED , IE. , THERE SHOULD BE AT LEAST ONE INSTANCE OF
EMPTYSTACK AND ONE OF FULLSTACK.



CS 51 SPRING 93

Project 3

due : March 22

The Bashemin Parking Garage contains a single lane that
holds up to fifteen cars. Cars arrive at and depart from
the same end of the garage.
:f a customer arrives to pick up a car that is not
on the end , all cars in the way are driven out,and then
restored in the saae order that they were in originally.

Write a program that reads a group of input lines. Each line
contains an 'a' for arrival or a 'd' for departure and a license
plate number. Cars are assumed to arrive and depart in the order
specified by the input. The program should print a message each
tLme that a car arrives or deoarts. When a car arrives , the
message should specify whether or not there is room in the
garage for the car. If there is no room for a car , the car
Waits in a queue until there is room cr until a departure
line is read for the car.
When room becomes available , another message should
be printed. When a car departs, the message should include the
number of times the car was moved within the garage (including
the departure itself but not he arrival). This number is zero
the car departs from the waiting line.



CS051 Project 4
Spring 93

Due : April 13
1. Using the linked list program given in class, alter the programto input twenty five strings, sorting them alphabetically asthey are inserted into the list. Print out the sorted list.

2. Now, using the above input ten strings. If the string ispresent in the list, delete it, otherwise insert it in itsproper place. Print out the list after each insertion and
deletion.



CS 51 Project 5 Spring 93
Pinto/Honda

Due : May 10 2001

Using the tree programs enclosed , write a program to input
wenty five strings into the tree. The program should print out the
morder traversal for the tree. Then, compute the levels of each node
a the tree and print out the maximum and minimum leaf levels. Do this
Dr ten runs , (ie. ten different trees , and compute the average max
id average min leaf levels) ENJOYII!!

HAPPY SUMMRI II!II
/
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Name: Date:

CS050 Fall 1992

Exam I

Part I Give an example of the following: (1 point each)

1. assignment statement

2. discrete data type

3. logical constant

4. numeric expression

5. logical expression

6. relational operator

7. character constant

8. logical operator

9. generic package

10. ada lexical unit

Part II. Express the following flowchart segments as appropriate Ada instructions.
Assume the declarations are done. (5 Points per problem)

T F

X>50=EA -A+ 10 1 A=O

5 10=,B



2. 2. / INPUT X/

F T

F! T
F X T OUT Y

Z=X+3

3.
F >500 T

AND5

< 1AX=X+5 INPUTA

T OUT X C=A*32]

A\

SOut C \



Part 11I. Program the following in ADA. (Write the entire Program).
Mr. and Mrs John Doe need a program to compute their income tax and are
trying to decide whether to file a Joint or Separate return. Mr. Doe's taxable
income is $18,750 and Mrs. Doe's income is $20,312.

For Separate Returns:
Taxable Income $18,000 - $20,000 Pay IRS $1630 + 28% of the

taxable amount over $18,000

Taxable Income $20,000 - $22,000 Pay IRS $2190 + 32% of the
taxable amount over $20,000

For Joint Returns:
Taxable Income $36,000 - $40,000 Pay IRS $3960 + 29% of the

taxable amount over $36,000

Print out the following:
1. How much each of the separate returns for Mr. and Mrs. Doe will be,
2. How much the joint return will be, and
3. A message indicating which way the computer thinks they should file:

(separate or joint) Returns.



Name Fall 1993

Date CS050A

Exam 1I

1. Write an Ada program containing a function and a procedure that will do the
following:

We have three sensors, Sensorl, Sensor2, and Sensor3 on our system, each of
type SensorState which can be HIGH, MEDIUM OR LOW. If Sensorl is
HIGH, Sensor2 and Sensor3 are MEDIUM, the alarm should be set on. If
Sensor 1 and Sensor2 are HIGH the alarm should be also set on. If sensor3 is
HIGH, the alarm should also be set on.

Write an Ada program that will

1. Call a procedure called GETDATA to input a record containing
a system code and three sensor values from a file called
DATA.DAT. (see file below) to check the state of the system at a
certain time.

2. Invoke the function called ALARMON to return a logical value of
TRUE if the alarm should be set on; FALSE otherwise. The
function should determine from the sensor values whether or not
the alarm should be set.

3. Say, un6riiy' 4 1rfe! system" "about to blow!", if the
alarm is set, or another appropriate message if the alarm is not set.

DATA.DAT (field values are system code, sensorl, sensor2, and sensor3)
A MEDIUM LOW LOW
U MEDIUM LOW MEDIUM
D LOW LOW LOW
E LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM
F MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM
Z MEDIUM HIGH MEDIUM
Y MEDIUM HIGH HIGH



Part II.

1. Declare a variable Season as a SeasonType (SPRINGSUMMER,
AUTUMN,WINTER):

2. Declare a variable Forecast as a ForecastType (RAIN,SUNSHINE,
PARTLYCLOUDY,SNOW):

3. Assuming that the following procedures have been defined:
CLEAN THE HOUSE
FLY A Kr -
GO SAdILING
CARVE A TURKEY
SHIVEIR -

4. Write a case statement testing the variable Season to do the following:
for each of the 4 SeasonType values, assign an appropriate forecast_type
to forecast, print appropriate message(s) and select appropriate
procedure(s) to run.



Name FaIl 93

CS050 Ada Programming

Final Exam

Part I. Write an Ada program that will analyze stock information. INPUT consists of
ID and QUANTITY IN STOCK for each of twenty five products.

A. Write a Main program that will call four subprograms called INPUT,
CATEGORIZE, OUTPUT and LIST.

B. INPUT should read the identification numbers, and quantities in stock, into
two arrays called ID and QTY.

C. CATEGORIZE should determine the number of products whose quantity in
stock fall into each of the following categories.

500 or MORE
250 to 499
100 to 249
0 to 99

D. OUTPUT should output the number whose quantities in stock fall into each of
the following categories:

500 or MORE
250 to 499
100 to 249
0 to 99

E. LIST should output Product ID, the QTY in stock, and a message to reorder
immediately if quantities fall below 150 of the products in low
quantities. (under 150).

ID QTY MESSAGE

ITEM103 121 *** REORDER***
ITEM 114 32 ***REORDER***
ITEM165 140 ***REORDER***
ITEM212 99 ***REORDER***



Part II.

Note the following program below. What will be the expected output?

with text io; use textio;
procedure fin is

message: string(l.. 18);
joe: file type;
begin

open (joe,infile,"file.dat");
for i in reverse 1.. 18 loop

get(joe, message(i));
end loop;
dose(joe);

for j in 1.. 16 loop
put(message(j));

end loop;
new line;put( ");

for i in 1.3 loop
put(message(l 7));
put(message(18));
put(message( 16));

end loop; new_line;
end fin;

FILE FILE.DAT
0
H

A
K
A
M
I
K
I
L
A
K

L
E
M



Part III. Write a program that will read a file called Numbers.dat that contains 5
records of 5 integer values to detect if it is a magic square or not. Read this
into memory in a variable called Magic. Magic should hold five rows and five
columns of integer values. Your program should check to see if all the sums
of the rows and all of the sums of the columns, the left diagonal, and the right
diagonal are of equal value. If the sums are all equal, this is a MAGIC
SQUARE. Your program should print out whether or not the values input
form the file make a magic square or not.



Part IV. Answer the following questions:

Some of the goals of software engineering are

- modifiability
- efficiency
- reliability
- understandability.

I. How are these goals met by the Ada language?

Some of Ada's features

- generic components
- separate compilations of modules (information hiding)
- packaging concept
- subprogramming modularity
- strong typing
- separation of specification code from implementation code

2. Now that you have been exposed to Ada language, list and describe some of
Ada's features that can be used as a software engineering tool to aid in the
design of software projects.



Name: Spring 1993

CS051 Section A - Honda

Exam I

Do all work on paper provided ... Show all work!!!

I. Find the output for the following segments of code

CLEARSTACK (S);
Z :- 10;
PUSH (S,Z);
PUSH (S,5);
POP (S,A);
PUSH (S,2*A);
X :-= 4*A;
POP (SY);
PUSH (S,X+Y);
Y := A + X;
POP (SX);
POP (S,Y);
PUSH (S,A);
POP (SZ);
PUSH (SY*10);
WHILE NOT EMPTY (S) DO

BEGIN
POP (S,A);
WRITELN (A);

END;
WRITELN (AXYZ);

II. What is-output by the following segment of code?

CLEARSTACK (STACK);
PUSH (STACK, 1);
WHILE NOT EMPTY (STACK) DO

BEGIN
POP (STACK, N);
WRITE(N);
IF N< =6 THEN

BEGIN
PUSH (STACK, N+1);
PUSH (STACK, 3*N-1)

END (* IF *)
END; (* WHILE *)



III. Write the following declaration of a variable called COST. It should look like this
in primary memory: I want to store the average prices for a 4-Door, 2-Door, and the
sports coupe for 1986,1987,1988,1989,and 1990.

GM FOUR-D TWO-D SPORTS-COUPE

CHRYSLER _ _

PONTIAC_ __I __I

SABB________II_______
HONDA_______I____ __
NISSAN______________ _____ __

for 1986

IV. Write a complete program to input up to a maximum of 10 decimal numbers into an
array. The program is to use a procedure to reverse the values in the array and also
to count the number of negative values in the array.



NAME SPRING 93CS 51
FINAL EXAMINNTION

I. GIVEN THE FOLLOWING SET OF INTEGERS , PLACE THEM IN A TREE
USING THE INSERTION ROUTINE GIVEN IN CLASS. DRAW THE TREE.

60 56 87 98 34 65 23 11 90 69 45 62 53 89 14 9 100 81 33 59

WRITE OUT THE NODES

INORDER

POSTORDER

PREORDER

SUPPOSE YOU WANTED TO INSERT 77 AND 41 AND THEN DELETE 65 AND 9

DRAW THE TREE AFTER THESE FOUR OPERATIONS

II. WRITE A FUNCTION NUMLEAVES THAT RETURNS THE NUMBER OF
LEAVES IN ANY NONEMPTY BINARY TREE WHEN GIVEN THE POINTER TO
THE ROOT OF THE TREE.

III. SHOW THAT A COMPLETE BINARY TREE WITH N LEAFS CONTAINS 2N-1 NODES.
DO THIS FOR A FEW EXAMPLES AND TRY TO REASON YOUR WAY THROUGH
THIS MATHEMATICALLY. (NB COMPLETE MEANS LEVELS ARE AS FULL AS
POSSIBLE)

IV. GIVEN THE FOLLOWING TREE , SHOW HOW THE PREORDER RECURSIVE
FUNCTION WOULD OPERATE (IE . PERFORM A TRACE)

31

24 54

12 25 76
2\ \ \2 14 27 88



V. GIVEN THE FOLLOWING CODE , ASSUME WE HAVE THE TREE LISTED
ABOVE. TREE POINTS TO THE NODE CONTAINING 31. WHAT IS THE
OUTPUT?ASSUME ALL STACK OPERATIONS.

ClearStack(PtrStack);
Ptr :- Tree;
REPEAT

WHILE Ptr <> NIL DO
BEGIN

WriteLn(Ptr^.Info);
Push(PtrStack,Ptr);
Ptr := Ptr -. LEFT;

END;
IF NOT EmptyStack(PtrStack) Then

BEGIN
Pop(PtrStack,Ptr);
Ptr :- Ptr^.Right;

END
UNTIL kPtr-NIL) AND (EmptyStack(PtrStack))

I II "• I III I I AmI
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An Endorsement at the Top
DoD Needs to Increase the Appeal of Ada Beyond Its Own Halls

By Emmett Paige Jr. have no compelling reason to re- ceived as a niche market by many r
think our Ada strategy. of the vendors that I talk with. And

This strategy uses Ada as the I believe there is a lot of truth to
Emmett Paige Jr. is Assistant Secre- kingpin to bring a software engi- this assessment
tary c(Defensefor Com mand Control neering discipline into DoD. And We've got to increase the appeal
Communications and Intelligence in my humble view, we have held of Ada outside of the Department
This article is adaptedfrom a speech Ada too tightly in the past. As of Defense and outside the federal
to a recent ADA dual-use workshop, someone said, it's just not getting government. Else, we will forever

enough air, and we've got to have to carry the burden of the in-
loosen our grip. dustrial tower of language Babel

"Tm not a supporter of Ada for Based on my experience within on our shoulders. While we are
the sake of Ada. If I didn't be- the Department of Defense, com- not afraid to continue our invest- ,

.ieve in it, if I didn't think it was bined with my recent experience ments, the best of all possible -
necessary, I never would have in the private sector, there appears worlds would be one in which the
been a supporter of it since 1979, to be a common misconception market caused others to spend
when I moved across the highway that Ada has not received the level their own money to enhance their t
at Fort Monmouth to find out what of support that is necessary to en- market share of a larger Ada mar- i
it was all about, sure its acceptance within all of ket internationally. The pull needs

The whole reason for Ada, in the Department of Defense and to accompany the push. Else, our
the first place, still exists. The the commercial sectors. chances oi success in the future
need today is probably greater I know for a fact that there are will be limited.
than it ever was, greater than it many private firms that have em- I would like to see U.S. compa-
was then. And a lot of people that braced Ada. I've read that Silicon nies leading the world-and build- i
didn't even believe in automated Graphics is using Ada in some of ing jobs in this country producing
systems back in those days are its virtual reality simulations. I'm applications using the Ada ian-
now believers in automated sys- sure that they would not be using guage. In my view, we in the fed-
tems. Ada if they did not think it was the eral government have tried to r"

Ada has been a standardized best language to use for the partic- prime the pump with Ada, but we
programming language- since ular purpose. have failed to find the answer to
1983. Since its introduction, DoD NASA and FAA are using Ada in cause the commercial sector in the
and the software engineering corn- their major projects. Certainly, we U.S. to pick up the Ada baton and
munity have benefltted greatly will not blame all of the computer use it for their own purposes.
from Ada. And with the features problems and other disasters that A few years ago, I used to say richness, this has never been a
that Ada 9X promises to bring to NASA has suffered in the past few that the day we see IBM adopt Ada handicap to those properly trained
the table, things will get even bet- years to their use of the Ada lan- for their commercial systems will in soft•are engineering and Ada.
ter. While we took some early heat guage. Likewise, we cannot blame be the day that we can say Ada has As a matter of fact, they love the
because of lack of quality and vali- FAA's use of Ada for the program arrived, capabilities the language providcs
dated compilers in the early days, delays that they've encountered. Well, today % % see Microsoft them.
the results to date show quantita- Many firms overseas, like Ferranti and Borland using Ada. We can The availability of quality com-
tively that Ada makes sense, both (for nuclear electric applications) say that Ada has arrived. pilers, tools and environments (in-
technically and from a business and Nippon Telegraph and Tele- There are other issues as well. cluding linkages) has also bccn
point of view. phone are using Ada with positive A lot of people still believe Ada is raised as an issue in the past. Well,

Needless to say, the policy offi- results, overkill, slow and non-responsive, we've come a long way in this area
in DoD who's responsible for However, while I have not wit- Well, we've come a long way in the in the past 10 years. Those of you
is firmly committed to the Ada nessed these examples firsthand, I area of performance. The bench- old enough to remember the early

strategy. Any speculation that nonetheless feel that Ada has not marks indicate that most Ada ap- compilers will recall, as I do, the
DoD is wavering on the commit- penetrated the commercial sector pbcations run as fast and are more inefficient beasts that consumed
ment to Ada is wrong. Based upon to the degree that we, within DoD, robust than their counterparts in whole machines. Today's compil-
the results that we've seen, we had hoped. The Ada market is per- other languages. With regard to continued on back

Cop'ht 01 993 TchNews". kc. A# Ri~hts Reswd



Large Ada projects show productivity gains
Ww rMW, C~n"Mwangduiw tronic Systems, the system's contractor. system, and environment - all in Ada.

After yean of development and an ini- Magnavox expects to increase the reuse The resul of the banking project have
tal skepocal reception, many people are rate to 25 percent on the next stmilar been so successul that Nokia plans to de-
now using Ada and saving that they like project and believes that a ra•e of50 per. velop is next point-of-sale mwum m Ada.
it. Az least 91 projects have been corn- cent is poible. he said. * Boeing Aeroupace decided three
pleted in Ada. 103 are under develop- Productvty for the execution environ- yean ago to sandardize on Ada. for boLh
ment, and 38 are in the planning stage. ment - including the operatng wsyem, defense systems and its commercial air-
according to a March survey by the data managemenL information manage. craft. The new Boeing 747-400 plane now
Defense Dept.'s AdaJoint Program Of- ment. communications support. and contans 5W0.000 lines of Federal Ata-
rice. About 13 percent of these 241 proj- communications inwirface - was 550 tion A.Aminmisation flight-certified Ada
ecu were large: more than 100.000 lines lines per man-month. Firemith said. Pro- software. most of it produced by subcon-
of source code: more than 3 percent ductivitv for the applications software - tractors. The cost savings may be as high
have more than 5W00.000 lines. The survey including fire-support planning. fire-sup. as 30 percent. sad Boeing's Bnan Pflug.
covered Defense Dept.. commercial port execution, movement control, and * France's CISI Engineenng saw a pro-
domestic, and foreign projects common functions - was 704 lines per ductvity increase of 20 percent com-

The growth in Ada's use has been man-month, he sad. pared to C. Fortran. and Pascal in soft-
helped by favorable reports from early The Magnavox rates exceed the aver- ware.engineermng-ool projects. said
adopte rs(Ada Catches on in the Com- age productivity of the 1500 systems in CISI's Kuntzmann.Combelles. A team
mercal Market. Soft .News. ZE Soft- productivi consultant Lawrence Put- well-trained and experienced with Ada
zim November 1986. p. 8 1) and by the nam's da.abase: 77 lines per man-month increased its productivity from 40 lines of
growing number of validated compilers. (at the I.2--nillion-line level). code per man-day to 80 lines, but she cau-
As ofJune there were 129 validated base Magnavox found that using Ada meant tuoned that less experienced program-
Ada compilers and 63 derived compilers, that more tume went to requirements an- men would do less well.

But not everyone has the tools needed. awas and less to integration and testing From 1994 to 1986. the European Com-
"A surprse is that Ada is as far behind as munity had a special diseminauon pro.
it is. The support environments aren't gram for Ada. which West Germany and
there: toolL compilers. prototype, bind- Britain were very active in. Kuntzmann-
ings." said Howard Yudkin, chief execu- Combelles said. France's Defense Minis-
uve officer of the Software Productivity Ina p oewk Ada's try recently mandated Ada for real-ume.
Consoruum. a 14-member group of u image-processing, and robotics Sstems.
defense contractors based in Reston. Va. The US Defense Dept. has strength-

In Europe. the lack of Ada environ- N ot ened its mandates to use Ada. and several
menu on IBM and Crav computers-- C - Wa VMY UUU nonmilitary agencies -including the
the computers used for atomic energy ppII 1 4yfJ l s y National Aeronautics and Space Adrrun-
and other large projects - has con- i istration and the Federal Aviation Admin-
strained use ofAda. said Annie Kinmt- -W O 1 ist'ation - are turning to Ada.
mann-Combelles. managing director of * Lockheed Missile and Space Corp. is
software engineenng and applications at several vears into the Ada development
CISI Engineering in Rungis. France. of the Air Force's 400.000line Milstar s'-

than is typical on traditional projects. tern for control-, command-, and tele-
LaW pnduacdvky V The largest F'uesmith said. Requirements analysis meuy-procesing for a spacecraft.

embedded "nem completed to dam is and design took 55 percent ofthe effort. * The Air Force's Advanced Tactical
the USArmy'sAdvanced Field Artillery coding took 10 percent. at-4 testing and Fighterwill require 5 million to 10 mil-
Tactical Data SW=. said Allan K"p, integration took 35 percent. he sad. lion lines of code for on-board and
the AdaJoint Proj-im OfBce's deputy Ada's object orientation meant that 90 ground-based software. The competing
director. The system entered formal qual- percent of the code was very snall and prime contractor groups - led by
ificaton testing injuly. The projmct re- smple programming units. which Lo kheed and Northrop - both pro-
suits show that Ada can preatly increase caued far fewer problems during ime- posed to use Ada.
productvity for latrge qzems. pratson and test, he sod. * NASA has committed to Ada for the

Release 4.04 of the syem contains Magnavox also found that Ada. 10 million lines of code that the Fmodom
1. 175.496 noncomment lines of source oriented development methods. such as space stution is expected to need. The
code and 7,553 files. All but 33000 lines of object-oriented design. are not compat- agency is switching from its long-time Ian-
operating4y-ten and communicatin ible with the functional-decompostion guage. Hal-S. The agency has done more
softwam were written in Ada. methods or waterfall life-cycl models than 150 projects in Ada in the last five

The line count does not include reus- that have been commonly used in ears. Pilot projects total 313.000 lines
able software. msch as math packages. not Defense DepL. standards. Fireumith mid, and production efforts total 446.000 lines.
developed an the project. Moreover. re- (The recently revised DoDSrd-2 167-A is "The European Space Agencv recently
usable software developed on the project methodology- and language.neutral.) decided to use Ada for its Clumbus space-
was counted only once. Roughly 13 per- station module and Hjvma space shuttle.
cent of the delivered software was reu& Ohw projeem, Several companies * The FAA will use Ada as the high-
able. This reuse saved 190 man-months have shown similar results with Aa order language for its Advanced Autom -
of effort (0a.percent savings) atmd re- * Nokia Information Sytems has com- tion System. an air-taffic control system
duced the schedule by two calendar pleted 2 million lines in a variety of sys. estimated to require 1.5 million lines of
months (a 4-percent savings). mid temns for the Bank of Finland. In the early new code. Air-traffic control sstems for
Donald G. A.renmith of Magnavox Elec- 19U(W Nokia built a compiler. operating Belgium and Spain are also using Ad.&
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IBM Forges Links to Ada Vendors
'To Enhance Role in Aeros-ice Market

BcisTo.%

nternational Business Machines ha- ,4.
signed marketing agreements with three

Ada software and hardware vendors iO
make it easier for aerospace companies to I
use IBM computers io desipn and run soft-.
ware in Ada. a high-le'el programming I;. - .
language dev.eloped b) the Defense Dept.

The agreements, signed late last year
with three of the leading vendors for Ada
compilers and related tools, will allow -
IBM sales representatives to make joint
calls with companies that enjoy consider-
able Ada business with aerospace defense
contractors.

9DETAILS OF PACTS
The three agreements are as follows:
8 An Industrv Marketing Assistance Pro- hMa soft Um Idal Iof td 11100 D0elIme Syistm. Ime 10 CJ to auWl s to
gram agreement with Rational of Moun- 10 Pegsmerst au* m0te whsttleuts. 111" 20 (wlSt)OW IIet Its 20 pai m .
tam View. Calif.. a company that The e"l 40 systm (citeterll |s U p Is 40 pdm•mWi0s.
specializes in Ada de,.elopment tools. This
will allow IBM to market the RI000 De- Whether the Defense Dept and aero- ize on this. IBM also wants to sel; its com-
velopment System. which consists of hard- space contractors engaged in developing puters for use as embedded ýystems
ware and software tools needed by teams billions of dollars wonh of computer pro- dependent on Ada for software develop-
of 10-30 or more programmers. The soft- grams for weapon systems will decide to ment.
ware support system includes an Ada com- use IBM hardware may depend on the Ada is supposed to make it easier to
pder. which allows programmers to write availability of associated Ada tools that maintain software programs once they are
in Ada and to have it automatically trans- make it possible to write hundreds of in the field, an area that accounts for as
lated into machine-level instructions. thousands and even millions of lines of much as 8901 of the Pentagon's software
N A Marketing Assistance Program with software code in Ada. costs. Ada is also supposed to allow pro-
Alysys. Inc.. of France. which allows IBM The use of computer hardware and soft- grammers to create software modules that
to market Alysys's Ada compiler for IBM ware tools to support programmers work- could be placed in a library and reused
310-class computers running on an IBM ing in Ada is called computer-aided later, since a section of code that performs
operating system. software engineenng (CASE). Today, the one function might fulfill the same func-
8 An Industry Marketing Assistance CASE tools for Ada development, includ- tion on the next weapon system project.
Program agreement with CRI. Inc., of tng hardware and software, are just being Digital Equipment Corp meanwhile is
Santa Clara. Calif.. that allows IBM to developed to the point needed to accom- well positioned in the Ada environment
market CRI's Relate/DB relational data- plish the massive programming tasks due to its early commitment to the lan-
base for IBM's 9370 minicomputer and found in large defense systems. IBM be- guage. Digital has one of the earliest and
4281 mainframe. The database works fieves that the CASE market will take off most successful Ada compilers.
with an IBM operatqR system. and it wants to be in a position to capital-- The IBM agreement with Rational

Last year the Defense Dept. mandated
the use of Ada for all new wcapon system IM Dvso isBdt eeosoft IBM Division Wins Bid to Develop
software developm.nt as well as for more
general types of computing. The Penta- Mission Computer for Navy's ATA
gon wants to standardize on this lan-
guage, rather than continue using a BOSTON
variety of incompatible languages. such as
Pascal. Jovial Cobol and Fortran. ehe McDonnell Douglas/General Dy- Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) tech-

Industry officials say that IBM, the , namics team for the U. S. Navy A-12 nology. according to IBM officials.
world's largest computer manufacturer, advanced tactical aircraft program has se- The ATA mission computer system
has been late in recognizing the impor- lected IBM's Federal Systems Di'. to de- also will incorporate common aviontcs
tance of Ada. Recent IBM moves are an velop the aircraft's mission computer. modules as part of the Defense Dept 's
attempt to catch up, these officuds say. The dollar value of the contract award- initiative to promote standardization

"1 think IBM came late in the game. ed March 14 has not been disclosed. The among the armed services.
Now that they are in, the) are starting to ATA project is often cited as one promi- IBM's Federal Systems Div's Owego.
be more agressive." Kevin J. Dyer. who nent weapon system program using the N. Y.. plant will perform the de-.elopment
is project manager .'ar Adanm. a West Ads high-level programming language for work. A Navy official said dual supply
Virginia-based development network for soft-are development. IBM will supply sources will be used on the 30 highest
Ads software applications, said. "They the hardware while McDonnell Douglas value ATA subsystems. and a McDonnell
had their toes in the water. Nos they're will program the software in Ada. The Douglas official said a second source will
in up to their knees." hardware wil incorporate Very High- be chosen for the mission computer -
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rused w'ma: e)c4hr0 i.Sn the indu..rstf% he 1 c h ad,,. "ll" .i "tsc..r~i ,. IIM~..~~,~ c
csu..c the- R 1000 Ds.ek'r~nwns Sy%sem in- flghier Martin M-iricssa wall ail... u..e aii pi,..iiol.i it, ..cr'e itic-L ticvds a%. 0W%~

clude.. RatioinaI-develofied hardware--not RIO10O on is.. %~atiosial Te'itW l ow ~'gra, cnscrgtt
IDM hardwabre Ads indusst* officsial wish she Strategic Defcn..c huiiiati~.e Or- The .agrcn~icns with AN.% awolw
considered it unusual for IBM to help a Itansztason es.implc of HIM aligiiing is-elf Aiih '..iii
compan% market Pon-IBM computer i IBM*% Federal Ss..sem. Dt% Awls.h of the kcading compin'es mi tht: Jkda oni-

hardware But she RIO00 would work in bid%. on Defense Depi coissrai-.. alread% rnurnsl Ai%'.%% wa, fioundedt in lQPO t%%
tandem with IBM computers to perform owLns six R1000 %.%siem% for use all Ada- Dr icjn D I.hhidh. fo.rmcrls Awih Cii
software de..elopmens funcsions. relased programming Honar%%cll Bull ir. Frizn,: He k-d she

IBM official%. cite she acts'.isie'- of the team shai won she worldwide competititon

CONTRACT$ LOST 1eea%~sm i.o annl.ro e .er thrcc other group.. t de'.cl r she
Another reason E-.r IBM*% recent moves Defense Dept contrac:t% a-. indclisgiosi of Ada language for the L' S Defense Der,
in Ada is that is had loss out on some ke) the compan%'% %trong commitment ini Aiv.%%% ls'.i among it%. current cu..somecr%
U S gSmernmens contract#., including she -Ada One or the largessi of she..e consract'. Ball Aeroopa,:e SNsems. Boeing. MD,,n-

*Software support ensironment for the is the Arm,.' Waorldwide Milisjr% Comn- nell Douglas. Wsire Corrp. Masrtin Man-
NAAspace station This contract. won __________________ etia. %ASA. Singer-Link. TR WL Allied

*lass June b% Lockheed using a Rational Benda% Aerosrace. Hughe, Air,:rafi.
5) stem for de'elopment. is %alued as S140 Lockheed Mt..siles, & Space and R3%th-
million It is expected that the task will Ada mndustry~ officJias eon
require 10 million lines of Ada code considered it uniusual for CRI. Inc. the third Ada %endor -Aith

L~ockheed has owned 10O% of Rational ~IBM to hepa company which IBM is aligning itself. is also a
sne1995 and has one of its top execu- hee nnlpffhrd-r long-term pla~er in the Ada market CR1

-tives on Rational's board of directors csoe conl oga nor

*Rational has grown so prominence in aged IBM so make CRI'S Relate DO da-
the Ada market since its formation as a tabase asailable on the IBM 93'0
startup in 19"Q b% two ex-Air Force offi- McDonnell Douglas is using the CR1 da-
cers who left the wensce after working on mand and Control S>~.tem IWVWMCCS). taba~se as parn of a sissem to track pilot
computer programs designed to track sat- Another program oon March 14 is the training data for T-45 aircraft under a
tlittes mission computer for the Na%)'s ad- U S Na%% contract CRI'S Relate DB is

*Toda%. customers for Ratsonal's R10O0 %anced tactical aircraft being used b% NASA. Lockheed and
De~elopment 5)55cm come predominant- Koweser. others in she Ada communi- Stanford Unisersit% on a project to reduce
ly from the aerospace industrN. and in- t% point out that the larger IBM market- paperwork requirements for the mainie-

* dude Lockheed. Martin Manrieta. TRW. ing organization outside of the Federal nance of the space shuttle thermal protec-
Hughes. Rockwell. General Electnc. Wes- Systems Di%. has not embraced Ada let tion s~stem.
tinghouse and the Air Force--just the The agreement with Rational is expected IBM's long-range plans are to pros ide

1sort of customers IBM wants to do more to make Ada tools more as ailable to this Ada software for all of its computers The
business with in an Ada en'-ironment part of the organizition to support sales compan% will expand the number of Ada

Rational also has business oserseas of IBM computers so aerospace compa- 'endors insolsed in marketing agree-
The R 1000 system is being used b) Phil- nies and esen commercial users. Tele- ments. As one IBM marketing official

ips Elektronikindustrier to write Ada phone companies. for example. are who focuses on the CASE market said.
code for an electronic command and con- expected to find Ada helpful for software "Our product plans will unfold
trol system so be used on four new Gote-
borg-type coastal corsettes for the Royal
Swedish Niav.. Rational officials say the Estimate of Ada Market Potential
Philips progrmmi~ng work in Ada is the In U. S. Aerospace Indust"
largess single Ada project in full-scale de-

i ielopment in the world, wish 140 soft- i
*are engineers working on I million lines 1i
of Ada code iRN17 IonIN ion loot 18112

The R1000 has miadels ranging in price
from S295.000 for one sersing up to 12 THOUSANDS OF1111,P01D1 VELOPING SOf1WARE
programmers and S79S000D for one set..- 100.0 1120 1250 ta0ýO 1570 1760 1970

ing up to 40 programmers. Assuming 40
software enrgineers. use one, a productiity PERCENT WORKING ON ADA PROGRAMS

*- impros emenat of 5-lO10% is nelededi to break 3% 6% 12% 20% 30%. 40% 500,
~~ e' rien on the cost of a system. Rational______________________________________

claums its systemn can improve productivi. THOUSANDS OF 1100101.1 D9VELOPING SOfTWARE IN ADA
r) from 25*-3W17~c. resulting in wasings ofj 06 5 6 7 0 8
up so S28 million on a project ini-ols-ing 30____________ ISO_________0___ 471_____ 704_____985__

800.000 Source hines of Akda code. INVEISTMEKNT PE111R PERtSON WORKING ON ADA PROGRAMS On Thnousands)
TeRational RIOO0 is useful for soft- 0I. 510 510S$

ware engineering of 100.000 to I million 1 iQ 510 10lines or more of Ads code. Lockheed Mits- I'ADA SUPPORT MARKEITING OPPOR11,11TUNITY (in PM~ons)
sties and Space Co.*s Astronautics Div.
will use Rational systems, for example. to S300 $670 S1 so0 52600 S471 0O S7040 S9850

automate the design and delelopment om Atobot.o f Wft "V'aia V:., f2 Via Sraw Qaoa R604 .@~.h.e
-j software for the %ASA Space Station.

Tesame arm of Lockheed and GM. W W M W ether 9 cemad urntuWsh k now~m biltA aiisnm i In M1111180 bmUs the
Hughes Electronics also willuse Rationlal WMWo at eN W nA s8VWt M2 111418111 1111111 I
s%1 tems to des elop soaftware Systems for IM5. ONhalt oIf dt ufl'wae mownev b f "bs" arn .exti to k ,ulift la Ada.



COMPUT',ERS IN AEROSPACE

Next-Generation Defense Programs
Will Increase Use of Ada Language
D*,vtD HUGHES, BOSTON

SA da. the high-leoei computer program- 1I am not impressed. have not been. programmer to write in a high-level Ian-

timing language developed by the De- and I remain willing to be impressed. guagc such as Ada and have it automati-

tense Dept., is being accepted for use in with quantitative measurements of the su- cally translated to machine-level

i aerospace and defense programs even penonty or productivity or the ýirtues of instructions.
though it is trying to live down a record anything such as Ada." Ambrose said "Ada's only handicap is that it cla!med

tarnished by exaggerated performance while encouraging the 2.000 attendees to to be a savior for all applications,'" David

claims. avoid claiming that the language can be E. Quigley. the Va~x Ada product manag-

"Ada is beset with too much hyperbole all things to all people. -What I have er for Digital Equipment Corp.. said. Dig-

for its own good." then-Under Secretary of seen thus far has been largely rhetoric." ita] is one supplier of computer hardware

the Army James R. Ambrose said at the The Defense Dept. began developing that dedicated some of its top program-

annual Ada Expo and Special Interest Ada in the late 1970s as a solution to the ming talent to developing Ada compilers

Group convention in Boston. Ambrose. problems created in the armed services by from the beginning. Soon the compan.y

who retired last month but still serves as a the use of multiple computer languages will introduce its third compiler. It also

consultant to Secretary of the Army John with poor documentation. This made it offers customers a variety of Ada tools

0. Marsh. Jr.. cautioned Ada vendors to i difficult for anyone to fix problems with a Quigley said this may well be the year the

be conservative in statements about the ca. software program once it vas fielded or to Ada market takes off.

pabilities of the new language because ex- port a software program from one com- Now that there are many high-quahty

aggerated claims do more harm than good. puter to another. compilers available that are validated by

These candid remarks from a high- the Defense Dept.'s stringent tests, things

ranking representative of the U S. IEARLY SHORTFALLS are changing. The Ada show here offered

Army-which has been one of the leading Ada was to have solved these and other some signs of these inprosements. Atten-

advocates for using Ada as the standard problems. and it may yet. However, the dance here was triple that of the show

computer language for the Defense use of Ada in programs- in the early three years ago in Minneapolis. Also. the

Dept-did not mean that the Army has I 1980s. when compilers were either nonex- attendees included representatives of many

abandoned Ada. according to an Army istent or of poor quality, caused some pro- new companies and higher ranking offi-

official. The official compared Ambrose's gram managers in the Pentagon to write cials of program offices in the Pentagon

remarks to a pep talk a coach might give Ada off as a failure. A compiler is a key The convention was sponsored in part

to his team during halftime. software development tool that allow's a by Software Valley Corp.. a nonprofit or-

Lockheed Using Ada
In Airborne Display

ockheed is developing an advanced
display for antisubmarine warfare and

airborne warning and control system
(AWACS) applications using the Ada
programming language for development.

The display. which can present air-
borne. surface and subsurface targets on a
global scale using the CIA's World Data
Base ii mapping system, can also zoom in
so the operator can view an area a few
miles across. The display is running on a
Digital Vax 11875 and will be ported over

.o a Motorola 68030 microprocessor.
Lockheed's Advanced Avionics System

Center in the company's Aeronautical
Systems Co. is using the display develop-
ment as part of its own company-funded
effort to improve sensors, enhance crew

coordination on multiplace aircraft, and
refine the interface between man and ma-

chine. The Ads program convists of about

1.000-1.s00 lines of code. The projet has
been under development for I months

and the display will be tested on board in

aircraft late next year The team will use

its expenntice to provide lessns ¢:irned

UdM W UK M Ad@ u s &puM aAimiM .IM - do P Ir 1111IM& on Ada to the ,.isk•h0ed orgn•il•,tion,
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COMPUTERS IN AEROSPACE ______________________

ganiration founded by L' S Selnite Ma- is that it I% being used on man-, classified I guage perform% in key programs, like the 1
I lorigy Leader Robert C Byrd (D-W% Va) program% that cannot he identified. ac- ATIF and the ATA will go a tong *a,. in

to promote high technolog) in dutr in- cording to industry officials Als~i. the determining it% ultimate success. acco'rd-
West Virginia Software Valle) has held Defense Dept keerp% no staimi'ik onl how 3n#g to indlustry official'.
other conference-% to promote Ada and to much it is spending on software deselop- One worry expressed b,. many at the
attract related companies to the ,;tate ment in Ada. or an) other language. by- Ada conference here is that an) budget

Furthermore. the use of Ada is spread- program or even a% an overall perc.entage cuts that trim or eliminate new weapon
ing into the commercial marketplace. of the total defense budget system programs in which Ada is being
particularly in Europe. wahere telecom- The real test for the language is ex- used will slow the acceptance of the Ian-
municauions% firms are using it. The Euro- Ipected to be how it performs in weapon guage by the defense community and re-
pean defense ministries and NATO are system programs that are employing it duce the demand for Ada software

&-oadvocating teueof Ada. but are fo~r full-scale deselopment. How the Ian- support products C
not mosing as quickly in this area as the___________________

Pentagonmajor Software Applications Coded In Ada
KEY TO ACCEPTANCE

iIndlustiry officials say the key to the wide- 1
spread acceptance of Ada will be its use 11
in many of the U.S. Defense Dept's thus d

Inew, high-profile weapon system pro- [P1,911,111 statu Ciob Type of Settuift Ceaay
grams. tnclud.ng the advanced tactical
fighter and the advanced tactical aircraft. .AIR FORCE
Iand other government programs. Advanced Tactical Fighter Planned 7.000.000 Embedded

The Pentagon mandated on Mlar. 3 1. Milstar Development 500.000 Command £Control Lockheed
1987. that, effective immediately, all soft- Common Ada Missile Packaers Development 30.000 Embedded McDonnell
ware deselopment for new weapon sys- Small ICBM Development 2.000 Embedded Rockwell
tems be performed in Ada as the single.
common, high-order programming tan- ARMY
guage. !Depur'. Defense Secretary Wkit- Intel.ediate Forward
liam Taft. 4th. broadened that directive Tost Equipment Development 500.000 Support Grummar,
in April. 1987 by specifying that Ada Mobile Automated Fielct
must be used on alt Defense Dept. comn- Instrumentation System Development 70.000 Simulation
puter resources. with a few other Ian- Maneuver Control System Complete 34.000 Command & Control Ford Aero
guages permitted in certain cases. These Regency Net Development 1.10,000 support
reaffirmations of the Defense Dept.' s dacdFedA~r
commitment to Ada are expected to curb To Adace 0 FDtaSsemdPllr Development 790.000 Command & Control Magnavox
the number of waivers requested and the ArPmy Wdwd
number granted to develop programs in iInformationt Syatem Development 8.000,000 Command & Control TRW
a language other than Ada.

Currently there are 84 Air Force, S1 NAVY
Army and 24 Navy programs using Ada F-4J Weenor
for software development (see chart for System Tralner Complete 150,000 Embedded SAI
examples). NASA also is using Ada for Advanced Tactical Akcrstt Ptanned NA Embedded
the space station and the Federal Avia-
tion Administration is using it for the !SDI
Ad'.anced Automation System. no atueis onw

andil C3 Porftio Planned l0.000.000 Command & Control
COMMERCIAL UME
Ada has spread from use in the military NAS
to important commercial aviomics Pro- Spece Station Seftware
grams. The Collins division of Rockwell Seppe Environment Planned 750,000 Embedded Lockheed
International, for example. developed
Ada programming capability to address FAA
military markets, then used it to write Advaoid " sonod System Planned NA support IBM or GMHl
softw are in Ads for the Boeing 747-400 1j:__________________________________
and Beech Starship avionics suites. COMMERCIAL
Boeing also specified Ada for the 7J Avenc for @eeco starll" Complet 82.000 Embedded Rockwell*
project, which is now on hold. jws statio

The emerging Ada support industry, Sknukffiq Facilty Development 25,000 Simultibon Allied Signal
Iwhich has spawned many start-up corn- 0 AiWrcrf Avionis Deeopment NA Embedded Boeing
panies, seems about to enjoy an upsurge
in business following many lean years. OTWER
w-hen the use of Ada by- the Defense Clinedia, Air Traffi Control Development 1.000,000 support
Dept. was more the exception than the IFP20 Avionics Complete NA Embedded Northrop
rule. Industry officials estimate that the j
rapidly growing Defense Dept. market
for Ada software passed the S 1.8-billion hu %UNil df Ab Wil oldt 6sl 11111 dtFAi kV Its PwflMUS 0 MOurflbWU
mark last year. Ads.e PlUSE ans the W9m sift R10 Oflftir 90s it uihstebetPris

One difficulty in determining the full 11181111 Thu vsmn oeulgItbtehie
scope of Ada's use by the Defense Dept. Rug Ccans GCws'1 AWW01V MA Al Avflt Pww sswnw MIAi
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COMPUTERS IN AEROSPACE

General Dynamics Explores Ada
In Extensive Flight Test Program
Bos7o%

Ada. the high-leel computer program-
ming lznguage. ha, some limitations

running real-time embedded computer
s)stems, as General Dynamics engineers
have learned in dcveloping a program in
Ada for a series of flights on an F-16
testbed aircraft

The U S. Air Force Technology Inte-
grator program uses an F-16 to flight test
high-risk future technologies that the Air
Force wants to evaluate. One operational
flight program begun in 1986 involv.es
21.000 lines of source code, of which 88%
is written in Ada. the language deseloped
b) the Defense Dept. starting in the mid-
1970s The rest of the program is written
in assembly language specific to the Zilog
Z8002 microprocessor The Z8002 was
used to run a communication. navigation
and identification friend or foe (IFF) sys-
tem.

HIGH EXPECTATIONS
Though limited -n scope. this use of Ada -

is one of the first in an embedded system Air Fre Technology Integrater sltem rogriuamed is Ada far flht test on this tNOd F-
that has actuall], flown. This is true de- Icludehs a kypid ai isulay (lOft cnilS) and a lectroh sellt (adI siewIl.
spite the fact that the Defense Dept. is
staking the future of many key weapon sists of an integrated control panel for use voice commands as w'ell as the numer-
system programs on the use of Ada, entering frequencies for communications ic keyboard found on current F-16s to
which has yet to prove itself widel: tn and navigation radios as well as IFF, a enter frequencies and to change the air-

actual use in embedded computer proces- display to show the pilot the entries craft's course. The voice command func-
sors, such as the 12-15 used on board the made. The system also has some control tion is able to recognize and act upon
F-16. One other flight test program on an stick mounted switches. numbers and up to 40 distinct words.
F-15 in 1984 also involved a limited use Unlike a similar navigation and com- J. P. Sarkar, avionics software leader
of Ada in an embedded processor. munications system, wAhich combines con- for General Dynamics on its National

The F-16 system using Ada is called trol of all radios and IFF in one control Aero-Space Plane (NASP) study, previ-
the Data Entry/Cockpit Interface Set unit on production F-16s. the one pro- ously led the compan)'s Ada efforts on
(DE/CIS). It was originally programmed grammed in Ada also incorporar-s a voice the navigation and communications sys-
in the Jovial language The system con- recognition feature. This allows pilots to tem for the F-16 He said the Ada-devel-

41
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COMPUIERS IN AEROSPACE

,ped package performed well in more "n
than 20 flight test% Even though extra 1 F LTE CENTER
crosschecks built into the Ads language
prevent error% from cropping up when a
program is run. these and other features.
require more computer code to be wnt-
ten, which slow% down the speed of execu-
lion. Howeer. Sarkar says Ver) High-
Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSICs) may VALUE OF THE VOLT IN THE U. S. will change by about nine parts per million on Jar
reduce the time penalties invohed 1. 1990, substantially affecting calibration of senslti'e aerospace electronic test

Also, Ada compilers, which are essen- equipment The change. to align the U. S. volt with the world standard. will affect as
tial tools for programming with the high- many as 100.000 precision instruments, such as digital multimeters in automatic test
level language, need to be refined further, equipment, used for electronic production, test and maintenance Militar). and
Most compilers do not yet incorporate a particularl. black programs. are apt to be most affected National Bureau of Standards
number of optional features in military is concerned about the problems and economic impact if industry has not planned
standards established for Ada. which are adequately for extra workload of the phase.in. and will publish a pamphlet with
essential for developing programs to han- suggestions in the fall. Contact: Norman Belecki, (301) 975-4223.
die real-time requirements, according to
General Dynamics engineers. AIR FORCE AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIV. is sponsoring development of hardened

Programs written to run on embedded solar space power systems. The systems are to be hardened against natural and man-
computer systems face two constraints, made threats, have a 10-year life, 20% conversion efficiency dunng periods of
First, the programs cannot be too exten- sunlight, and a minimum weight of 10 watts per kilogram.
sive because they must run on compact
processors that fit in the limited space on ARMY HAS SELECTED THE THOMSON-CSF/HAMILTON STANDARD team to supply 56
board aircraft. Secondly, the programs head-up displays to the Army for the Bell OH-58 C helicopters. The HUDs are the
must be able to execute tasks at high first award in the Army's Stinger program to provide the helicopters with an air-to-air
speed to meet the requirements of a real- missile, gun and rocket capability, according to Thomson-CSF First production
time environment On the F-16, for exam- delieries are scheduled for 1989.
ple. computers dealing with the physics of
flight must be able to perform rapid cal- I. C. SIMS HAS DEVELOPED A RECONFIGURABLE COCKPIT system for development
culations. The aircraft can roll at a rate of and training with two or three dimensional displays that simulate tele'ision, Fhr,
360 deg./sec. Computers following this moving maps and out-the-window perspective views. The real-time computer-based
motion only update calculations at 50 system can be configured to the cockpit of a specific aircraft quickl) and flown
times/sec., but this is quick enough to through a simulated tactical environment that includes targets and enemy threats. The
present the motion to the pilot as if it low-cost, flexible system will pe:'form air-to-air, air-to-ground and tactical support
were smooth and continuous. missions.

Sarkar and other General Dynamics
engineers associated with the Ada test AIR FORCE WANTS TO DEVELOP A HIGH-POWER MICROWAVE (NPM) SOURCE
program said many aerospace engineers generated by broadband video pulses switched by bulk avalanched solid state laser
are concluding that Ada is not suited to triggered switches. Current HPM generators include magnetrons, vircators. klystrons.
"hard" real-time applications for aircraft gyrotrons and free-electron lasers. The first phase of the planned 26-month effort will
command and control software. Hard real develop a single element power module. The second phase will develop a 5 x 5
time is where such software subroutines antenna array of power modules. High-power microwaves have potential as future
as analog to digital conversions must oc- tactical weapons against both electronics and personnel.
cur in less than 10 microseconds, al-
though Ada is suited to "soft" real-time ROYAL NORWEGIAN AIR FORCE will install Collins Global Positioning System
applications where the less stringent re- (GPS) receivers on its fleet of Faicon 20 aircraft, which will be used for airfield
quirement for subroagnes is more like a certification and as VIP transports. The Rockwell division is also building military
few milliseconds. The General Dynamic's GPS receivers for the U. S. Defense Dept. with a potential value of $454 million.
experience with the Ada test program on
the F-16 reinforces this view. However, U. S. AIR FORCE has exercised an option to purchase 122 additional terrain-following
efforts are under way to modify the Ada radar systems from Texas Instruments for F-1l1 aircraft. Deliveries under the
language to make it more suitable for contract, the second of seven anticipated lots, will be made by the end of December.
"hard" real-time applications, and Sarkar The contract, worth 588.5 million, is part of a total program for 450 radars plus spares
expects these efforts to be successful. that will run through 1991. Texas Instruments completed first-lot deliveries of 68

Sarkar said the true benefit of Ada will radars at the end of 1987.
'e seen in the maintenance phase. The
requirements of design updates on embed- ARMA DO CARAINtIERI, the Italian Army's Judiciar" Police Branch, has awarded
ded computer systems like those found in Datapoint Corp. a 52.7-million contract for local are network-based computer
the F-16, which has 12-15 per aircraft, systems. The contract calls for 58 Datapoint processors and 10 terminals to be used to
requires constant changes to be made to configure Attached Resource Computer (ARCNET) local area networks at Carabinie-
the programming. These changes will be ri installations throughout Italy. Each network site will use Datapoint's Resource
much easier to make if the original pro- Management System (LMS) network-oriented operating environment.
gram is developed using Ada rather than
some other language. AIR FORCE HAS AWARDED SINGER a 577-million Joint Tactical Information

The original F- 16 flight testing of the Distribution System contract. Singer will provide class two terminals for the Air Force
DE/CIS system ended late last year, but E-SA Joint Sur eillance Target Attack Radar System aircraft and for the Navy's F-14
flight testing is resuming in a follow-on and E-2C aircraft. JTIDS is designed to use spread spectrum and fast frequency
Air Force contract awarded for the AFTM hopping techniques to transmit digitized, jam resistant, secure voice and data and to
program. 0 provide precise relative navigation to the U. S. military and NATO.
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Do-While Jones

Ada' Info lý lL
Why the Navy Doesn't Use Ada

Insiders have known tor some time that the Army standard microprocessors. The Army an Ada compiler targeted to a Navy stan.
Navy has fallen behind the other services was stuck with a terrible Ada environment dard computer, and that compiler is clearly
when it comes to Ada. The Navy position for a family of state-of-the-pest computers, superior to the ALSN. will the Navy allow
was obvious even to outsiders at the Sixth The Army came up with a brilliant it to be used?" I hoped he would say. "Of
National Conference on Ada Technology, solution. With great fanfare they announced course. The Navy always uses the best
March 14-17. There the Air Force and the successful completion of the ALS pro- technology available." His answer was,
Army proudly talked of their major Ada ject. They generously placed the technology "Maybe we will think about it." I suppose
projects, especially CAMP (Common Ads (which had cost so much money to develop) that's better than a flat "No."
Missile Packages) and RAPID (Reusable in the public domain so everyone could ben- So how are software contractors
Ada Packages for Information system De- efot from it. At the same time they casually going to bid on Navy contracts? Well. if I
velopmenti. The Navy spent most of the mentioned they would be using commercial was going to bid on a Navy project. I would
conference avoiding questions. How did the Ada environments for rugged versions of bid it with the intention of using my favor-
Navy get so far behind? commercial microprocessors, instead of the its Ada compiler on my favorite host com-

The three services all recognized the ALS. The Army Ada efforts are doing qute puter. In the years it takes to complete the
need to develop Ada compilers and support well now. project, the ALSN might become a useful
environments years ago. The Army awarded The Air Force and Army generals proeuct, or the Navy might adopt a reason-
a contract for the development of the Ada know there are times when you have to able policy concerning the use of a third
Language System (ALS). and the Air Force lose a battle to win the war. The failures of party Ads compiler targeted to the Navy
funded an Ada environment called AIE. AIE and ALS were stepping stones to vic- computer. If this happens, I would recoin-
The Navy saw this as a duplication of effort. tory. The Navy has a different tradition. pile the Ada source code (which I developed
and wisely decided not to develop a third "The captain goes down with the ship." on my favorite compiler) using the Navy
environment. They chose instead to monitor Although studies done in Navy labs cross compiler. Of course I would be careful
the development of the ALS and AME, with show that the ALSIN is inadequate for to isolate the machine dependent code to a
the intention of adapting the better of the Navy applications, the Navy insists on a few 10 packages (but one should do that
two for Navy use. policy of requiring the ALS/N for all Navy anyway). The bodies of these packages

The Air Force quickly decided to can- Ada applications. In other words, the Navy would have to be rewritten before recompal-
cel the ALE development contract. They told has given the message to compiler vendors, ing. but the rest of the source code would
vendors they would use any validated Ads "Don't bother designing Ada compilers for remain unchanged. Not much would be lost
compiler targeted to the Air Foare standard Navy standard computers, because we switching from my favorite environment to
1750A computer architecture. Today there won't buy them." That's why there are no the Navy system.
are validated Ada compilers for 1750A tar- compilers for Navy computers today. We have to take into account the fact
get computers, and the Air Forte Ada effiort After boildy stating that the Navy that the ALS&N may never be of any use.
is going strong. would use ALA/N foW Ada development in ar.d independent vendors might not risk de-

Since AlE dropped out of the race 190, Admiral Quest hastily left the Con- veloping a compiler for a market that
early, the ALS won by default. The Navy ference before anyone could ask him any might not exist. Than the fall back plan is
announced its intention to adapt the Army'e embarassing questions. I suspect he knew to translate the Ada design to CMS-2 for
ALS for Navy use by replacing the Army someone would ask. "Hasn't AL&N been the Navy computer, or get a waiver to use
compiler with a compiler targeted to the cut ham the budget?" (It has sinm received another computer of my choice, which has a
Navy standard computers. The Navy ver- 84 million that was taken from other good Ada compiler. That wouldn't satisfy
sion of ALS was to be called AL/N. projects.) Three times I heard people ask, the original contract, but all contractors

The ALS went into Beta test. It was 'How can a software contractor bid on a know to get into a position where they can
so big it would fit on a VAX 780 only if the Navy ps a*cwhen the Navy insists on re- propose a contract modification that the
VAX was dedicated to a single user. It had quiring the contractor to use ALEN They government can't refuse.
compilation speeds reminiseent of the old never got an authoritative answer because What should compiler vendors do?
NYU Ada-Ed translator of years ago. It the Navy brass was't the to answer the That depends on how they feel about tak-
generated code that didn't have a host of a question. ing chances. If one vendor goes out on a
chance of running in real-time embedded I tried to give Commander Barber a limb and develops a compiler for the Navy
computer applications. If that wasn't bad chance to redeem the Navy's tarnished standard computers, and the Navy decides
enough, Motorola and Intel were selling image. I publicly asked this carefully the logistics of maintaining spare parts for
much bettor microproeessor@ then the worded question: "If any vendor validates a limited number of computers outweighs a
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romantic devotion to ALS/N, that vendor PM I pa~iiiaihe the hest of asa uefffs:
could corner the Navy market. On the
other hand, there may never be a Navy *Repergoiuw.' By Charles Bradford and Cole Brecheen After
standard computer market, and all the de- fiv major new releases since its introduction in 1985,
velopment. cost will be los wiete e. Repevsouivs n'.w the most mature. reliable, and widely used

all Modula-2 oilkit in the world Provides compilert e fotelling alme sthart you knwrt of a lNav indeper~e .e at both source- and object-code le- Als; sourcetersteling e tat yu kow o a avyworks without change under any M2 compiler, object code
Ada project or two, let me sassure you that I % ta convenietl with any M ic rosoft -compatible language
know about some, too. I'm not saying there (prototryped headers for C included) Includes unusually
aren't any Navy Ada programs. I'm just powerful screen design/display system, sophisticated list-
saying there are noticeably fewer Navy oriented DBMS. text editor; natural language analyzer.
programs than the other services. Perhaps transparent EMS compatibility; and extensive string
the key word here is "noticeably." The manipulation support. Includes full source (over I I
Navy programs I know of are grass roo6R MB). and 400 page manual ... .. .. .. .. ........ 8 9
programs undertaken by Navy laboratory *Gvajhex. By Leonard Yates. The Modula-2 interface to the
engineers with little or no backing from remarkable Mesa!Viisdese graphics library Supports
Waishington. Perhaps these programs are multiple fonts, mouse tracking, many printer% (icl. Post-
intentionally taking a low profile to avoid Script & LaserJet), over 30 display adapters, and hundreds of
the risk of their sponsor teiling them not to Modes. Includes Mesa wisAde Package.
take such a riaky approach and stick with With source: . . . '1 89 Object only: ... 1149
an established language. Reeer.IreeoIi:B GegyHgin

They oupp cial Navy bposition s ispthat kh Novell/ SoftCraft's Btrieve file manager is the standard for
Nodrtavy suports. Ada bth Nactionsll supea large business applications. R/B8T is a massive support

louer hanwors. f te Nvy ealy sp-system for building Btrieeve applications with Repew'woerwI
ports Ada, why was the Navy Ada imple- screen system. Includes a complete customnizable customer-
mentation plan so late. (I use the past tense tracking application. Ideal for consultants. Includes S1Afbecause I hops it will be done by the time full source for both Rapew'sair and RIBT .. ... 14
this as published. Perhaps it still isn't done.)

It seems to me that sooner or later * MacroZr: By Kurt Welgehausen. Brings the full power of C's
the Navy has to get with the program and macro preprocessor to Modula-?; provides DEFINE.
follow in the path of the Air Force or the UNDEFINE. IFDEF. IFNDEF. INCLUDE. etc., for
Army. They either have to open the market parameterized macro functions, conditional..... 8
to third party vendors (like the Air Force compilation. etc. Includes lull source: .. .. .... 9
did), or switch to a computer that already *Naslod": by Donald Dumatru. Makes at easy to take
has good Ada support (like the Army did). advantage of Novell's 1*#Wu,, operating system for local-
Until they do, they will remain up a creek ares networks. Provides simple, efficient access to every
without a paddle. important function of Adwmuced Nei~rlem 20. Includes

thorough documentation and full
source code . . . . . . .......... ... .. . . . 9

*D~vwAlearx': By James Bones. A complete object-'oriented
library for manipulattl ar sparse matrices
With source:. . . bject only:. '49

*Ems~loage": By Charles Bradford and Cole Brecheen
Primitive EMS systems can't allocate chunks smaller than
16K. EiaaSsorager is an advanced, handle-oriented, high-level
system that manages objects as small as I byte. Detects and
uses LIM Expended Memory if preent, or DOS mem-
ory if not. Provides autons-ic
garbage collection ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ...... 9

"* MladDlwar By Donald Fletcher. A B-Tree DIMS that uses a
data file format compatible with dBase 111. IncludsS
full Source .. .. .. .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . 1 .39

"* Poiospemsvii An extensive catalog of small, inexpensive
modules. Please call for your copy.

"* CawiAg So"m: Serial Communications Library
soTo(wudcompdbvs JPI TopSpeed, Logitech. StonyBrook.

Overseas shipping: .. . . . . ... .. .. . . . .... 15
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News in Perspective

shipped 737.500 terminals, run as lnti, as three years. Another area in which W a tthe
That number rose 11% in Other vendors to enter Telex is doing well is control
1986 to 833.000. but despite the 3191 market include Bee- units. At the time of the 3191
the jump in terminal sales, hive Internauonal(with an en- announcement. is.i also said Countess
dollar volume for the year hanced 3278 offering) and it would add multiple sessions
dropped to $1.42 bdlion from Memorex. both in San Jose. and wnndowing capabilities to
$1.48 billon in 1985. ITT Courier, also in San lose. its control unit. but Big Blue

According to analysts. is readying its 3191 entry fora has yet to offer a control unit euldn I
IBM has remained a formi- March announcement. with these features. How-
dable competitor in the termi- "It is an overriding situa- ever, analysts say- ism is
nal market. although in 1985 it tion. Plug-compatible yen- readying products with these n
slipped one percentage point dors must have a 3191-com- features for release some-
in market share to the plug- patible product because that time in the first half of this Ada continues its
compatible competition, is now the entry point for year.
mainly Telex. In 1985. isM 3270 terminals." Wagner slow march to
had 57.6% of the 3270 mar- says. A
ket, followed by Telex with As terminal prices drop, In the mieantime, compa- the dp world, but
16. 1 .IT'rTCourierwith7.1 %. plug-compatible vendors rues such as Telex are taking can it shake off
AT&T-Teletype with 4.7%, have to look to other seg- advantage of the time by
Memorex with 3.4%. Lee ments of the market to make bringing out products that the DOD image?
Data with 3.2%. Harris with up for slipping 3270 margins. match IBM's direction.
2.7%. and the remaining corn- "Telex has expanded Telex recently intro-
panies with 5.3%. into new markets that com- duced its 274 control unit with BYEDIT- D. MYERS

plement and expand our 3270 window 1. which allows Ada, the Department of De-
C~mlstIMs iS l( [offerings)." says Pat Reiner. 3270 terminals to configure tense-mandated program-

But even in this new era vice president of marketing up to four displayable win- ming language named for Ada
where more terminal ship- and product planning for Tel- dows of four different host Augusta Byron. Countess of
ments mean less dollars, ex. "For example." she says, sessions. Data can be copied Lovelace, is hardly topping
some plug-compatible yen- "in July of last year. we an- from one window to another, the wish lists of corporate MIS
dors are holding their own. nounced a new series of a&- even if one of the windows is managers.

Instead of goingoffsnore line [reservation) terminals. an ASCII host session. The There are those who
for margins. Telex Corp.. In September we introduced control unit also supports the think it should and those who
headquartered in Tulsa. theC078voice/dataterminal. IBM 3179G graphics support think it someday will (see
Okla., has made a large in- and in November we entered feature, which enables an at- "Ada Fans Say 'ow's the
vestment in a fully automated the System 3X market with tached 3179G to use the all- Time." May 15. 1984. p. 38).
terminal manufacturing facili- rune new products." points-addressable (APA) and there are some things
ty in Raleigh. N.C.. and an graphics support available happening that could propel
automated distribution and from the host computer. the language into a prominent
repair center in Tulsa. According to Telex's position in the world of corn-

Last week. Telexintro- Bowman. when his company mercial data processing.
duced its entry into the 3191 incorporates announced tea- Foremost in most minds was
market, the Telex 191. which W"f TM _J- tures from isM. as in the case IBM's seeming endorsement
will initially be ;.vailable only of the control unit, the vendor of the language when it leaked
inthe U.S. Like the 3191. itis Ni, must adhere to strict compati- news at a SHA"E meeting in
built in a completely automat- • ROOM bility. August that it would be offer-
ed facility to keep costs down. "These vendors don't ing Ada compilers and pro-
The 191 attaches to either a TO QUT want to jepordize their plug ductivity tools for 370 sys-
Telexor an IBM controlunit. It compatibility. They don't tems running under WvS and
offers an 88-key keyboard or M E. want to extend themselves VMICMS. This disclosure
a recently announced 122-key too far away from IBM," says eventually materialized as an
keyboard. An added optional ic's Goldman. agreement between IBM and
feature as the ability to attach Analysts also say that In the short term. IBM is Telesoft. San Diego.
a light pen or a message print- specialized products like the taking a ve,' aggressive pos- Despite the IBM impri-
er. The 191 lists for the same voice/data terminal and air- ture in the 4270 business as it matur. Ada apparently still
price as its IBM counterpart, line reservation terminals can attacks its competition's has neither extended its iden-
with a 90-day warranty. still command higher prices strongest selling point- tity nor ventured beyond the

According to Mike Bow- and margins for Telex. Com- price. But. until IBM can deliv- military/industrial world.
man. product manager for panies such as Lee Data. Min- er all it has promised in the One of those reasons, of
Telex's 3270 terminals, the neapolis. and Memorex are area of control units, there is course, is the entrenchment
company wiU be competitive the only terminal vendors plenty of room in the market of languages such as .CoBL in
with IBM on volume discounts now offering a more diversi, for the plug-compatible data processing departments.
and warranty periods. which fied product line. vendtors. N Another is the relatively re-
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News in Perspective

cent incursion of so-called ance in, the work came from GTE. Stamford. Conn.; Lear approached the users corn-
fourth generation languages 3oeing Co.. which plans to Siegler Inc.. Los Angeles. mittee of SIGADA and found
from a number of vendors. use Ada in the development of Boeing Co.. Seattle; Ad- there was no group focusing
Says Michael Ryer, director its 7J7 aircraft. vanced Computer Tech- on commercial uses and was
of Ada products (0o lnterrnet- anques. New York; and CRI asked if I wanted to start
rics !nc.. Cambridge. Mass.. Inc.. Santa Clara. one." This he did with some
"There is a great inventory of Brian Pflug. manager of The working group first financial backing from AjPO.
billions of lines of COBOL code. software engineenng for avi- met in November in conjunc- Formation was started in
You can't very well rewrite onics design. Boeing Corn- uon with a SiGADA Ada Expo March 1986. "Our aim is to in-
every single line, and it's hard mercial Airplane Co., says conference in Charleston. W. fluence development of effi-
to put a little bit of Ada on top Boeing definitely plans to use Va., and now has scheduled a cient standards and prod-
of a lot of COBOL." Ada in the 7)7 project if "the third meeting for March 17 in ucts." he says, "and to fight

Nevertheless. Ada is state of the technology Washington, D.C. the prevalent image that Ada
moving along and is finding proves such that there will be Dave Dikel. director of is a government thing, is a
applicatbons. One of the most a cost benefit. We've told all Washington. D.C., operations DOD thing."
visible areas where this is be- our suppliers (for the 717 for Addamax Corp., a Chain- But, he says. "the DOD
coming true is In the aircraft project) that that is our direc- pagne. Ill.-based contract has a key role in our group.
industry. tbon and we're in the middle of software service firm focus- There are a number of key ex-

Some of the lure for air- a project right now to deter- ing on the Ada market, and ecutives in DOD who are de-
craft manufacturers to use mune if that is correct." chairman of CAI'WG, says he termined to get the best tech-

He says the project in- was asked to find a commer- nology for their dollars. They
volves benchmarking cur- cial Ada users group by the are buyers of commercial

Srentlv available Ada compil- Ada Joint Program Office products for prices with lots
ers to determine the efficien- when an investigation he was of zeros. We welcome their
cy of code produced. An conducting into commercial support."

"WE'VE GOT earlier, similar evaluation for uses of Ada was terminated. "We've got the begin-
the prototype stages of the He said his investigation ning of the building of a

like THE BEGIN- 7J7 project was inconclusive had unearthed the facts that wave." predicts Paul Fuller.

NING OF THE to the point that Boeing then there was "substantial" com- vice president of marketing
left it up to its suppliers mercial work being done in and sales at CR|. "We'U be get-

BUILDING OF whether or not to use Ada. Ada. that users tended to be ting fallout. Companies like
"The quality of the code secretive about what they Lockheed. Martin Marietta.A WAVE." produced by the compilers were doing, that there was no and McDonnell Douglas -ill

was not always as efficient as single good source of infor- have to train thousands ot
41 Iit could be in terms of space or mation on Ada, and that there people in Ada (for work on de-
s-00 Ada. prmarily in embedded time." says Pflug. "It has were a lot of "ghost facts" fense contracts] so why
24316 applications, is from the ef- not.hing to do with the lan- around, a prevalence of bad would they want to write their
alam forts of a working group of the guage but rather with the ma- information, own in-house systems in C?"

Systems Architecture and In- turity of compilers. Most are Edward V. Berard,
terfaces subcommittee of the fairly new." He says the cur- founder and president of EVB
Airline Electronics Engineer- rent project has a targeted "I looked for a group but Software Engineering Inc..

05610 ing Committee (AEEC) of production decision date of didn't fnd one," Dikel says. "I Frederick, Md.. notes that
Arinc Inc.. Washington. D.C.. August of this year. "the U.S. is the only place on

,,4m a nonprofit organization Pflug says about 100 the globe in which Ada is
4.7%7 owned by a number of major companies are candidates to thought of as being primarily
2,,14 airlines and manufacturing be suppliers of avionics equip- military. In Europe.85% of all
,00 companies that provides re- ment for the 7J7 project. with Ada applications are commer-

ports and specifications for 15 to 20 of them probably des- cial. Japan is a huge commer-
tl' ! avionics industry. tined to be major suppliers. cial consumer of Ada."

1.4 Last month. the working The aircraft is scheduled for Grady Booch. director of
group held a second meeting first customer delivery in software engineering for Ra-

,, IN to review what is currendtv 1992. tionaL Mountain View. Calif..
.2 1 A-inc's proposed paper 613. On another commercial which provides software de-
which provides guidelines for front, a 'ig push for Ada prob- velopment technologies

833" using Ada in aionics design ably will come from creation based on Ada. says language
1.1 and which could become the of a Commercial Ada Users' is the least important aspect

Arinc report 613 by midyear. Working Group (CAWG) un- of the Ada movement, but
giving it a lot. of weight with der the banner of SIGADA ."people relate to a language."

, avionics designers. Paul Pri- (Special Interest Group on The big thing. he believes. is
saznuk. avionics enginer ADA) of the Association for software engineenng, a disci-
with .EEC. says the instiga- Computing Machinery (ACM). Cesw Wikeh.gll rm wil be pline he thinks is scarce in the
tion for. as well as much guid- Corporate members include ftwe DOS wIva aUm. U.S.. which accounts. in part.
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for the more rapid spread of Telesoft. too, believes f" 6upw hm Merrill Lynch & Co. designed
Ada elsewhere. "The Euro- the maturation of the market Bolt Beranek & Newman to serve the financial services
peans. as a whole, take soft- led IbM to come knocking. Inc., Cambridge, Mass.. has market. Imnet. New York. be-
ware a lot more seriously than "We have been working with acquired Delta Graphics Inc.. gan shipping its standalone
we do. They don't have the IBM for three or four years," a BeUevue. Wash.-based de- micro-based System 100 In
monev to waste that we says Bruce Sherman. Tele- veloper of computer image June, but was never able to
have.' soft director of marketing. generation systems for sirnu- complete its cornerstone

Booch says two past bar- "Until now, it was with the lation and animation applica- product, the Series/1-based
riers-the lack of people well- Federal Systems Division on tions. The acquisition. in the System 500. The companies
trained in Ada and the lack of specific government pro- form of a stock deal. is valued say the decision was made I
good compilers-have been grams. As the Ada market be- at S16.5 million. Delta Graph- upon reassessing the financial
lowered. "We are seeing Ada gan maturing over the last ics markets its products pri- viability of the venture. The
taught in the universities now few years, the commercial manly to government and mi- majority of Imnet's 250 em-
and there are a lot of good side of IBM decided to talk to itary agencies. Last summer, ployees have been laid off.
compilers out there," he says. us." DeltaGraphics was awarded a The second consolidation

One of the first compa- Telesoft also has an $30 million contract to pro- was that of IBM Instruments
nies to come out with Ada technology exchange agree- vide its Simnet distributed Inc.. formed in 1980 to sell
compilers was Telesoft. and ment with Prime Computer. multiuser training system for chemical analysis tools to lab-
the San Diego company's Natick. Mass. Prime isn't of- military vehicle operators to oratory scientists. The unit
agreement with IBM for both fering an Ada product now. the Defense Advanced Re- employed 150 people who the

nor would product manager search Projects Agency and compar.y says will be reas-
Wolf Metzner say when the the Army. Bolt will operate signed. IBM has sold its inter-
company would. He did say Delta as BBN Delta Graphics est in two small firms that
that he sees a lot of potential Inc. manufactured some of the in-
for Ada in large systems, struments under IBM's label."IT'S HARD "which Prume is getting into L" Offn10a IBM says it will continue to
with its high-end machines." Weaker than expected sales service product, it sold in theTO PUT A LIT. He notes that Prime does half at Wang Laboratories have last five years.
of its business outside the promptedanewroundofbelt-'HE BIT OF U.S., "where Ada interest is tightening measures, includ- L g 111 i dADA ON TOP high." ing the elimination of 1,000 Unisys Corp.. Lockheed

There are other encour- jobs and a 6% wagc cut for all Corp., and Allied-Signal Inc.
OF A LOT OF aging signs, too. Two rela- salaried workers. An estimat- have all announce(' plans to

is tional database management ed $35 million loss for the fis- withdraw from Microelec-
COBOL. systems in Ada have been an- cal second quarter ended Dec. tronics and Computer Tech-

nounced. One was announced 31. 1986, was also blamed on noiogy Corp. by the end of
more than a year ago by CRI of overly optimistic sales pro- this year. The decision by

compilers and programming Santa Clara, and the other, in- jections, the company says. these three companies to
tools is considered to have ternally called Adaplex, is un- The size of the loss may be leave the fold brings the num-
much significance by both the der development by Cornput- larger depending on results of ber of active members down
company and its competitors. er Corporation of America. an asset evaluation under way to 18. According to a spokes-
Fuller says IBM's association Cambridge, Mass. CCA's at press time, a spokesman person for the Austin, Texas-
with Ada will promote the Lan- product is due for beta site in- says. Wang Labs two years based MCC. the withdrawal of
guage to the commercial stalation late this year. ago began releasing workers these companies is unrelated
world. Two other producers of after sales growth lagged be- to the resignation of Adm.

"if IBM didn't tout it relational database manage- hind expectations. Some Bobby Ray Inman. MCC's first
(Ada], it would have the same ment systems, Relational 1.600 jobs were eliminated and only chief executive. A-
luck as Pascal. Why is C not Technology Inc., Alameda. last July and a similar number lied's sale of its Amphenol di-
more popular? Because of Calif., and Oracle Corp., Bel- were let go a year earlier in re- vision ended the Morristown.
IBM's reluctance to support mont, Calif.. are offering Ada sponse to lower sales. The N.J.. company's interest in
it." sats Fuller. hooks to their software, pri- latest cutbacks will pare annu- the venture. A spokesperson

He also believes Digital marily to get their feet into al expenses by approximately for Lockheed, headquartered I
Equipment Corp.'s heavy in- the government market but $50 million and trim thc em- in Burbank. Calif.. says that
volvement with Ada will help with an eye toward future ployee roster to about 30,000 the aerospace company's de-
advance the language in com- commercial users, people. parture had nothing to do with
mercial markets. "We have Says Toby Younis, man- Inman's resignation or the
the two bigest .,mmercial ager of technical support. fed- i•Oi• ii.l"l other departures from MCC.
rcomputerl companies in it. eral operations for Oracle. mm has rid itself of two un- Last year. Gould. BM.. and
Everyone else will want in "Ada has a great deal of po- profitable businesses in re- Mosteit- al left wc, but the
too." nEc offers a range of tential and, when it blossoms, cent weeks. The first was In' research consortium picked
Adai products, both hardware we (hope to bel leading the ternational MarketNet, a two- up Hewlett-Packard and Wes-
and software. pack." 8 year-old joint venture with tinghouse. U
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COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS IN Ada
RePrinted vWte Permilssion of the sutlwa,
Ann S. Eustice and Barry Lynch

When the U.S. Deparment of Defne (DoD) offered to developers in the defets mnarket may increase fte
sublaise the creation of a new language for cubeid led commercial use of Ada in bsfthre , thom dx n dhe privat
systems in 1979, it was searching for a solution to tie sector who use Ada now we reacting to different eon-
armed services' software problems. Their embedded ntomic forces. Most develpers of commercial
computer systems that controUed aiplanessubawuies, applications interviewed for this article mentioned Ada
etc, were written in dialects, which required unique software engineering features, such as packaging and
compilers andtools. Beca-se each piece of software had infomation hiding. as their main reason for choosing the
a vocabulary specific to it, the DoD's laboratories could Language. Others chose Ada because it was known to
not easily and inexpensively alter software as theirneeds facilitate reuse and the development of large applica-
changed. orport it to new hardware platforms, ordepend uions. Both characteristics increas the software's
on the reslult, reliability, which aviation and sp agencies and finan-

The DoD's solution was to establish a competition cial sevcecomnpmniesmetionedasthedecidingfacto
for the creation of a powerful language that would in using Ada in their new applications.
embodymodemsoftwmen teinwcduques. After d 4 IA ML KVMfth 1p; Puen chose what it considered to be fte AdbutINIA ~ms
language, itmandazed thatall newembedided systemisbe One of the ealy high-profile Ada suconess was with
written WnMIL-SiD-ig IA, or Ada. Itwas accepted as Reuters finuacial services in HinmppAuge, NY. Raumes
an international standard. aid other countries' ddwefe is beat known as a British inirnnationaia print and photo

deauets, such as those of Germany, Fiance and wire sovlc that ntransits real-time inormation on
Australia, also began mandating or introducing Ada to financial markets and news. Ine known we its
their software labomatores. As a result, a decade ago automated currency fun=tures ding aid options trading
almost erveryon who used Ada did so under a geneail's systems for fth Chicago Miercantil Exchange.

olde. Today, the language has infiltated some comn- Reuters' two systems enable trader-to-miadecom-
anercial saor which have the sane softwar problems numication aid automate the matching of orders. The:
of maismidning and reusing their software and we look- symns P 1 repd within two seconds, handle high loads,
it 3 for dhe sune solution in Ada. and inprove the presentation aid us~efunes of data to

This treed of certain commercial sectors accepting clients. Most importanly, the softwar must - .t
AdL is welcome nem to vemidot of Ada compilers and and Ipocus d dm Absoluely correctly uid on time.
dvepinuttools. Since die International outbreakof Becaus the appllictonbodto carryaheavy load of data

peace', bhoug on by the collapse of Wusw Pact aid saccraely and quickly, Rmem. ran a pester risk of the
the demise of tho Soviet Union, Ada productr vandor software fuingt din to its coinqdeulty. TMe resultant
hew been motivated to explore Ake1 niches outslk mistakes couNld av been exasordinuily costly. Ac-
the libason In anticipation of defens budgets shlink- cording to Alfted IL ScholldorL ge of Advanced
ing in do-ft. Aoes afta saituyn fth luagupage d buidding a

Thecaisuurcal eamr u epectto receive mi juubotype syssas in 1915, uRoors decided dtm using
teleplione call not only born Ada prodoct vendos but Ada wu 'rqkdformus.".w
also flu.Adaprogunmersaid trInrwh will bejob B~f system used elgi Ada developers to write
hinguijodafm-ulatdi h -Ieslayoffslaff. Wells 250AOOtHzof code Ramuuiwnvead25staff-years to
Farolldc~o~oiscoChl~foareyl~iae build mdih appliculoms 10 major snbsysnem. They
theavsil*Igty fhighly expeinced Adaprogrnmers now uonwsveral lageVAX machineswithaukliplex
unow rema I case he mguaefar its nw inves- hbyn~ts wivin Flu C. In Pw Yok. Olcago Lan-
mumt umlysis applcation. do% amd Tokyo, which inIm &radu to other PC.

While a reduced demad for Ada products aid lzmndornlly. The qWllolair p oes billions of

Ad1C 6"Wersd by Orr 01asseish fresnusew PC~_____ 1
P.O. mo "ams. wmehanpen. cc s6@4S8 @MMWP.4m.
1*011 AdsIC-1,1 711319144,1-4sii. PAX VOSosG-?@S 0
@..Ypua..'we 7MIut 9 canoe te. esw.Ise4.ma



COMMERPCIAL APPLICATIONS IN Ads

Belgium And Switzerland leadit the way. Banksys, an execulable byres. am written in Ada. The maftware is
organization responsible for electronic fund FAA certified. Boeing's new 777, which is costing
transfers in Belgium. Also develops systems for use in between $4 to $5 billion to develop. will be 90 perent
other countries. The system isbased onTandenicentral Ads by lines of code when it makes its maide flight in
computers a private X25 network, mininal concentra- 1994. Bran Pflung, manager of the Central Software
tarm and Banksys-developed teminals. bglneeiing Group in Remo. Wash.. says tha Ada

Having originally developed the system in C and porubility save Boeing's suppliers the most money.
saiiembler, Banksys decided to change -to-Aa becaus Another leader in using Ada far flight is Collins
of its real-time capabilities. cem of maintenance on Commercial Avionics in CdrRapids, Iowa. of
large system, and high level of portbility. Rodckwel International. Collins began using Adami late

The Union Bank of Switzerland has written two 19M for government work. Izdecidedto write commer-
systems. COSY and DESY+. almost entirely in Ada. cial applications also in Ada in order to swap personnel,
COSY (Contol System) is a real-time monitoring and compilers, tools, and training easily between projects.
control system for VAXN MS And RISC ULtrix archtec- For example, Collins invented and developed a Global
tures. kmnables the bank tonmang lorgecomputesites Positioning System (GMS) satellite cmmuications
with a mtinimuim of operatons staff and to maximize board in Ada~for the US Dol) in the mid-1980s. Later,
systemi up-time. COSY was first released in mid- 1988. the division installed the bawd in commercial Airplanes.
Now in its fourth version. COSY allows Almost fully trisad edvenavan that ausesodemonstrate stat-of-
Automated systems operations with a graphical user the-urt technology to international automobile maker.
lnuefaice running une Motif. Rocinwell's Ada work has since spread to its divisions in

Uke Reuter' Ada systems, the DESY (Dealing California. Texas and Florida.
System) supplies foreign exchange dealers with real- Collin' first cominarcial appications ofAda were
time data to support their transactions. The first DESY Pier-reinforced plastic corporate turbo-props, the
releas was not written in Ada. In 1986, it was moidemn- Beeclicaft Starhip 1 and Beeabjet. It mted program-
laud with some Ada. The new version, DESY+, will be ming the Starship's 375 000) line of Ada in 1984. Since
released next year, and is written Alnmost entirely in Ada. then, Collin has written a Central Maintenance Com-

puter and a Integrated Display Syste in Ada. both of
AdS 0d COMMERCIAL AVIONIuCS whichfly indhe Boeing 747. Boeing's737.757.=d767

Nowhere is Ada more deeply use Collate Elecmca Flight Inatnmme System equip-
e "Pntrnhe in bot th ubi ment. Iniune 1991. theCollinsdivision beganmiatkming

andpriat setos tan n ie tsAdm~unGM modules csled NayCare V. to original
111 Aioncsnulic.eqipmkntfoth25"x4mdueicds manufacturers frAon 40Cl=

In the public secor th 2-v" iu f"orl airplanes. cmamufcial ish
Dociagcomunerial Airplanes o aiainlssesfrArlnscmeca th
ca be credited with leading in boom train yachts, etc.
the poshfor Ada. On May 25.
19M5 Boeing esalshdf PAAS ADVANCED
policy tdat it would use Ada A~rlTO SYSTEM

In fe0 Avionics sysmma, related laboratoty faicilities, The largest avionics effort wriuien in Ada is the U.S.
simulatioins. md ubaciaui tools. Afkar the compeny FederaI Aviationa Agmicy's (FAA) $12billin sor to
lobbied the Ailinhes Elewuic magimeering Commnitnee mnodumn iass air noffie , - ol symot. 3M Fedend
of theAaaintical Radio. Inc. (ARDINC) the comnuntte Sector Division in Rockyills Md., worn doe cinact in
aelecued Ads As the Imuguag of choice In 19381. l9Ufardevelopin2iandimlllkain fnewodefarfte
(Domestic airlines fouded ARINC In the 19401 in Advatosi Auasomtm System (AAS) pation, which
order to, regulate radio onvlamlomnl frequencies. Since wflcoapprozninlyS3MSb~lDoo. Aboutl1.8million
am te irlines have tried to maximize statadars lieas Vof co wil be wrim in Ada.
tough ARMI that could buiinfit the entire avionics lb. AAS portion, will mppont requirements for
cmmnit) tilaeffs md eaodings, and willr cm 11l depu- i and

Today, Boeing ves About 5%000IN lines of Ada to uhrials. It wil monitor fliht at 22 afouse control
fly ins commercial 747-4001in subsystem components, statons, 138 ummil radar approach control facilities,
riial cutifcaiwmind safety featrs. Twoof 258 airthafflconool owersmd more. Italso will make

the dunee larges syslems on the 747, or 43 percent of the suggestions for efficient routin And fuel consumption
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support for programming in the large especially ume Ada for the bockgromd pro s (which handle
attactive. the job imgn ent function) and fth internal portion

Thie fst Ada code tobe flown inin ESA sscraift of dhe actual interlace. Roughly, the usa imflae
should take place in the bnfrred Solar Observatory camismo(217,000 lfad Adacode, sad 363,000 lines
(ISO) saellite in May 199. ISO is a scentf satellite Of other lIguags. The fudm system c0Cuina Of
going to the Sun. The Anitas aid Ofbt Control 22200 lines of Ad. aid the opesunams is projcied to
=abystun of the saellite is developed in Ada using a be 250,000 lines of Ada.. The him&=ifcIs now in
1750 uooeam (MAS-28l)from UK-bused Maca. production use, driving an 01dm signal Procesing Sys-

At pIeent ESA is investing heavily in preparing tem. Uses will begin tesdtin the Ada seismic system
future Ada technologies, suchi a in developing an Ada laow this "ear.
Tasking Coprocessor (ATAC). ATAC is a VLSI chip Dowell-Schlumberge Inc.. in Tulsa, Okla-. an at
impementing the full Ada taskig model which can be Ifield service company. has written between 150.000-
attached to any 16 or 32-bit microprocessor available in 175.000 lines ofAdaforsimulationsoftwareasnce 1985.
the miket. It take car of all scheduling decisions. The company's five Ada applicalions which run an

The agency's bard real-time system studies have MicroVax i1s, Predict what, will ha1ppen and how much
led to the proposal of new methodologies for Hierarchi- material is needed when the compay Provides aservice
cal Object-Oriented Hard Real-time Systems for an oil producer. The too CeUCADE (Cement
(HRT-HOOD). ESA was instrumental in developing Computer-Aided Design and Evaluation), for example.
HOODasamethod toincorporatesias-of-she-artsched- sinlelas the cementing ofan adl well to stop Oil and gAS
Wiing mchniques; i~e.. deadline mnonotonic scheduling, ftom rising; aid mixin with the fresh water suppy

wromnd iL. PacCADE does the sane for pecking grvel
Ada IN OIL EXPLORATION I 'unfth oil well. The company's 200 interational

LikeNASA d the ESA, locatiblns all ose the tools.
IShell Oil and Dowell- Victor Ward. secton ba ofthCAERdc

1Vlrbge n.W Team in Tulsa, says Ada was ouiginally chosen becaus
M anMne firP n M with writ- ofit lee icsd because code could be easily main-

* Ing reliable and accuat taitted and raised. "Ada isnt more difficult to use than
* 5ftUv3 aid chose Ada anohi3r~language",e sad, -awce you get over Ohestart

beciatse of its reputation. usp Costs"
noe oil computies hoped A a* H AII

to aveiiuisyby using softworn opedict die outcme A sR h AII

of lbpasd mjom. Mhe Japases SIGAd., with 410 members, is one of the
Shel Initialy aelecued Ada in 1985 because of its internatioaul special IDIOM grOup's largest chapter.
uaftu~eg~utwo=~e- mch as reords, painm- Oly~aout25ofdmhe rsI JapnanwefroaamUia;

ems, an typlng. ga .cs exception baidlng and the adh.a unJpn.copsos h o,
nintih-witmi - aid becautse of dothe h etinml l sa- argEs coqWMula NIWo Telgrph and Telephone
demL has. iitwo Ada sy-me- inustuingaceNfloors for (NIM WWs 011e Of fth RIKm 1 commit t0 Ada by devel-
oiLkasei~nklprocsungsysmM hich iswliniahlmost apin WcUaiM and sw tuon to in 1963. when fth
embd in Aft. and a S - * MW ws heface.ý which lauguage becne, aumiandrd By 1969. NT~r had devel-
Inchige. C aid UM Boeth syfmsn consmiss a single oped 2.5 million line of Ada code. 'Sotwur

MW Milmic syMI beksilng processin sw ftgIn Klyudi Thus a aujtor earhuileig
qmm u~n~lpas.Eath puis; ormzi- 'wit upervlsor 'Mh A&a kwrageprms aidha

aa~da~aflwingfarpaailel1xe tl. TheYN sytm pnin 10be in; Plpuuea semid basitfartedeveloP-
bus been parted aid successfuly executed on Sun3, mm= of large-ernie ccmodla software symmnt.
S~imi Cawex, VAX, RSGOOO aid Cray machnes Mites inqlemamnd severa comrmercially avail-
usit sevra diffuma compilers able it cocam servc in Adr. a videomte

Seismi procesin invoiWn performing hun1drds CM=Mialon syMem a cellulartelephonie sevice, A
of hiiviftaJ sop an a grma quvty of data, Mw auellim ac~r systmm. and a databafe ma-
gpIc Inauface allow ausier,0M~n me ble muse of agaim systmm It ho stared developing a digital
beftjobamdsodeckldthesespienicngamnug them. A celula 101110011ui systm Service in Ada& using an
rmniticdawau dipay shows *I tatus. The systm objweaniiimd desigti
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7
systems. The number has grown steaily since then, A^cKNOWLnoGaMENTs
until the Cearinghouse's October 1992 Ada Use Data- We would like to thank the following people for their
base listed over 90 commnercial applications. T generous contributions to this article: Jose-Luis
laMnua has caught on with some smal developers, mBdjoolSDEn.SpeinBimKalberg. UIfOluon
who ae using it to edit videotapes in Samtoga Calif. of Nobelech. Swedu mad Marcus Meier of UBS.
mad to search documems with hypertext in Houston. Switzerland ad Join Waler of the Ada nfm n
Texas. Same larger compamni are testing their p-. C inbouse in ArligtM, Va
ucts' reiablity with Ada softwore, such as Motorola in
fllinois testing its ceilular phone switching systems, TH, AUlhORS
TDwe Inc. in California testing bm circuit boards mid
Collins Avionics in Iowa testing a variety of its clec- Ann S. Eus*ce is vice chair of the SIGAda Commercial
tronic navigational systems. Ada Users Working Group (CAUWO). She is a writer

For future markets, Ada compiler vendors now for TIT Research Institute, and publishes regularly in the
have products for the hand-held compute. which shops Ada Information Cleainghouse Newsletter.
use to read bar-coded prices and overnight delivery Barry Lynch is a director of Software Professionals
services use to route packages. Ada compilers are also Ireland in Dublin. He isa Iawd member of Ada Europe
now available for digital signal processors. which oper- and an Inten ional Representative on the Executive
ae everything from suspension systems in automobiles Committee of ACM SIGAda. His special Ada interests
to high-speed modems in PCs. me in environments and public tool interfaces.

By stisfying DoD requirements, Ada was able to
appeal to a much larger market than is creas first
envisioned. Today, the commercial sector, which in-
clude an estimated 24 percent of the Ada market, may
not funiciaily rapport Ada vendors enough to keep
them aflo when the DoD begins canceling projects.
Reseaurh- middevelopmen conctsame oen the firm in
lineto becut, -ad mayo them ae being writn Ada.
As the defense industy slims down, more commercial
software developers will have to we Ada as a solution to
their cost ovems mid maintmence problems in order
for the language to be viable in the next century.
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Ada-
A Software Engineering Tool

by

Richard D. Riehie
tobert Frost once said that writingfree verse wus like playing tennis In April 1987. Undersecretary oflthe Army James Ambrose

withe the net dow~n. The gtuin under those o'idtions requires Spe sell. dec lared an end to waivers and mandated that all Army projects
discipline. In cona~pter pro, wwinug we *en play with the net down,. be developed in Ada, including MIS applications. Since then
Ada puas up the net. adds several referees, and inswais electricry se-E l albrnhsoteDohvelvtdteicmimnto
sors on the Jbsil line and boundaries.albrnhsodi ohvelvtdtercmimnto

Ada, and most of the defense contractors have gotten the mes-
As a response to a "software crisis." the U.S. Department of sage. Ada is now alive and weil-in fact, thziving--and is a
Defense (DoD) decreed in 1979, that all new software develop, viable language alternative for any software development
ment should be performed using Ada. Then the DoD created prOjeCt.
a waiver process so that nearly anyone with a good imagina- W~hy do we need another programming language? And
tion could create a rationale for avoiding th trnito to Ada. why Ada? And what is an "Ada." anyway? Then again, what
The result: Ada didn't have enough launch-pad thrust to reach Is all this nonsense about "software engineering"? Is that just
orbit. Another factor in Ada's slow acceptance was a reluc- another fancy term for programming in the way that "sanitazy
tarn IBM. Without the IBM endorsement, any new language engineer" is another name for janitor? In this series of articles.
has trouble gaining acceptance. According to Aviation Week we hope to answer these and other related questions' about
and Technology, IBM finally put its full weight behind Ada Ada. We'll discuss the premises on which the language was
after its Federal Systems Division lost several million dolr designed and its differences from other languages, and we'll
in government contracts that required Ada. examine the issue of fulfilled and unfulfilled expectations.

Now Ada's popularity is increasing in velocity: interna-
tionally in Europe and Japan; academically in the university Lan~ Chairacterisitic
software engineering community. The National Aeronautics Ada is a descenidant of Algol-68 via Pascal. If you know Pas-
and Space Administration (NASA) has adupted Ada. Th cal, Algol, or PULI you will find much that's familiar in Ada.
Federal Aviation Administration has chosen Ada for the, ne However., Ada is a very formal language, and many words
air traffic control system. The University of Santa Cwm ri and phrases Mak on specific. new meanings when describing
requires Ada instruction in its electrical engineering cur- Ada concepts. Also.Ada adds new capabilites to israncestral
riculum. Ada is even gathering a following in the comnmereial1 languages and moves in the direction of "object-oriented
and MIS marketplace. CR1. Inc.. of Santa Clara, California, design" (OOD). But Ada is not a -pure" 000 language in the
has developed a relational datdasm product in Ada for use in imageP of Smalltalk Objective C~ or ACrOR.
Ada.ytm Before we procee with more detail, let's take a look at

some of the major characteristics of the language. First a
definifion. We use the word .je a lot in Ada. A type defines

EstiMate Of Ada Muuict Potenital both the permitted sot of values and the lega operations for
In U.&.A ropc Indlustr an object Objects may be discet data intes (scalars), com-

posite data iterms or entire executabile modules.11146U U ls li Some of Ada's more prominent features are:
Thuarndmo Poooft 0 O * u@P we multiple level of abstaction

in ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 1115 in t17I ly 0 to
P Pip W or w~ on de ~ efi m* s tric t sco p e wd v isib ility ru l s
Thouan~f~soen spiSafte~nde object-tiineid design

2* U7 MU 3 47* 73. tel e built-in eitceptian hauding
In~misaNu WPOMa #W"6ng Ada PMVVma (b emW * built-in oouicurent/eal-tiuue processing capability
$0. Ms Ms $0 aso Mw I" - separation of specifcation code fl .1 i mpmettion

AdaSuappwMens- n Oppu.~f~fth ~ x cod
m~~s Mw -s r i U separmt compilation of modules

0 icrof mocurrent cFOncpMof softwareengneein
SawaL MOPW u.w wp A*~wjw MM .'. n of Ad' unqefmms gceowc components, enables

Ada progrutiers eo builid context-independenit modules.

1988PregraW~er'JeW"W6J

Go



The Software Engierin ImperodVe * Abstraction * Uniformity
Without an Pwarmness of Ada's software engineering founds- . Inomtothdng *CMItns
tions. it will be hard to understand why the code sometimes * Modularity 0 Confinnability
reads like the software equivalent of a Bach fugue. 0 * C~i~i1

During the past twenty-five years intensive scholarly re-
search into the programmning process has resulted in concepts Notice the absence in this list of Warnier-Omr Jackso Sys-
like "formal proof of correctness" (Dijkstra), Structured tern Development. software metrcs. object-oriented design.
Analysis and Design (DeMarco), problem/solution space These are methods," which would be based on the principles.
models (Ledgard). and "infornauion hiding- and "levels of
abstraction" (Parnaes). There have been hundreds of other con- Abstraction
tnibutors to this evolving discipline, and a visit to a university One of the most important principles in software engineering
bookstore will now turn up plenty of titles that include the ex- is levels of abstraction." By abstraction we mean: Show only
pression -software engineering." the essential properties of a program without revealing the

details. There is a presumption that we can decomnpose an
Goash of Software Engineering abstraction into its component.
The designem of Ada adopted the goals of software engineer- Ada is expressly designed to enable multiple levels of
ing defined by Ross, Goodenough. and Irvine: abstraction. We find this principle represented in Ada by pack-
* Modifiability * Reliability ages, generic program units, distinctions between unit

0 Eficiecy -Undrstadabiityspecification and unit body, among abstract data types, and
* Eficincy* Udertanabiitybetw,;en private and limited-private types, and by the ability

These software engineering goals are no different from the to define entirely new types.
implied goals in our day-to-day programming, but now they An example software abstraction familiar to many design-
are explicitly stated-alsmost codified. ers is the Data Flow Diagram (DED). The "context diagram*'

An additional goal for Ada is "portability": There is only represets the highest level of abstraction of the DED. Sub-
one Ada. No dialects of the language are permitted. Source sequent DFD levels describe subordinat levels of abstraction
code must compile in any Ada environment The Ada Joint until we am at the mostelementary (non-decomposable) level.
Programming Office (AJPO) of the DoD validates every Ada
compiler. An unvalidated compiler isn't Ada. This is the first Inormallomt Hidig
comiputer language subjected to such anrgorous standard. Any Information hiding is closely related to abstraction. We
attempt to cowrup Ada will be rebuffed. She's". just niot simplfify the use of program units by hiding unnecessary in-
that kind of girl.- foirmation. Information here, is defined in a very broad sense

and includes details about algorithm implementation, data
PrInciplea types. and objects.
The goals of software engineering led to a definition of uan- Infrmation hiding is not a new principle. It has been avail-
deligprinciples. By pinciple we do notmean'methods." able to us in one form or another fromn the earliest days of
A method is something like "structured analysis." A principle programming. One example is the OPEN command found in
is the foundation for the method. many languages. We issue the

Since software engineering is anemerging discipline. there Or *PZ1 aw
is no complete agreement on all of the principles but die prin-
ciples mos- commnonly associated with Ada are also definied statemnent and are spaend die tedious effort of coding our own
in the work of Ros.sCmdenough, and Irvine. device drive interface exception handling. etc. Ada, by its

Who hb Ads? and one of 3Bems. I1m inomad comrnr rgot, but doe noueed am ositt
dhu Ma mmli. wpaperw flgh. Mae one of die popelat books of owr day

Adsis am caW -ft "th n cmpse WhmAdaua1 PeI die akhofirms- dint duobs0 doe poussbilitesofelam ku
FOPMNNC ,~h btin Montoe popum sle dom becled computes.

Aego Ads 3yrw ,ongaeLaud in make a lw "ima." TMe iema, label Wbirn .1979, die US.&D~oawumuof
Byms., was bon Dooinber 8. ISIS..i A Oro G. wateMoe dare me tdo kgdt of Dehb.. High Cider Language Wi
Englow&~owindwiaililisaudbylie doe original p h tis.i dim moms do sa(OLGIddaddac

widd asos Ad. Wbs be Ma kh Adsind wW m nvo da herself in the language design of Jain Ichblabs
civoinesbodieonalowsAda'lmodi compowh p Psiamywunyi, i
Lady 3Sym -set m abowosasin Ads . The "nose" describe progronauig guqemieasone.Acorsdlegio'sdy
mamlnef asa mual deholoo. Ads methods fo beyond whua was d pea- Boock, anther of Sq~wem Emwrsmg
conid on a d so* c d~aaftiioug- able with die Analytical Sql... Ada's with Ads. "Jack Cooper of the Navy
owther Me. .led took a leap lnto the future. One Material Coummi evolvd the perWc

Ads humus Mmmiso wAt Chuiles Bab. huadied years befre Ensic, she was asaume for des new linisgi Ada... -."
biege, inventor of die Difleience Engin bua'lbhag MOMin c011111111 kuaching. Ithum; q mp I b-e an orutila-
adl de Analyiycal Engine. Am Italien- subrastisms. vainiales. and G1G0 ger- tie.n seoninsine to feininst mum'is a die
Sinewr. Luili Menebesa. wrote a shior baop in. Sg-bI e ow). Ada eves machaed Dquepaonn of Debase should name its
pape dec dwn h Analytical Engine, filihtly on Artificial Intelligence. Of new ,upnmg a - IIge @ hiautmrof a

causem Ada did not um ourcoammpamy mINuuu _ enuury WeM-.RDR 0
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very design. expands upon and actually enforces this prin- Ada enthusiasts who insist that Ada's structure and environ-
ciple. lnlaterdiscussionswe'llexaminedat typesthatprovide ment can help.
elegant ways to hide implementation details.

Confirmability
Modularity By confirmability, we mean some method of determining that
Ada encourages program design using small, well-defined our program iscorrect. Edsgar Dijksia's"formal proof ofcor-
modules. Ada programmers have standard methods for rectness" for software would be ideal here. Unfortunately,
separate compilation, data and proceure encapsulation, the neither Ada nor any other language advances vti to that level
creation of "loosely-coupled" objects, and top-down struc- of confirmability.
rural design. Ada's modularity enables us to separately compile and test

The phrase "loosely-coupled" is an important concept in program components. In addition. strong data typing provides
Ada's rendition of object-oriented design. The loosely- toolstoenforceconfirmability. Asastongly"typed"langu~ge.
coupled object in Ada is a generic unit that can be used over Ada encourages design that includes defining new, rigorous-
and over in many different programs independently of the ly constrained data types. And Ada's built-in exception han-
specific contexts of those programs. In fact, building generic dling permits us to implement our own error and exception
"reusable components" is a key feature of Ada. routines.

An example of loose-coupling in the real world is in your
automobile. You can't take the carburetor from your Chevy Software Engineering Beyond Ada
and put it on my Ford. The carburetor and the engine are tight- No language can provide, by itself, all the tools necessary for
ly-coupled objects. On the other hand, your twelve-volt bat- fulfilling the goals and principles of software engineering.
tery is a loosely-coupled object that I can steal from your But Ada is more than a language. Compiler developers are
Chevy and use in my Ford. also supplying the Ada Programming Support Environment

This leads us to the concept of "software ICs.'" Many in- (APSE). In future articles we'll explore different inmplemen-
tegrated circuits are loosely-coupled. Often, an electrical en- tations of APSE.
gineermayselectgeneric ICs(objects) fromacatalogtocreate Other elements of software engineering are also neces-
a unique hardware design. Object-oriented design strives to sary--project management tool. structured methods (analy-
develop reusable software units, or components, as generic sis, design, walkthroughs), prototyping, quality assurance.
as those integrated circuits! Computer Assise Software Engineering (CASE) tools, and

software metrics.
Loadiztion
Localization is almost the inverse of modularity. But Localiza- The Ada Language
tion stresses the cohesiveness of the objects in a module. This Now that we have reviewed some of Ada's underlying goals
tends to make individual modules small, logically concise, and principles, we can look at the language itself. In keeping
and easy to modify. We see here that much of Ada's design with the principles of software engineering, we start at the
relates to the modifiability goal. Small, loosely-coupled, high- highest level of abstraction, the package.
ly-cobesive modules are easier to modify and maintain. They The package is unique to Ada. We can find concepts in
are also easier to create. other languages that roughly correspond to the Ada package

Ada permits an encapsulated type that can be affected only but nothing that is as complete. By a package we mean a col-
by the operations defined within the scope of a package. This lection of logically related objects. Thiscollectioncan be data,
is achieved via private and limited-private data types. The end data types, related sprog and type declaratkios. Apack-
result is "abstract dam types." age consists of two parts: the package specificaton and the

package body.
Uforuuity -The user of a package usually has no need to see the details
We could also use the word consistency. Every prgramming of the implementation (package body). The only part of a
organization has its standards. Some use indentation on the package the progrnmmer would see is the package specifica-
line after the ( w~rle others insist on damt one normalization tion. The specification is the programmer's window into the
and still others ame MoUy aissez fhie. Ofte."coirrct" coding package
style is subje ct to argulenLt The principle of uniformity is There are software componies that specialize in creating
relatedtothe goals ofmoditability and understandability. The both generic and non-generic Ada packages This is a grow-
idea, of course, is to keep the style the saume.

Ada supports uniformity by virtue of its rigorou structue. Ada RUtm isu Words
Ada programmers build software systems as small, well- AM domk If Ulm
definedmodules(Adapackages).ThuiMmplm i oding F g4
style of a paricular package may be peculiar, but the pack- .-- -,8= dins it ONuu
age user never sees the algoritlnic code. Al access to the da do. is
package through e package specficatm, and that sub- -_ b p
stumiiafly lanat the vuatmamor of style availiable to the pack- *M do . RPW 'w'
age dreulopeLEvenhuereAdsaJe 't let a play withdie not . dt Pkp
down.

How can we know our solution is complete? No prtigram. V
ming language st=m can vske this happen, but tiee ma those - - W

Is. On ME
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Why Do We Need tenance of the systems programmed with puten RLSCs) insead of Complex in.
Ia. New Laqguage! (hesw linguages wds becoming a night- 5truction Set Computers CISCst.

mire. ind the very computer vot'tware that The jury tb sull o..! on the eventual tate
In his book on Software Engineenag. wah being trmptemented for ft defense of of Ada. At present its eems to be healthy
Henry Ltdlanl describes what sets the the country was becoming part of the and gaining strength. Just a few years ago.
prOfCS~konal apart from the amateur threat. many people had their doubts. According
proigramnser~ 1he completed work of a When a government agency has a to a bulletin released by the Ada Joint
professkiotl must be reliably usable 2nd problem. the firmt thing it does is establish Programming Office (AIPO) in December
maintainable by someone othe than the a committee. In this case the committee. 1987. there ame now over 120 compilers
author. Moreover, the professiontal typical- formed in 1975. was named the High Order available for the Language. Moreover, or-
ly develops softw ~'atwill interact with Language Working Group (HOLWG) and ganzt~ions dimt have adopted Ada and urn-
a large body of c ýftwawe written by consisted of botnh detem'e and civilian plement its "reusablhity" features report
other profession& members. HOLWG developed criteria for dramatic improvements in programming

Theme are ot Professional the "ideal" DoD language andi surveyed productivity.
progranmmer And t ing managers the languages then available. HOLWG There is hardly a mainfarae or mini-
know that the vast ma), of time in any decided that none of the languages was computer environmenit for which there is
software organization is devoted to main- consistent with DoD requiremnts. no compiler. As you might elpect. thuer
tenaince of existing code. In the Depart- In 1977, HOL.WO issued a request for are outssiading Ada compilers for the DEC
meet of Defense it is estimated that 80% proposal for a new computer language. It VAX series. Strangely. though, the system
of do software dollar goes into main- received 13 proposals and selected four best designed to take advantag of Ada's
testaea Not only is this a thankless task, finalists labeled Red. Gomen Blue. and Yel- tasicing featae, the Cray seaws. does wet
but it also proeaute new begs. Addition- low. In the next round of refinements, the yet have a "vauslae" coualpiar. By "Vali-
ally, because there is no "scienoe" of pro- Red aid Green languages were selected. dated we mum that the compiler has suc-
granuning each coder does things differ- Finally, in 1979, the Green language. sub- cesafuily compled and executed the I.850
euwly. Attempts at discipline ovar the years mined by a team at Cii-Honeywelllflufl of pro gi - contained in the A1PO tas suite.
have been dismally umuccesdfual. Imagine France, was selected. The team was And the nule is, until it is validsad by the
maintaining doe code for all the symmart of headed by Dr. Jean D. lchbiah. AJPO it isnt Ada Recut estimtates am
the DoD (or any government agency) and Ads was designed according to currnm tht dot hee will be about ISO vabdaed Ads
transporting the code into a worldwide c-ncepts of software engineering. Some compilers by Sumrwof 1918.
mibitay conud aid control systun or say it is the first higuiage to be developed There are sone good loIy - -
two hunthJoalmlgtc systeun. that way. It is. however, not witimot itS of Ada for the IBK~M~I PC envism

Thus is alo the old iass ofis-invent- critics. Many saftware engineers believe ment. Forn a -cos Ada coump&Ker Iz RR
ing the. wheL MVAt of the cods we - , -e that a bowne laqpgiage ta i Ip -e die Softwam. Inc.'s JANUS/Ada (C-PAL
dmoessthemtetkassmouwcaiedi- principles is Mcidtnis2. developed by the priced sroid Sl00). Recent*y Mtliks

an by someo else. Caumpavly liftt aftr of Fucal Nikkao Wirh. Some say Software i - , I, ced a pse-validaed ver.
origina soitweim is coded. The idWa is to that Ads is the las gpat laigup of the aim of Ada for the Moaciuwh. Muidias
make code.a rtimabie gSi1 s, d aim- 1960s and poin to the emergencer of 4GL ndv Alsys also have validwtd compilers
ple aspopaidye. Thisisananm~rvialpirob- (Fourth Generation Luga~e achnol.- for MS-D= emvironmews,-EDR
lum in a small orgnization lik yoe op. Stil oter disik fth "size" of the
homown bu* cerainly ace-trivial in = language, ctrnqwung itsa the c -st tran
organizetoa the sian of the DoD. towartk Reduced Instruiction Set Corm-

Now imagine the cost of all this

duliatgum erstpigtme i'uafamae. i Ads Compilers for Microcomputers
mny self-repcin gnramd ol wtoagv This list of Ada compislers is n , comiprehensive, nor should its aitries be consuned as
nudlea weqam aid - to clubs and ~ O I~

300111MValideated Eaviremasat
Ada is designed for professlonal Janus/Ada RR Software. yes PCItonee
psu~ofwm MWh~l. h Madison. WI

omAdy dhasoenis a nd hi ha c AdaVmansg Meridian Software. Yes p~cIane.of -my Lft- mom"m eIAgura Kills CA soon Maclintos (unader MAC OS)
buks* udPL o )- i anlyYes Z4500comhustedby aw t Imo ~

working os aidpaidaw andesm m Alsys Alsys. Inc. Yes PCJCWMe
emjinadMepebeowa tpop m- Waltham. MA yes Macintosh (under AUX)

ly it al t o~ Md@LFkhmMotorolaQE~tofamily
Mhi Schuth of Nasthism Uavu ity so O/

has statd a rule of Uami "No good
prop ca ha wis by - =i Ads-86 Soiled,. Inc. Yes Cross-comipiler tnas
people The but prugmiisan - i by Waltibmn. MA Va series gea 'at die
-m at two pepl- 0A tý

NPWI tI I A I OM11b SMis o NYU AdudiA Now York University
hkbumdew is o h 19M do

*wD@Dwu inau=wwaW.' y g NYU AdWd is a lowesat -AdC ie' spreser deuimfor learnig somedsalta abWa Ada.
a&*y 1970% ft DoD van usin mar 4OG However YcnMt donAsh With k Milk's ROAN all kiI 6.uet

d ~ pnw egb~n. ii3 Adeffld will execSIss mfost of die picipsmst in dobaoL bya ar a. bdlo'-
raft). but wash ot for integer aim.
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iqbin.bet~ wpamie (ia wuPlee Here we hiave a junctm caii v'vuma a proetlure. (n &Mutwm.
Here is a skeletn package that inoporate othe pack- we haive a procedue call. GET. from INT-1.

SVL osethatAdacommntsam receed y tw hyhewIllustrations like this often elicit a ho-hurn response from
aps. Nw diatAdacoments re prceded y twohyphen eern . There i, nothing here thai1coUkintj

be done in some other languige. The directive with is some-

typ AXTUNr9is 4rL 0971 defLfted daetp are some Advantages in clarity. For example. the value to be
type SUMZN.I0 isanw :utau. derived data type returned in an Ada funton is always expliitly returned. Albo.
maocWSATU STATUS aaakqn::&9 a data type we do an explicit type conversion on INCH..TOTAL in die
STAUn~iS-TCyp SDOeAB:n ~ rtr expression that computes CONVERSION.

pcoceduce FLAC9_bOE .4FAAV1-AW.,PAnC . 1: The first thing we see in this procedure is the invocatmc
of another package. TEXT-10I. Ada doesn't have its own

ea ONCBSClILZ4- end pecka&" speci cat~a input/output procedures. so input and output ame controlled
pace&"a body DOXCA.S-SCNWJLZR - begin ~LNPemntat son by Ada packages. Several packages ame provided as part of

&;:to nth& part the standard language impflementation: SEQUENTIAL-1O.
end 11OX CAB SCISCULMR -- nd L Geentat ýoo DIRECT-1O, TEXTJIO. and LOW-LEVEL-10. Other 1O

In this example we are creating a package to solve the clas- packages are available f~rom Ada software vendors and the
sic problem of moving empty and full box cars in a railroad AJPO. These include console. screen, and window handling
network. The package wiU use another package. OPERA- packges. grpispackaes, aPackages fordevicedrivers.
TIONSRESEARCH. which is incorporated into this pack- Since we want to enter intege numbers via a keyboard.
age by the Ada with statement; then we define two data ty"pes, we nieed to use the package TEXT-1O, which contains threfe
STATuSTypE and SERIALL.O, and create two variables generic packages named INTGER-1O. FLOATJO, and
and assign a typ to each; then we specify the functions and FIXMEDJO.
procedures that will be found in die body of die package. The An Ada generic does not exist an an executable entity. It is
most important thing to observe here is that the package often referred to an a "template.- To use any generic object
specification may be the only thing available to anyone who (package, procedure, orfunction), you must supply the lharac
wants to use the package BOX.CAR_.SCHEDULER. Th teristics of die objects to be processed and creame a newly
packag body may be hidden. With this specification. anothe named version of the generic object This is called insswuis-

Plwmnican createP a new progham unit (package. proce- doni, meaning to creame a new "instsme" of the generic ob-
pureogramnueric .Freape ject. In Ads doe Y -fh-mPs) for a panic may be a type. a

dunor fnctin). or eampvariable,ore enan uwdm *I gl

will ~ ~ INTEGERJO. asa generic package within TEXT-JO. a-
low.. us to sendi and receive numbers fronjtoa deviace in ASCII

~ P~DD~N~~ina" package specification form&a. INTEGER-1O automatically converts the numbers to
Th pckpboyfO the propr internal INTEGER formal so that we can Performl

Thepacag boy f BX.CAR-SCHEDULER and othe calculations. The generic does not exist as a working pac~k-
p--kag-- are hidden from the progrunmeor writing the pack-ý age until we instantiate it. In this case we instantiated IN-

age RILOAD..MANAGEMENT. And the packag body TEGER-10 as a new package named INT-10 for data type
forOpERATIONSRESEARCH was hidden from the creator INTEGER.
of BOXCAR-SCHEDULER. This may seem a hltl redundant. but suppose we had real-

ly wanted to constrain the GET for each object in the proce-
S~bprpain fi~d ~dulre. We migla have created the following new data types:

Ads lia two kinds of subcpso m puucedwrs nfmos
lbs diffeu- r between due two is quite simple. A functioun type INCH isM c an"e t..12:

P -musarewltaspwtofauezpramsi Apmcedumiaasimple typo FU-YAO toe to rngs 1..3;4

swmmmts for eunnpe, a sirnple procedure to convert non-
inevic tormetic: then created objects of those types

108 aaISUC LS ZWCHS :MC hKTypes

SUS FLOMt: VANS iBMD Type:
pel i for@ ameSE £0i=.rT= 31M te- IV M ATI i

tolm WroZ J zUsm~ anid then insutiased INTBERJO1 for each rMp
begla .)AT0k o~SMITT-'00S* package INCI 10 is new t 10.1 1, loft" IUType);

be"tec-6 ITDI - M1 - 41" 12) * IN:; packas" FuctZ is new M23t10. 1U513o ltutrW~flt)
sseJSISIC :- Lofll Zm-WA&)* packase lAM o10 is new ti 0 313 0(A it

0mlonrAc20S
NG al aml~ 80einan 61a at ff tooe le
n- 101 type *Amsa rL"tW~Iuck.1tOID Now~ our prucwd"u codift would read:

-Powiiii£f-n23 10.23 WClS
131 t £0.23? AM"It utEot =0T3 (imitt:
:ut10.23GT (rti t) AMI10.23? AMS) a
13?toGR I0.2311=21 t

iSSU 23512U3.tnt YMS

GaS 351373



If the newly instanuiated package. INCHIO. receives input ty (not & lmit) parallel tasks, all of which can communicate
outside the range of I through 12, a constraint error will be with each other. Tasks can be used with great efficiency in
raised at runtime. This is one reason Ada code sometimes comnplex simulation programs where it is often convenient to
seems a little baroque, break a problem into small pieces and merge results at dif-

Some relief is available in the formof the use option. Rather ferent stages of completion.
thanexplicitly nameTEXTJOastheparentoflNTEGER-lO, The overall structure of a task is similar to that of a pack.
we could have said, age:

with 'TX_ 4 TXT_ ; task A.Specfcation tot a .as
i- nt. an e•omdGd system that

p&Ckaq*e 14T_1 ts no- IN-.EGUk11 : tlTECG1R); -- controls a heagt paceasker

ose :NT 10; and FACOWAER;

tas. ooay PACEKAXER is
GMIINcI[sI .; A.qOE•ilhoC impJlem~f•l4tz on

is pliced here

Many Ada programming shops prohibit or discourage the and PA.Mf..

use option because of the need for absolute clarity and con-
trol over the visibility and scope of every element of the An important aspect of Ada is the ease with which we can
program. This may be of little consequence in a small software create programs for "embedded systems," by which we mean
product but becomes a major issue in a large software system software systems consisting of multiple programs and/or
designed to control parallel processing in a "mission critical" processors that operate independently of any human inter-
environment. ference. Examples would be radar guidance systems, missile

telemetry, automated medical monitoring and control devices.
Tasks unmanned space vehicles, etc. Reliability is the most impor-
One unique feature of Ada is the task, a program unit devoted tant attribute of these kinds of systems.
to concurrent processing. The task may be used in either a Ada's charter to be the language of embedded systems is
multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment. The task one reason for the rigorous discipline it enforces on the
has no direct analogue in other languages. Historically, we software engineer.
resort to assembler language or some special purpose lan- We can create multiple tasks that rendezvous with each
guage we access via CALL constructs to match Ada's task. other in a variety of ways. The•e am methods for prioritizing.

The task becomes an especially important programming starting, stopping, and monitoring MskJ One task may sm
construct as supercomputing and parallel processing emerge. several others and wait until one of those ahen completes
With Ada we con desin a system in which we launch twen-


